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3W

3
Batteries
Included
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Batteries
Included
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Batteries
Included

1
Battery
Included

+

50

28
ml

11000
mAh

BPA
free

SYMBOLS

EU

Toppoint has awarded the Ecovadis Silver medal for  
responsible conduct in the environment, labor practices,  
ethics and sustainable procurement.
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DRINKWARE  THERMO DRINKWARE

98782

9877598780

98777
+

+ +

1L730
ml

250
ml

1L730
ml

250
ml

1L730
ml

250
ml

+
1L730
ml

250
ml

Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with flip lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer 
wall are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x132mm. Content: 250ml.

98777  THERMO MUG FLOW 250ML
Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with flip lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer 
wall are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x132mm. Content: 250ml.

98782  THERMO MUG FLOW 250ML

Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer wall 
are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. Size: Ø70x132mm. 
Content: 250ml.

98780  THERMO MUG FLOW 250ML
Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer wall 
are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. Size: Ø70x132mm. 
Content: 250ml.

98775  THERMO MUG FLOW 250ML
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DRINKWARE  THERMO DRINKWARE

9878498778

9878198776
+

1L400
ml

+

+

+
1L730
ml

400
ml

1L730
ml

400
ml

1L730
ml

500
ml

Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with flip lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer 
wall are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 400ml.

98778  THERMO MUG FLOW 400ML
Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer wall 
are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x250mm. Content: 500ml.

98784  THERMO MUG FLOW 500ML

Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer wall 
are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 400ml.

98781  THERMO MUG FLOW 400ML
Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer wall 
are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 400ml.

98776  THERMO MUG FLOW 400ML
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DRINKWARE  THERMO DRINKWARE

98783

98843

98779
++

+

1L730
ml

300
ml

1L730
ml

400
ml

1L730
ml

400
ml98793

+
1L730
ml

400
ml

Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with flip lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer 
wall are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 400ml.

98793  THERMO MUG FLOW 400ML
Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with drinking spout and straw is 100% BPA free and leak-free and 
easy to take with you. The inner and outer wall are made of stainless 
steel and are of high quality. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 400ml.

98843  THERMO MUG TRAVEL FLOW 400ML

Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with flip lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer 
wall are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 400ml.

98783  THERMO MUG FLOW 400ML
Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the 'Flow' series. The mug 
with flip lid is 100% leak-free and easy to carry. The inner and outer 
wall are made of stainless steel and are of high quality. 
Size: Ø70x157mm. Content: 300ml.

98779  THERMO MUG CAR FLOW 300ML
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98818
+

1L730
ml

200
ml 98772

+
1L730
ml

350
ml

91213
+

1L730
ml

450
ml

98768
+

1L730
ml

350
ml

98815
+

1L730
ml

330
ml

100% leak-proof vacuum mug with a safety button that prevents the 
bottle from leaking. The flask can only be opened by a click on the 
button. Size: Ø70x177mm. Content: 330ml.

98815  THERMO MUG CLICK-TO-OPEN 330ML
A 100% leak-proof vacuum insulated mug. Very useful because you 
can safely carry this mug with content, in for example a bag. 
Size: Ø70x175mm. Content: 350ml.

98772  THERMO MUG 350ML

Toppoint design 100% leak-proof vacuum mug. Very useful, because 
you can safely carry this mug with drink in, for example, a bag. 
Size: Ø70x120mm. Content: 200ml.

98818  THERMO MUG 200ML
A 100% leak-proof vacuum insulated mug. Very useful because  
you can safely carry this mug with content, in for example a bag.  
The mug's coating gives the possibility for sublimation printing. 
Size: Ø70x195mm. Content: 350ml.

98768  THERMO MUG SUBLIMATION 350ML

Leak free double-walled vacuum insulated bottle with a unique 
diamond pattern. The thermo bottle keeps liquids well at 
temperature. Suitable for example in the car, at the office or while 
traveling. Size: Ø80x180mm. Content: 450ml.

91213  THERMO MUG DIAMOND PATTERN 450ML
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+ +
1L750
ml

1L9880498803 NEW NEW

Leak-free vacuum insulated drinking bottle that keeps hot drinks hot 
and cold drinks cold. Each packed in a gift box. Size: Ø70x307mm. 
Content: 700ml.

98803  THERMO BOTTLE SWING 750ML
Leak-free vacuum insulated drinking bottle that keeps hot drinks hot 
and cold drinks cold. Each packed in a gift box. Size: Ø90x325mm. 
Content: 1000ml.

98804  THERMO BOTTLE SWING 1000ML
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DRINKWARE  THERMO DRINKWARE

9884098805

98810

98841

98807
+

+ ++

+
1L730
ml

500
ml

1L730
ml

500
ml

1L730
ml

500
ml

1L730
ml

500
ml

1L730
ml

500
ml

NEW

Leak-free vacuum insulated drinking bottle that keeps hot drinks hot 
and cold drinks cold. Each packed in a gift box. Size: Ø70x253mm. 
Content: 500ml.

98807  THERMO BOTTLE SWING 500ML

The high-quality stainless steel bottle vacuum insulated provides 
insulation for cold and hot drinks and is useful for on-the-go. The 
metallic finish ensures a sporty and robust design. In addition, the 
cap of the bottle has a rubber edge, making the water bottle 
leak-proof. Size: Ø70x245mm. Content: 500ml.

98841  THERMO BOTTLE SWING METALLIC EDITION 500ML

Leak-proof and stainless steel vacuum insulated drinking bottle that 
provides insulation for cold and hot drinks. The finish of the bottle 
provides an opportunity to apply sublimation printing on the product. 
Each packed in a gift box. Size: Ø70x253mm. Content: 500ml.

98810  THERMO BOTTLE SWING SUBLIMATION 500ML

The high-quality stainless steel vacuum insulated bottle provides 
insulation for cold and hot drinks and is useful for on-the-go. The soft 
finish ensures a modern design. In addition, the cap of the bottle has 
a rubber edge, making the water bottle leak-proof. The bottle comes 
in a luxurious gift box. Size: Ø70x253mm. Content: 500ml.

98805  SWING BOTTLE SOFT COLOURS 500ML

Stay well hydrated thanks to the luxurious Swing Wood Edition 
stainless steel vacuum insulated drinking bottle (wood look-a-like 
surface). This reusable water bottle is BPA-free and eco-friendly. Due 
to a double layer of insulation the content remain warm or cold for a 
longer period of time. Size: Ø70x245mm. Content: 500ml.

98840  THERMO BOTTLE SWING WOOD EDITION 500ML
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DRINKWARE  THERMO DRINKWARE

ALL-AROUND 
DIGITAL IMPRINT
ON DRINKWARE 

9883198811

9876591182
+ +

1L730
ml

700
ml3W 1L730

ml
500
ml

+ +
1L730
ml

400
ml

1L340
ml

The Adventure vacuum insulated bottle is a drinking bottle and 
speaker in one. With the wireless function, a smartphone can be 
connected to the speaker (3W). The double-walled thermo bottle 
keeps hot and cold drinks well at temperature. Size: Ø80x240mm. 
Content: 700ml.

91182  SPEAKER BOTTLE ADVENTURE 700ML 3W
Drinking bottle with a temperature display in the lid that shows the 
temperature of the drink inside the bottle. The vacuum insulated 
bottle keeps hot and cold drinks well on temperature for a long 
period of time. The insulation technique ensures good temperature 
maintenance. Size: Ø70x245mm. Content: 500ml.

98765  BOTTLE WITH TEMPERATURE DISPLAY 500ML

The vacuum insulated bottle adventure has a tough looking finish 
and is ideal for every adventure. This double walled thermo stainless 
steel flask keeps hot drink warm up to 12 hours and drinks cold up to 
24 hours. Size: Ø76x255mm. Content: 400ml.

98811  THERMO BOTTLE ADVENTURE 400ML
Drinking bottle made of double-walled stainless steel. Stylish design 
and several modern colours available. This vacuum insulated bottle 
keeps drinks up to 12 hours warm or up to 24 hours cold. 
Size: Ø75x220mm. Content: 340ml.

98831  DRINK BOTTLE GUSTAV 340ML
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DRINKWARE

NEW
ALL-AROUND 
DIGITAL IMPRINT
ON DRINKWARE 

360º
ALL AROUND

• 360° PRINT POSSIBLE
• BIGGEST DIGITAL PRINTING 
 FACILITY OF EUROPE
• LARGE IMPRINT SURFACES
• PHOTO REALISTIC
• SMALL QUANTITIES POSSIBLE
 (ALREADY FROM 25 PIECES)
• FAST DELIVERY
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DRINKWARE COFFEE MUGS

9171498759

1L730
ml

400
ml

1L730
ml

350
ml

1L730
ml

180
ml

1L730
ml

270
ml

9876390496

Plastic travel mug with custom-made paper inlay. Provided with a 
drink opening and re-closable lid. Open via a turning mechanism. 
Size: Ø83x177mm. Content: 400ml.

90496  TRAVEL MUG CUSTOM-MADE 400ML

Metal thermo car mug suitable for hot drinks. Outside metal, inside 
plastic. Delivered in a gift box. Size: Ø75x176mm. Content: 350ml.

98759  THERMO MUG METAL 350ML

Coffee to-go mug that is ideal to take with you on-the-go. This model 
fits underneath every coffee machine and because it is a double 
walled mug, it keeps drinks well on temperature. Size: Ø90x107mm. 
Content: 180ml.

98763  THERMO MUG COFFEE TO GO 180ML

Double-walled plastic mug from the Flavour series with a hard plastic 
lid. Easily lockable and comfortable to drink due to the drinking 
opening in the middle of the lid. The mug does not feel hot thanks to 
the double wall. Size: Ø79x160mm. Content: 270ml.

91714  COFFEE CUP FLAVOUR 270ML
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987549883098752 1L730
ml

350
ml

1L730
ml

350
ml

1L730
ml

360
ml

987061L730
ml

360
ml

240
ml

1L730
ml

240
ml98707

This bamboo fiber mug is suitable for drinking all kinds of beverages. 
Because of the mixed fibers it is an ecological product to help the 
environment and enjoying your perfect cup of drink at the same time. 
Size: Ø80x88mm. Content: 350ml.

98754  BAMBOO FIBER MUG 350ML

Reusable TopEarth hot-but-cool cup that is the sustainable alternative 
to the disposable cup. The cups are produced in Germany and 95% 
of sugar cane, unbreakable, stack-able, meet the strictest 
requirements, 100% recyclable and are completely taste and smell 
neutral. Due to the smart design, the outer side remains cool. 
Size: Ø85x90mm. Content: 240ml.

98706  HOT-BUT-COOL COFFEE CUP 240ML
This reusable bamboo fiber coffee mug is developed to reduce the 
waste of one-time use coffee cups. Every year, hundreds of millions 
of cups end up in the garbage. This cup is BPA free and made of 
50% bamboo fiber, giving it a fantastic ECO look. Size: Ø92x115mm. 
Content: 360ml.

98752  BAMBOO FIBER CUP 360ML

Reusable TopEarth coffee cup that is the sustainable alternative to 
the disposable cup. The cups are produced in Germany and 95% of 
sugar cane, unbreakable, stack-able, meet the strictest requirements, 
100% recyclable and are completely taste and smell neutral. Due to 
the smart design, the outer edge remains cool. Size: Ø84x107mm. 
Content: 240ml.

98707  HOT-BUT-COOL COFFEE CUP WITH LID 240ML

Coffee to-go mug that is ideal to take with you on the go. This model 
fits underneath every coffee machine and because it is a thermo 
mug, it keeps drinks well on temperature. Size: 92x92x150mm. 
Content: 350ml.

98830  THERMO MUG PLASTIC COFFEE TO-GO 350ML
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DRINKWARE  DRINKING BOTTLESDRINKWARE  DRINKING BOTTLES

9881398814 1L730
ml

550
ml

1L630
ml

98757 1L730
ml

500
ml

BPA
free 98756 1L730

ml
600
ml

BPA
free

Luxury glass water bottle with wooden lid. The heat resistant sleeve 
will ensure that you will not burn your hands. Also it keeps cold 
drinks cool for a longer period. This way you can use this borosilicate 
glass bottle for both hot and cold drinks and is also suitable for 
carbonated drinks. Just take it along to the beach, park or to an 
event. Size: Ø75x255mm. Content: 550ml.

98814  GLASS WATER BOTTLE WITH SLEEVE 550ML
Glass bottle with wooden lid that is decorated with a pattern on the 
bottle. The design is modern and stylish at the same time. Start using 
this borosilicate glass bottles to reduce the plastic bottles and thus 
contribute to reduce plastic waste. This bottle is suitable for 
carbonated drinks. Size: Ø72x270mm. Content: 630ml.

98813  GLASS BOTTLE WITH PATTERN 630ML

Shaker has everything you need during and after exercising. The 
shaker offers a storage box for sport supplements that are used by 
many athletes. The snap-on screen will shake all of your powdery 
contents and prevent clumping. Size: Ø86x220mm. Content: 500ml.

98757  SHAKER WITH COMPARTMENT 500ML
Shaker ideal for healthy drinks. The shake ball included prevents 
lumps. The shaker has a lid that can be closed. Ideal to take with you. 
Size: Ø86x213mm. Content: 600ml.

98756  SHAKER 600ML
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DRINKWARE  DRINKING BOTTLESDRINKWARE  DRINKING BOTTLES

9874998773

9876698767

BPA
free

BPA
free

1L580
ml

1L730
ml

600
ml

1L730
ml

600
ml

BPA
free1L730

ml
600
mlNEW

Aluminum single-walled drinking bottle with coloured cap. This bottle 
is equipped with a useful silicone strap so that it is easy to carry or 
can be attached to a bag, for example. The bottle is only suitable for 
cold, non carbonated drinks. Size: Ø73x235mm. Content: 600ml.

98767  BOTTLE ALUMINUM 600ML
Transparent Tritan drinking bottle with coloured cap. This useful water 
bottle is equipped with a silicone strap so that it is easy to carry or 
can be attached to a bag for example. Suitable for cold, non-
carbonated drinks. Size: Ø62x227mm. Content: 600ml.

98766  BOTTLE TRITAN 600ML

Transparent plastic drinking bottle made of Tritan material. Due to the 
silicone top the bottle is 100% leak-free. Suitable for cold, non-
carbonated drinks. The product has a large printing surface. 
Delivered in gift box. Size: Ø65x230mm. Content: 580ml.

98773  BOTTLE TRITAN WITH SILICONE MOUTHPIECE 580ML
Single wall drinking bottle with the capacity of 600ml. Mix and match 
the colours of the lid and body to create your own colour 
combination. Made of Tritan material. Suitable for cold non-
carbonated drinks. Size: Ø66x256mm.

98749  DRINKING BOTTLE LOOP 600ML
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Leak-proof water bottle with silicone handle. The slim model fits 
easily in the (laptop) bag and has a modern look. The bottle is 
BPA-free, durable and reusable. Suitable for cold, non-carbonated 
drinks. Size: Ø60x235mm. Content: 500ml.

98758  BOTTLE TRITAN 350ML
Square design of a frosty coloured drinking bottle made from Tritan. 
The ideal bottle to bring during sportive activities. The straw in the 
bottle ensures that drinks can be drunk during an exercise. The 
screw cap can be opened for great thirst. Suitable for cold, non-
carbonated drinks. Size: 105x68x254mm. Content: 750ml.

98753  DRINKING BOTTLE SQUARE 750ML

Adventure water bottle made of tritan is ideal for use during sporty 
activities like hiking, canoeing or running. The leak-free bottle has a 
sturdy appearance due to the lid with screw cap opening and 
contains a handle that makes it possible to hang the bottle. Suitable 
for cold (non-carbonated) drinks. Size: Ø75x195mm. Content: 550ml.

98764  WATER BOTTLE ADVENTURE 550ML
Wireless speaker bottle (3W) is a uniquely designed drinking bottle 
that can also be used to play music. A unique combination between 
a drinking bottle and a speaker and ideal for on the go. Suitable for 
non-carbonated drinks. Size: Ø75x272mm. Content: 730ml.

91184  SPEAKER BOTTLE 730ML 3W
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free
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free
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ml
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ml GLOSS

UV HIGH

98787 1L730
ml

500
ml

Since 2013 it is possible to print with a 
UV printing technique. Light PMS colours 
will be printed to high quality images, in 
an environmentally friendly way, with a 
perfect result. The print is dishwasher 
proof for up to 500 washes.
 

We can print on several round and square 
articles, for example mugs, glasses, travel mugs. 

ADVANTAGES OF UV HIGH GLOSS 
• Bright brilliant colours
• High quality printing
• Wide range of Pantone colours feasible 
 (e.g. cyan and magenta)
• Dishwasher proof (according to  
 DIN 12875)
• Environmentally friendly by using  
 UV ink (e.g. cadmium free)

Drinking bottle made of tritan material from the Flow series. The 
bottle with spout and straw is 100% leak-free and BPA-free. Suitable 
for cold (non-carbonated) drinks. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 500ml.

98788  BOTTLE FLOW 500ML

Drinking cup made of solid material and is 100% leak-proof. The cup 
has a large printing surface. Suitable for cold (non-carbonated) drinks. 
Size: Ø72x152mm. Content: 360ml.

90467  DRINKING MUG FRESH 360ML

Drinking bottle made of tritan material from the Flow series. The 
bottle is 100% leak-free and BPA-free. Suitable for cold (non-
carbonated) drinks. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 500ml.

98787  BOTTLE FLOW 500ML
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98799
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EU EUBPA
free
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free
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free
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ml

1L750
ml

1L730
ml

500
ml 91684 EU

98860

TRANSPARENT 
BOTTLE

HARDCOLOUR 
BOTTLE

Plastic sports bottle crate for ten bottles, with two intergrated handles 
these are stackable and good quality. Size: 195x395x268mm.

91684  SPORTS BOTTLE TRAY
Toppoint design water bottle with ergonomic cap. Optimum drinking 
pleasure thanks to handy dimensions, asymmetrical mouthpiece and 
an integrated grip. The drinking bottle is produced in Europe, made 
of high-quality materials and is completely taste and smell neutral, 
leak-free and 100% recyclable. Size: Ø63x225mm. Content: 500ml.

98850  SPORTS BOTTLE ERGONOMIC 500ML

Toppoint design high quality Sports bottle with a vaporiser. Push the 
button and this will release a small amount of water from the spray, 
helping your body to cool down quicker. The sport bottle is 100% 
leakfree, BPA free and can be printed all over. Size: Ø73x255mm. 
Content: 750ml.

98799  SPORTSBOTTLE WITH VAPORIZER 750ML
Water bottle, made in Europe from 95% organic plastic made of sugar 
cane. The bottle complies with the strictest food safety regulations 
and is completely taste and smell neutral, leak-proof and 100% 
recyclable. Size: Ø73x248mm. Content: 750ml.

98860  SPORTS BOTTLE BIO 750ML

High quality models made in Europe,  
available in vibrant colours, in large  
and small!
 
DID YOU KNOW THAT OUR  
SPORTSBOTTLES ARE: 
• Produced in Europe 
• Are made of materials which meet the  
 most recent EU laws and regulations. 
• Are 100% food safe 
• Are 100% leak free 
• Are made from flexible material,  
 which makes them easy to use 
• A nice promotional item as it can be  
 imprinted 360 degree in 4 colours 
• Available in many colour combinations  
• For 5000 pieces or more you can  
 personalise your PMS colour  
• Can also be combined with many  
 trendy  and useful accessories from  
 our collection  
• Made from 100% recycable material
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MIX & MATCH
ENDLESS COLOUR COMBINATIONS!

High quality sport bottle. Can be delivered in multiple colours. Mix & 
match until you have found the perfect colour combination between 
bottle and lid. The sport bottle is 100% leak-free, BPA-free and can be 
printed all-over. Size: Ø73x248mm. Content: 750ml.

98797  SPORT BOTTLE CLASSIC 750ML
High quality 750ml sport bottle. Can be delivered in multiple colours. 
Mix & match until you have found the perfect colour combination 
between bottle and lid. The sport bottle has an ergonomically 
shaped lid that makes drinking even easier. Size: Ø73x248mm. 
Content: 750ml.

98798  SPORT BOTTLE DESIGN 750ML

High quality sport bottle. Can be delivered in multiple colours. Mix & 
match until you have found the perfect colour combination between 
bottle and lid. The sport bottle is 100% leak-free, BPA-free and can be 
printed all-over. Size: Ø73x178mm. Content: 500ml.

98795  SPORT BOTTLE CLASSIC 500ML
High quality sport bottle. Can be delivered in multiple colours. Mix & 
match until you have found the perfect colour combination between 
bottle and lid. The sport bottle is 100% leak-free, BPA-free and can be 
printed all-over. Size: Ø73x178mm. Content: 500ml.

98796  SPORT BOTTLE DESIGN 500ML
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Reusable cups are an environmentally friendly alternative to 
disposable cups. These strong, unbreakable cups are stackable and 
made of plastics complying with the strictest food safety regulations 
and the cups are completely taste- and smell neutral. The cups are 
100% recyclable. Size: Ø82x166mm. Content: 500ml.

98705  ECO CUP DESIGN PP 500ML

Reusable cups are the environmentally friendly alternative to the 
disposable cups. Can be used at festivals and sporting events for 
example. These strong cups are stackable, 100% recyclable and 
made of plastics complying with the strictest food safety regulations. 
The cups are completely taste and odor neutral. Size: Ø79x118mm. 
Content: 300ml.

98704  ECO CUP PP 300ML

Reusable cups are the environmentally friendly alternative to the 
disposable cups. Can be used at festivals and sporting events for 
example. These strong cups are stackable, 100% recyclable and 
made of plastics complying with the strictest food safety regulations. 
The cups are completely taste and odor neutral. Size: Ø73x100mm. 
Content: 250ml.

98702  ECO CUP PP 250ML

With the original cupkeeper you can carry six cups at a time. The 
cupkeeper is made of food-grade PP. A plastic that is recyclable, 
durable and reusable for many years. The cupkeeper is very 
compact so easy to be stowed away in a bag or simply use the 
integrated hook to attach it to a bag or belt. Size: 130x75x38mm.

91569  THE ORIGINAL CUPKEEPER – CUPS 18CL-33CL

Reusable cups are the environmentally friendly alternative to the 
disposable cups. Can be used at festivals and sporting events for 
example. These strong cups are stackable, 100% recyclable and 
made of plastics complying. The cups are completely taste and odor 
neutral. Size: Ø73x100mm. Content: 250ml.

98703  ECO CUP DESIGN PP 250ML
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ECO
FRIENDLY

91570

98701 98700 BPA
free1L730

ml
250
ml

BPA
free1L730

ml
500
ml

NEW
ALL-AROUND 
DIGITAL IMPRINT
ON DRINKWARE 

EU EU

• Made in Europe

• Designed by Toppoint

• Made of 94% organic plastic 

 from sugar cane

• 100% recyclable

• Taste and odor neutral

• Reusable

• Stackable

Reusable cups are the environmentally friendly alternative to the 
disposable cups. Can be used at festivals and sporting events for 
example. These strong cups are made of 94% sugar cane, stackable, 
100% recyclable and produced in Germany. The cups are also 
completely taste and odor neutral. Size: Ø73x100mm. 
Content: 250ml.

98700  ECO CUP BIOBASED 250ML

With the original cupkeeper you can carry six cups at a time. The 
cupkeeper is made of food-grade PP. A plastic that is recyclable, 
durable and reusable for many years. The cupkeeper is very 
compact so easy to be stowed away in a bag or simply use the 
integrated hook to attach it to a bag or belt. Size: 150x80x45mm.

91570  THE ORIGINAL CUPKEEPER – CUPS & PINTS

Reusable cups are the environmentally friendly alternative to the 
disposable cups. Can be used at festivals and sporting events for 
example. These strong cups are made of 94% sugar cane, stackable, 
100% recyclable and produced in Germany. The cups are also 
completely taste and odor neutral. Size: Ø83x166mm. 
Content: 500ml.

98701  ECO CUP BIOBASED 500ML

• 360° PRINT POSSIBLE
• BIGGEST DIGITAL PRINTING 
 FACILITY OF EUROPE
• LARGE IMPRINT SURFACES
• PHOTO REALISTIC
• SMALL QUANTITIES POSSIBLE
 (ALREADY FROM 25 PIECES)
• FAST DELIVERY
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Tea glass made of strong and thick glass with a large handle. Keeps 
coffee or tea warm for longer. Size: Ø75x95mm. Content: 200ml.

50511  TEA GLASS NEW DELHI 200ML

long drink glass Cuba is a popular glass that has been in our 
collection for years. Size: Ø60x134mm. Content: 270ml.

98321  LONGDRINKGLASS CUBA 270ML

High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our 'Satellite' series. The 
cup is stackable and offers a large imprint area. Size: Ø77x70mm. 
Content: 180ml.

51481  CUP & SAUCER SQUARE SATELLITE 180ML

Cup and saucer of high quality porcelain. Espresso model. Made in 
Europe. Size: Ø65x56mm. Content: 100ml.

50221  CUP AND SAUCER FIRENZE 100ML

Cup and saucer of high quality porcelain. Espresso model. Made in 
Europe. Size: Ø80x65mm. Content: 180ml.

98601  CUP AND SAUCER MILANO 180ML
High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our 'Satellite' series. The 
cup is stackable and offers a large imprint space. Size: Ø77x71mm. 
Content: 180ml.

51381  CUP & SAUCER TRIANGLE SATELLITE 180ML
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A high quality porcelain mug in a conical shape. Suitable for coffee 
pad machine and other coffee machines. Size: Ø74x87mm. 
Content: 180ml.

50131 CUP GENEVE 180ML

White mug made from porcelain. Conical and modern model. 
Size: Ø76x96mm. Content: 250ml.

50191  MUG LUGANO EU 250ML

Stackable white porcelain mug. Size: Ø65x90mm. Content: 200ml.

98061  MUG LUXEMBURG 200ML

Cup made of high quality porcelain from the 'Satellite' series. The cup 
is produced in Europe. the cup is stackable and offers a large imprint 
space. Size: Ø77x70mm. Content: 180ml.

51291  CUP SATELLITE 180ML

Porcelain mug. Conical model with fine ear. Also stack-able. 
Size: Ø75x83mm. Content: 130ml.

51201  MUG SENSI 130ML
Porcelain white mug. High and elegant model with a large handle. 
Size: Ø73x106mm. Content: 250ml.

98181  MUG MARSEILLE 250ML
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GOOD IDEAS 
START WITH 
COFFEE
The start of a good working day 
starts with a nice cup of coffee. 
Coffee plays a prominent role 
on the work floor. Whether it’s 
to chat with co-workers or you 
really need a caffeine boost, 
coffee remains a stimulating 
product. This black drink is 
therefore indispensable on 
the work floor. The caffeine 
provides more alertness and 
energy so that you are not only 
more productive, but also more 
focused. Allow yourself several 
nice coffee moments per day. 

Mug made of high quality porcelain from the 'Satellite' series. The 
mug is stackable and offers a large imprint space. Size: Ø77x97mm. 
Content: 270ml.

51301  MUG SATELLITE 270ML

98001  MUG NICE 250ML

White high quality porcelain mug. The original version of the Nice. 
Made in Europe. Conical model with a large print area. 
Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 250ml.

51451  MUG NICE EU 250ML

Bright red mug from the 'Nice' collection. Conical model with a large 
imprint area. Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 250ml.

51431  BRIGHT RED 'NICE' MUG 250ML

51461  MUG CYPRUS EU 300ML

Conical coloured stoneware mug with a large imprint area. 
Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 250ml.

50421  MUG NICE 250ML

White mug made from porcelain. Conical model with a large handle. 
Size: Ø81x98mm. Content: 300ml.

50211  MUG CYPRUS 300ML
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Bright red stoneware mug white on the inside. Large imprint area. 
Size: Ø80x93mm. Content: 300ml.

51421  OSLO BRIGHT RED 300ML

White porcelain mug, One of the more popular selling mugs. 
Size: Ø80x95mm. Content: 300ml.

98011  MUG AMSTERDAM 300ML

Coloured stoneware mug. Large print area. Size: Ø80x93mm. 
Content: 300ml.

98261  MUG OSLO 300ML

White porcelain mug. Large print area. Size: Ø80x93mm. 
Content: 300ml.

98091  MUG OSLO 300ML

A white mug made from a high quality porcelain which is made in 
Europe. Large print area possible. Size: Ø80x93mm. Content: 300ml.

51441  MUG OSLO EU 300ML
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832068320583201

832008326083259

Suitable for: LT51291, LT50131, 

LT51201, LT98061, LT51163

Suitable for: LT51301, 

LT51461, LT51441, LT50211, 

LT98091, LT50191, LT51451, 

LT50421, LT51431, LT98011, 

LT98001, LT98261, 

LT51421, LT51511, LT51161

Suitable for: LT51301, LT51461, 

LT51441, LT50211, LT98091, 

LT50191, LT51451, LT50421, LT51431, 

LT98011, LT98001, LT98261, 

LT51421, LT51511, LT51161, LT51471, 

LT98181, LT51051, LT51191

Suitable for: LT51301, LT51461, 

LT51441, LT50211, LT98091, 

LT50191, LT51451, LT50421, LT51431, 

LT98011, LT98001, LT98261, 

LT51421, LT51511, LT51161, LT51471, 

LT98181, LT51051, LT51191

Suitable for: LT51301, LT51461, LT51441, 

LT50211, LT98091, LT50191, LT51451, 

LT50421, LT51431, LT98011, LT98001, 

LT98261, LT51421, LT51511, LT51161

Suitable for: LT51301, LT51461, 

LT51441, LT50211, LT98091, 

LT50191, LT51451, LT50421, LT51431, 

LT98011, LT98001, LT98261, 

LT51421, LT51511, LT51161

Cardboard gift box with custom-made full-colour printing suitable for 
a small mug. Size: 98x80x98mm.

83259  BOX FOR SMALL MUG CUSTOM-MADE

Gift box for two mugs with a window. Size: 210x105x110mm.

83201  BOX FOR 2 MUGS WITH WINDOW

Cardboard gift box custom-made with full-colour printing suitable for 
a normal mug. Size: 110x100x100mm.

83260  BOX MUG CUSTOM-MADE
Gift box for six mugs. Size: 320x210x110mm.

83206  BOX FOR 6 MUGS

Blue (standard) or white gift box for one mug with a window. 
Size: 110x100x100mm.

83200  BOX MUG WITH WINDOW

Gift box for four mugs. Size: 210x205x115mm.

83205  BOX FOR 4 MUGS
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MUGS WITH A  
PERSONAL TOUCH.
Sublimation printing prints every image in clear  
quality on mugs. This popular printing technique  
creates a shiny effect with photo look.  
Ideal for full colour images and logos.

51161 51191 1L730
ml

350
ml

1L730
ml

300
ml

51163 1L730
ml

150
mlNEW

51501 1L730
ml

250
ml

Sublimation mug. Ideal for full-colour pictures. Size: Ø85x100mm. 
Content: 350ml.

51191  MUG SUBLI MELBOURNE 350ML
Sublimation mug Oslo. Ideal for full-colour pictures. Size: Ø82x97mm. 
Content: 300ml.

51161  MUG SUBLI OSLO 300ML

Stoneware sublimation mug type Marseille. Straight model with a 
modern round ear. Ideal for full-colour pictures. Size: Ø73x106mm. 
Content: 250ml.

51501  MUG SUBLI MARSEILLE 250ML
Oslo sublimation mug small. Ideal for full-colour pictures. 
Size: Ø72x74mm. Content: 150ml.

51163  SUBLI MUG OSLO SMALL 150ML
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95160

95158 95159

9515795156

95155

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x100x420mm.

95158  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag and ideal for promotional activities. 
OEKO-TEX certified this bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95156  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag and ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95155  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 400x100x350mm.

95160  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 400x100x350mm.

95159  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for 
promotional activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable 
choice. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95157  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²
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95163

9516495161

95162

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 450x100x330mm.

95161  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 270G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 450x100x330mm.

95162  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 270G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. Size: 420x120x430mm.

95164  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 270G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 420x120x430mm.

95163  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 270G/M²
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9136091380

9519995198 NEWNEW

100% cotton ecru shoulder bag with long handles. Cost effective and 
excellent branding possibilities. Size: 380x420mm.

91360  SHOULDER BAG COTTON LONG HANDLES 105G/M²100% cotton shoulder bag with long handles. Size: 380x420mm.

91380  SHOULDERBAG COTTON 105G/M²

Shopping bag made of cotton from recycled textile. The divers 
sources of the material gives the fabric an unique look and feel. 
Slight colour variations are inevitable and a true sign of the recycled 
nature of this bag. The extra wide shoulder straps give the bag a 
strong look. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95199  SHOPPING BAG RECYCLED COTTON 38X42X10CM
Shoulder bag made of cotton from recycled textile. The divers 
sources of the material gives the fabric an unique look and feel. 
Slight colour variations are inevitable and a true sign of the recycled 
nature of this bag. Size: 380x420mm.

95198  SHOPPING BAG RECYCLED COTTON 38X42CM
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91350

91487 91713

Rectangular heavyweight cotton canvas carrier bag. Different 
dimensions available with orders from 5.000 pieces. 
Size: 415x120x430mm.

91487  CARRIER BAG COTTON 250G/M²

Rectangular cotton canvas bag in high quality. Long handles. 
Size: 415x120x430mm.

91713  SHOULDER BAG COTTON 250G/M²
100% natural cotton carrier bag with short handles. Cost effective and 
excellent branding possibilities. Size: 380x420mm.

91350  CARRIER BAG COTTON 105G/M²
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95204 95205

95215

NEW NEW

NEW 91499 NEW

This handy foldable bag can be used for all sorts of purposes but 
with its stretchable mesh fabric, it is highly suitable for fruits and 
vegetables. After use it can be pushed back into its own pocket and 
conveniently stored. Size: 370x250mm.

91499  FOLDABLE MESH BAG OEKO-TEX® CERTIFIED
Multi-functional bag made of a heavy canvas blend. The two tone 
effect of the material gives this bag a natural look. The cotton straps 
are positioned in such a way that the bag can be used as a backpack 
and a shoulder bag as well. Inside a zipper pocket can be found. 
Size: 300x85x400mm.

95215  BACKPACK/SHOULDER BAG CANVAS

Drawstring bag made of OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 certified cotton. 
The cotton ropes give this rucksack a natural look. Size: 350x450mm.

95205  DRAWSTRING OEKO-TEX® COTTON 35X45CM
Drawstring bag made of unbleached OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 
certified cotton. The cotton ropes give this rucksack a natural look. 
Size: 350x450mm.

95204  DRAWSTRING OEKO-TEX® COTTON 35X45CM
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95208 95210

95206

95209 95211

95207

NEW

NEW NEW

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 300x400mm.

95208  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
30X40CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This cotton bag with mesh is highly suitable for fruits 
and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and when dirty, simply 
wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). Size: 250x300mm.

95207  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
25X30CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 250x350mm.

95206  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
25X30CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This cotton bag with mesh is highly suitable for fruits 
and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and when dirty, simply 
wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). Size: 400x450mm.

95211  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
40X45CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 400x450mm.

95210  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
40X45CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This cotton bag with mesh is highly suitable for fruits 
and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and when dirty, simply 
wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). Size: 300x400mm.

95209  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
30X40CM

Reusable veggie bags should make the task of shopping 

for fresh fruits and vegetables easy and hassle-free. 

Stocking up on fruits, veggies, and other produce 

usually means tearing off a few plastic bags. By using 

reusable bags of OEKO-TEX® certified cotton you 

reduce plastic waste and help the environment.
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91322 95152

95108 95109

Backside

Large beach bag made of jute and canvas. The thick ropes used as 
shoulder strap add to the natural characeristics. With laminated 
backing, the bag can also be used to carry groceries. 
Size: 500x130x400mm.

95152  BEACH BAG JUTE/JUCO/CANVAS
Shopping bag made out of jute material with cotton rope handles. 
Size: 385x125x320mm.

91322  SHOPPING BAG JUTE

Juco is developed to create the best of both jute (75%), and cotton 
(25%) into one bag. This bag is very sustainable because jute only 
takes four months to grow into an adult plant and only needs little 
irrigation. In addition, this bag also is finely woven and as strong as 
cotton. Size: 370x415mm.

95109  SHOULDER BAG JUCO
Shoulder bag made of jute with canvas handles. A sustainable 
business gift. Very appropriate for example for shopping or to take to 
the beach. Size: 380x100x380mm.

95108  SHOULDER BAG JUTE
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95103 95012

95131

Backside

Canvas bagsuitable for example to the beach, city, on holiday or use 
it for shopping. Because of the stylish design you will stand out with 
this bag. Size: 500x180x360mm.

95103  CARRIER BAG CANVAS

This bag provides enough space for all your beach items on a nice 
summer day. Made from durable jute. Size: 345x130x415mm.

95012  BEACH BAG JUTE
Solid shopping bag made out a beautiful mix between jute and 
canvas. With cotton rope handles. Size: 450x175x315mm.

95131  SHOPPING BAG JUCA
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95180 95196 95182

95195 95181 95197

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
full gusset makes this bag extra spacious. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95196  SHOULDER BAG R-PET 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95195  SHOULDER BAG RPET 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95180  CARRIER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
extra wide gusset makes this bag extra spacious. 
Size: 400x150x300mm.

95197  SCHOULDER BAG R-PET 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
extra wide gusset makes this bag extra spacious. 
Size: 400x150x300mm.

95182  SHOULDER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x100x420mm.

95181  SHOULDER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²
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REDUCE 
REUSE 
RECYCLE

91483

91478

91387

Large shiny shopping bag made of PP woven material. Large print 
area. Size: 450x180x450mm.

91483  PP WOVEN BAG 160G/M²

Rugged big bag made of 80% recycled PET material. Large print 
area. Different dimensions available with orders from 3.000 pieces. 
Size: 450x150x330mm.

91478  SHOULDER BAG PET 110G/M²
Large non-woven shopping bag. Large print area. 
Size: 450x180x450mm.

91387  SHOPPING BAG NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

The R-PET bags from TopEarth are made of 100% recycled PET bottles and are 
an excellent eco-friendly alternative to plastic bags. Help reduce plastic waste 
by giving used bottles a second lease of life. Four plastic bottles are reused to 
make the eco-friendly material for one bag.

The R-PET bags can go anywhere you go and help reduce the mountain 
of plastic waste and plastic soup. They’re also a great way to share your 
sustainable message at, for example, events and, of course, are the perfect 
reusable grocery bag. The long straps make the shoppers easy to wear over 
the shoulder.

• Made of 100% recycled PET bottles
• Soft and supple synthetic material
• Lightweight, foldable and reusable
• Can also be worn over the shoulder
• Available in several models and colours
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Custom-made

36cm12cm

16 cm

8 cm

32 cm

45 cm

35 cm
42 cm

38 cm
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Shopping bag 38x42x8cm, full colour 

custom made design possible, handles 

and piping in body material, handles 

2.5x50cm.  

Shopping bag 45x35x16cm, full colour 

custom made design possible, handles 

and piping in body material, handles 

2.5x50cm. 

Shopping bag 36x32x12cm, full colour 

custom made design possible, handles 

and piping in body material, handles 

2.5x50cm. 

Toppoint custom made laminated bags are  

strong and re-usable. The PP woven and  

non woven material are recycable and the  

PET non woven bags are made of 80%  

recycled PET bottles. This makes the custom made 

bags a very eco-friendly and  

durable item. The finishing of our  

bags is very good: handles are  

finished with X-stitching which is extra  

strong and the piping is sewn back  

which avoids the bags to tear easily.

 

TT60020 
PP woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

TT60220 
PP woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 160 gsm

TT60420 
PP non woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 120 gsm

TT60620 
PET non woven bag 36 x 32 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

TT60030 
PP woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 140 gsm

TT60230 
PP woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 160 gsm

TT60430 
PP non woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 120 gsm

TT60630 
PET non woven bag 45 x 35 x 16cm, 140 gsm

TT60040 
PP woven bag 38 x 42 x 8cm, 140 gsm

TT60240 
PP woven bag 38 x 42 x 8cm, 160 gsm

TT60440 
PP non woven bag 38 x 42 x 8cm, 120 gsm

TT60640 
PET non woven bag 38 x 42 x 8 cm, 140 gsm
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18 cm

12 cm

45 cm

45 cm

24 cm

30 cm

12 cm

40 cm

30 cm

A

B C
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PP Woven 140gsm
PP Woven 160gsm
PP Non Woven 120gsm
PET Non Woven 140gsm

Our custom made bags normally have handles in the 

same material as the bag (2.5x50cm), you can also 

choose longer handles or handles in stronger PP 

webbing material. You can also add a velcro or push 

button closure, add cardboard or pp board inside to 

make the bag stronger. 

Shopping bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, full colour 

custom made design possible, handles 

and piping in body material, handles 

2.5x50cm. 

Shopping bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, full colour 

custom made design possible, handles 

and piping in body material, handles 

2.5x50cm. 

Shopping bag 45x45x18cm, full colour 

custom made design possible, handles 

and piping in body material, handles 

2.5x50cm. 

Available in 
4 qualities

6 SIZES, 4 QUALITIES

EXTRA OPTIONS

A. Long handles 
 2.5 x 80 cm

B. PP webbing handles
 2.5 x 50 cm or 2.5 x 80 cm

C. Velcro or push 
 button closure 

D. PP board or 
 cardboard inside

TT60050 
PP woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 140 gsm

TT60250 
PP woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 160 gsm

TT60450 
PP non woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 120 gsm

TT60650 
PET non woven bag 45 x 45 x 18 cm, 140 gsm

TT60060 
PP woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

TT60260 
PP woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 160 gsm

TT60460 
PP non woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 120 gsm

TT60660 
PET non woven bag 24 x 30 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

TT60070 
PP woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

TT60270 
PP woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 160 gsm

TT60470 
PP non woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 120 gsm

TT60670 
PET non woven bag 30 x 40 x 12 cm, 140 gsm

Available 
from 
3000 
pieces
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91379 91378

91377 91376

Coloured non-woven carrier bag with short handles. Large print area. 
Size: 380x420mm.

91378  CARRIER BAG NON-WOVEN 75G/M²
Coloured non-woven carrier bag with long handles. Large print area. 
Size: 380x420mm.

91379  SHOULDER BAG NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

Non-woven white carrier bag with short handles made of light fiber. 
Different dimensions available with orders from 10.000 pieces. 
Size: 380x420mm.

91376  CARRIER BAG NON-WOVEN WHITE 75G/M²
Non-woven white carrier bag with long handles made of light fiber. 
Different dimensions available with orders from 10.000 pieces. 
Size: 380x420mm.

91377  SHOULDER BAG NON-WOVEN WHITE 75G/M²
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9147995140

95139 95101

91644

Polyester bag with eye-cathing, colourful woven handles. Reinforced 
at the bottom of the handles with metal buttons. Size: 340x380mm.

95101  BIBA BAG

Compact rectangular shaped bag. With the wide base it is 
surprisingly spacious. Size: 375x90x300mm.

95140  BAG COLOUR BLOCK NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

Shoulder bag in bright colour combinations. With the wide base it is 
surprisingly spacious. Size: 350x100x400mm.

95139  BAG DUO-TONE NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

Non-woven carrier bag with long handles. Can also be used as a 
shoulder bag. Large print area. Size: 380x90x420mm.

91479  CARRIER BAG NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

Large shopping bag made of PP non-woven material with lamination 
effect. White sides. Size: 400x160x350mm.

91644  SHOPPING BAG BIG PP NON-WOVEN 120G/M²
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91706 91625      95145

95137 95138

back

95174

backback

Foldable

Nice beach bag in various colour combinations. Sand and water can 
easily escape through the open structure of the mesh material. On 
the front, between the handles there is a small pocket. 
Size: 420x100x300mm.

95174  BEACH BAG
Elegant non-woven bag with long handles (700mm). 
Size: 475x200x300mm.

91625  SHOULDER BAG NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

Spacious shopping bag made of felt. The large eyelets and 
faux-leather handles give this bag a fancy look. These bags come 
with a large fashionable print. Size: 420x150x350mm.

95137  SHOULDER BAG FELT

Non-woven foldable shoulder bag with long handles. Unfolded the 
bag dimensions are: 440x110x360mm. Size: 185x45x110mm.

91706  SHOULDER BAG FOLDABLE NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

The Jersey shopper is soft and comfortable like a sweatshirt. With its 
wide base, the shopping bag is very suitable for everyday use. 
Size: 440x135x400mm.

95145  SHOULDER BAG JERSEY

Spacious shopping bag made of felt. The iconic large button on the 
front gives this bag the final touch and makes it closable. These bags 
come with a large fashionable print. Size: 400x140x400mm.

95138  CARRIER BAG FELT WITH BUTTON
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91494

91474 91498

95106

Foldable

Foldable

Stylish and convenient foldable shopping basket. The melange 
material and black handles give it a high-end look. The handle is 
covered with soft foam for maximum comfort. On the front side a 
pocket with zipper can be found. Size: 390x280x240mm.

91494  FOLDABLE PICNIC BASKET

Trendy foldable cooling bag in the shape of a picnic basket. Quick 
and easy to fold. Available in three colours. Printing is possible with 
transferprint. Size: 390x270x240mm.

91498  FOLDABLE PICNIC BASKET 2-IN-1 COOLING BAG
Picnic basket that is easily to fold. Strong, high quality nylon. Printing 
possible by transfer print. Size: 390x270x240mm.

91474  FOLDABLE PICNIC BASKET

The classic cool box is a lightweight and compact cool box and ideal 
to take with you to the campsite or the beach for example to keeps 
food and drinks cool. The cool box has a useful handle. 
Size: 280x220x270mm. Content: 10L.

95106  COOL BOX CLASSIC 10L
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BUSINESS TRAVEL 
PACKING LIST

Travel gadgets make travelling even 

easier. An unforgettable journey 

starts with a carefully packed 

suitcase. But what are the travel 

essentials for a business trip? Some 

tips on how to pack your suitcase 

as efficiently as possible are given.

If you’re going on a business 

trip, your laptop will probably be 

working overtime. So always pack 

a travel adapter, so you can ‘plug 

in’ anywhere. A powerbank is also 

very useful, as you can then charge 

your devices anytime and anywhere. 

Business cards are essential too. 

After all, you never know who you 

may meet. And what about a handy 

travel umbrella? Nothing is more 

annoying than turning up to an 

important appointment soaking wet.

An 
unforgettable 
journey 
starts with 
a carefully 
packed 
suitcase.
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NEWNEW95176 95177

95135 95136 95194

with USB 
port for 
powerbanks

Stylish smart business hand luggage trolleycase designed by 
Toppoint. The front pocket contains a laptop pocket, holding laptops 
up to 17” and has an extra pocket for tablet computers. The spacious 
main compartment can be used to carry young belongings while on a 
short trip. The signature front pocket and extra handle on the side 
give the bag a distinguished look. Size: 350x200x480mm.

95177  HAND LUGGAGE TROLLEY

Cabin size trolley with one main compartment with grey lining and is 
equipped with a double zipper. The suitcase has four spinner wheels. 
With metal plate for printing. Each packed in a box. 
Size: 330x200x530mm.

95135  TROLLEY 18 INCH

Stylish business laptop bag with trolley designed by Toppoint. The 
laptop pocket holds up to 17” laptops and has an additional pocket 
for tablet computers. The spacious main compartment can be used 
to carry your belongings while on a short trip. The wide special 
woven handles and straps and the signature front pocket give the 
bag a distinguished look. Size: 460x200x390mm.

95176  LAPTOP BAG WITH TROLLEY

Cabin size trolley with a fully lined main compartment and elastic 
straps to keep the contents in place. The suitcase has four spinner 
wheels. With space for doming. Individually packed in a box. 
Size: 350x200x500mm.

95194  TROLLEY 18 INCH

Luxurious trolley with four compartments with black lining. Including 
intergrated TSA lock and a USB port to charge mobile devices. The 
trolley has four spinner wheels. With metal plate for printing. Each 
packed in a box. Size: 350x230x550mm.

95136  TROLLEY DELUXE 20 INCH
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95192

9153391408

91547

Foldable

Foldable portable cool bag. Bag can be folded into a small pouch. 
Zipper closure. Additional compartment on the side. 
Size: 410x140x440mm.

91533  COOLER BAG FOLDABLE

Non-woven large cool bag with zipper and a firm handle. A large 
print area. Size: 325x195x390mm.

91408  COOLING BAG

Handy cooler with silver insulation foil. It has enough room for a 
standard six-pack or a healthy lunch. Size: 210x120x200mm.

95192  COOLER BAG SMALL
Polyester cool bag with adjustable handle (1200x30mm). One big 
cool compartiment and a small pocket on the front. Both zipper 
closing. Size: 313x180x170mm. Content: 8L.

91547  COOLERBAG
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95104

95133 95193

95105

Spacious and comfortable cooler bag with backpack function. 
Because of the rectangular design, every nook and cranny can be 
used in an optimal way. On the front, a small (non cooled) pocket with 
zipper gives additional storage options. Size: 250x135x420mm.

95193  COOLER BACKPACKSturdy and high-quality cooling bag that offers enough space for 
drinks and food on a summer day. Easy to carry with adjustable 
shoulders trap and two short handles. Size: 470x180x270mm.

95133  COOLBAG

Polyester cool bag that can also be worn as a backpack. Big cooler 
compartment and a storage compartment on the sides and with 
adjustable straps. Also with two short handles the cool bag is easily 
transportable. The rucksack can carry a maximum capacity of 5kg. 
Size: 310x130x360mm.

95105  COOLER BACKPACK
Polyester cool bag with handle for transportation. Compact and 
suitable for six cans (330ml) With zipper to close the bag. A perfect 
cool bag for a summer day. Size: 200x130x125mm.

95104  COOLER BAG 6PC CANS
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9141091409

95110 91723 95111

Medium Plastic PP carrier bag with rope handles. Translucent colours. 
Ideal packaging for perfume and related articles. Maximum one 
colour print per side. Multicolour print and custom dimensions of this 
bag are possible with orders from 10.000 pieces. 
Size: 230x95x280mm.

91410  CARRIER BAG PP MEDIUM

Non-woven bag in various colours. Matt laminated. The handles are 
made of non-woven material. Ideal for groceries or a day at the 
beach. Also appropriate for business conferences. 
Size: 240x110x300mm.

95110  CARRIER BAG LAMINATED NON-WOVEN SMALL

Plastic PP carrier bag. Translucent colours. Large bag. Maximum one 
colour print per side. Multicolour print and custom dimensions of this 
bag are possible with orders from 10.000 pieces (Delivery time 
approximately twelve weeks). Size: 280x110x380mm.

91409  CARRIER BAG PP LARGE

Non-woven bag in various colours. Matt laminated. The handles are 
made of non-woven material. Ideal for groceries or a day at the 
beach. Also appropriate for business conferences. 
Size: 400x160x350mm.

95111  CARRIER BAG LAMINATED NON-WOVEN LARGE

Non-woven bag in various colours. Matt laminated. The handles are 
made of non-woven material. Ideal for groceries or a day at the 
beach. Also appropriate for business conferences. 
Size: 300x120x400mm.

91723  CARRIER BAG LAMINATED NON-WOVEN MEDIUM
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91511 91512 91513

91716 91717 91718

Medium large paper bag with rope handles. Available in multiple 
colours with straps in black or white. Large print area on both sides. 
Strong bag. Glossy lamination. Size: 240x100x300mm.

91512  PAPER BAG MEDIUM

Small sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or 
a bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 180x80x240mm.

91716  KRAFT BAG SMALL

Small paper bag with rope handles. Available in multiple colours with 
straps in black or white. Strong and suitable for small articles. Glossy 
lamination. Size: 180x80x240mm.

91511  PAPER BAG SMALL

Large sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or 
a bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 300x120x400mm.

91718  KRAFT BAG LARGE

Large paper bag with rope handles. Available in multiple colours with 
white/black handles. Large print area on both sides. Strong bag. 
Glossy lamination. Size: 300x120x400mm.

91513  PAPER BAG LARGE

Middle sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or 
a bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 240x100x300mm.

91717  KRAFT BAG MEDIUM
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91419

95154 95147 95191 

91355

Non-woven shoulder bag. It has a black strap and storage for four 
ball pens. Strap length: 1.250mm, width: 55mm. 
Size: 360x65x300mm.

91355  SHOULDER BAG NON-WOVEN 100G/M²

Conference bag with a natural look. Made from a mix of jute, juco 
and canvas. Stand out from the crowd at trade shows, conferences or 
seminars. Size: 400x80x290mm.

95154  CONFERENCE BAG JUTE/JUCO

Non-woven shoulder bag with a long, wide strap. 
Size: 300x80x370mm.

91419  SHOULDER BAG NON-WOVEN 75G/M²

Laptop bag in a stylish and formal design. The bag is completely 
padded to protect a laptop up to 15,5”. Size: 360x40x240mm.

95191  LAPTOP BAG BUSINESS

Spacious Toppoint design messenger bag in a classic tweed look 
polyester and fully lined. Store a laptop (up to 15”) in the padded 
pocket, use the small organizer and keep keys safe in the zipper 
pocket. With the rubber shoulder pad this bag is very comfortable, 
even when fully loaded. Size: 360x110x290mm.

95147  POSTMAN BAG OFFICE
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95149

95175 91297NEW

Stylish smart business laptop shoulder bag designed by Toppoint. 
The padded laptop pocket holds up to 15.6” laptops and has an 
additional pocket for tablet computers. The wide special woven 
handles and straps, the signature front pocket and extra large 
hardware give the bag a distinguished look and suitable for virtually 
any environment. Size: 360x70x300mm.

95175  LAPTOP SHOULDER BAG

The Brixton briefcase offers enough space and protection for 
multiple devices and paperwork. Main compartment includes a zip 
closing and multiple inner compartments including a tablet 
compartment. With a reinforced base and an adjustable shoulder 
strap. Size: 390x100x330mm.

91297  LAPTOP BAG BRIXTON
Massive postman bag for everyday use. With a soft shoulder pad it is 
very comfortable to wear. Inside there is a lot of space for stuff such 
as organizers, a padded laptop pocket (up to 17”) and a pocket with 
zipper closure. The width can be adjusted as well. 
Size: 400x140x310mm.

95149  POSTMAN BAG BERLIN
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91397 91602

91398 95165

Handy drawstring backpack with reflective stripe for additional 
visibility in the dark. Suitable for many purposes. Size: 325x410mm.

95165  DRAWSTRING BAG WITH REFLECTIVE STRIPE
Polyester rucksack with reflective strip and cord closure. Printed one 
colour by silkscreen or multicolour print with transfer print. 
Size: 340x420mm.

91398  DRAWSTRING BAG REFLECTIVE

Lightweight rucksack made from a non-woven material. Bag has 
black handles. Size: 370x410mm.

91602  DRAWSTRING BAG NON-WOVEN 75G/M²
Polyester rucksack with drawstring handles. Size: 340x455mm.

91397  DRAWSTRING BAG PREMIUM
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95144

91383

95186

Fancy drawstring backpack with a kangaroo pocket on the front. Soft 
and comfortable like a sweatshirt. Size: 360x420mm.

95144  DRAWSTRING BAG HOODY JERSEY

Practical drawstring backpack for everyday use. The small reflective 
patch gives additional visbility in the dark. Size: 370x440mm.

95186  DRAWSTRING BAG SPORTS 600D
100% cotton sailor bag with adjustable cord. Size: Ø250x450mm.

91383  SAILOR BAG COTTON 200G/M²
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95185

95187

95151

95130

back

Backpack with one main compartment and a front pocket. Made of 
trendy polyester material. Size: 280x110x430mm.

95130  BACKPACK CLASSIC POLYESTER 300D
Spacious backpack suitable for outdoor activity for example. The 
main compartment can be closed by a drawstring and the adjustable 
strap gives plenty of flexibility when packing extra. There is an 
additional zipper pocket on the cover. The reflective patch enhances 
visibility in the dark. Size: 250x180x470mm.

95187  BACKPACK SPORTS XL

Compact and lightweight backpack with two compartments. It still 
falls within the limitation to backpacks with modest sizes, on the 
many music festivals across Europe. Size: 300x80x400mm.

95151  BACKPACK FESTIVAL
Convenient backpack to go to the gym or for everyday use. The 
pocket on the front can be closed with a zipper to store your 
valuables. A small patch of reflective material gives added visibility in 
the dark. Size: 220x120x400mm.

95185  BACKPACK SPORTS
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91296 95190

95189 95146 

back

Spacious Toppoint Design laptop backpack in a classic tweed look 
polyester material and fully lined. Store a laptop (up to 17”) in the 
padded pocket and keep keys safe in the zipper pocket. With the 
padded shoulder straps this bag is very comfortable, even when fully 
loaded. Size: 310x150x480mm.

95146  BACKPACK OFFICE

Convenient backpack with a stylish and formal design for everyday 
use. The pocket on the front has a zipper closure. On the side a 
special pocket for a bottle can be found. Size: 260x100x410mm.

95189  BACKPACK BUSINESS

Large backpack with a stylish formal design. On the side is a special 
pocket for a bottle. The front pocket can be closed by a zipper. 
Size: 310x170x460mm.

95190  BACKPACK BUSINESS XL
The Brixton backpack provides enough space for your stuff. Main 
compartment with magnetic snap closure, there are also multiple 
compartments inside the bag including a tablet pouch (size: 
272x210mm) and a reinforced base. Size: 500x160x300mm.

91296  BACKPACK BRIXTON POLYESTER 300D 16L
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95129

95148

back

back

Waterproof polyester duffle bag. Perfect to keep for example travel 
documents, a smartphone and camera in. This bag is perfect during 
water sports or for travelling. Splash water proof and resistant to brief 
immersion. Size: 300x180x380mm.

95129  BACKPACK WATERPROOF POLYESTER 300D 20-22L
Keep belongings safe with this large and comfortable heavy-duty 
backpack with padded shoulder straps and back panel. Give 
pickpockets no chance with the opening of the main pocket on the 
backside. Inside there is a compartment for laptop (up to 15”) and 
tablet. Zipper pockets on both sides provide extra storage. 
Size: 300x120x460mm.

95148  NO-THEFT SECURITY BACKPACK
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9521395212 NEWNEW

95214 NEW

Spacious and ingenious travel bag made of R-PET. The bag is 
especially suitable as hand luggage. Its compact design also fits 
within the limits of budget airlines. Each side of the bag can be 
closed to store belongings safely. One side has a mesh pocket and 
can be accessed by only slightly opening the main zipper. So you 
always have your travel documents within reach. 
Size: 400x200x250mm. Content: 23L.

95214  TRAVEL BAG EXECUTIVE R-PET 23L
Stylish and sturdy laptop/shoulder bag made of R-PET. The main 
compartment contains a padded pocket for a laptop (up to 15,6) and 
a sleeve for a tablet (up to 11”). The optional shoulder strap is 
adjustable and extra wide for additional comfort. The padded back 
panel also features a luggage strap to connect it to a trolley suitcase. 
Size: 420x120x280mm.

95213  LAPTOP BAG 15,6” R-PET

Sophisticated anti-theft tech backpack made of R-PET. The spacious 
main compartment contains a padded pocket for a laptop (up to 
15.6”) and a sleeve for a tablet (11”). On the sides zipper pockets can 
be found for small items. The comfortably padded back panel also 
features a luggage strap to connect it to a trolley suitcase. 
Size: 290x150x400mm. Content: 18L.

95212  TECH BAG EUGENE R-PET 18L
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9517095171

9512495188 91298

To deal with the increasing amount of cables, chargers, memory 
cards and other electronic items that we carry along, this electronics 
organizer offers relieve. It's padded to protect sensitive items and the 
flexible dividers and pockets makes it easy to pack everything by 
demand. Size: 240x90x180mm.

95170  TRAVEL ESSENTIALS ELECTRONICS ORGANIZER

Spacious travel bag suitable for many puproses such as a weekend 
trip or for the gym. A special pocket keeps dirty shoes separate from 
other gear. The detachable and adjustable shoulder strap gives extra 
flexibility. On the front a pocket with zipper can be found. The 
reflective patch gives extra visibility in the dark. 
Size: 500x250x300mm. Content: 35L.

95188  TRAVELBAG SPORTS XL

Convenient toiletries kit with various pockets. The hook makes it 
possible to hang it. Size: 220x100x170mm.

95171  TOILETRIES KIT TRAVEL

Carrier bag made of sturdy 300D polyester with artificial leather 
details. Stylish design with one closable main compartment. 
Size: 520x180x340mm.

95124  CARRIER BAG WILLIAMSBURG

The brixton bag is ideal to use for a weekend away. The bag has 
several pockets, making it easier to organise stuff. With a reinforced 
bottom, two compartments at the front with magnetic snap closure 
and the main compartment with zip closing also with an adjustable 
shoulder strap. Size: 480x260x280mm.

91298  WEEKEND BAG BRIXTON
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95202 95203

CREATE YOUR  
OWN DRY BAG!

 
Full-colour imprint

From 250pcs
Short delivery times

Ask for details

95201 NEW

NEW NEW

Convenient waterproof bag with carabiner. Keep your valuables 
clean and dry on the beach or near the water and use the carabiner 
to attach it. This bag is made to order and can be printed all-over. 
Short delivery times. Size: Ø120x340mm. Content: 5L.

95202  CUSTOM MADE WATERPROOF BAG 5L

Convenient waterproof bag with an adjustable and detachable 
shoulder strap. Keep your valuables clean and dry on the beach or 
near the water. This bag is made to order and can be printed all-over. 
Short delivery times. Size: Ø200x440mm. Content: 10L.

95203  CUSTOM MADE WATERPROOF BAG 10L
Convenient waterproof bag with a pocket for a smart phone. The 
touch screen of the phone can be used even while the phone is 
inside the bag. Keep your valuables clean and dry on the beach or 
near the water. This bag is made to order and can be printed all-over. 
Short delivery times. Size: Ø110x265mm. Content: 2,5L.

95201  CUSTOM MADE WATERPROOF BAG 2,5L
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95169

95166 95167

95168

Strong, weather resistant expedition duffel bag. With welded seams it 
keeps the contents dry and clean. A multitude of pockets makes it 
extremely easy to keep it organized. Comes with an adjustable and 
detachable shoulder strap and a multitude of compression straps. 
Size: 480x300x300mm. Content: 40L.

95166  DUFFEL ADVENTURE M (40L)
Extremely spacious expedition bag in durable, weather resistant 
material. With the optional shoulder straps it can also be carried like a 
backpack. The compression straps make it possible to compress the 
bag to a compact unit. The mesh pockets inside make organizing the 
contents very easy. Size: 600x400x400mm. Content: 100L.

95167  EXPEDITION DUFFEL ADVENTURE XL (100L)

Adjustable, weather resistant backpack made of sturdy material. The 
roll top can be closed in two ways giving additional flexibility. The 
welded seams keep the contents dry and the shoulder straps are 
padded for comfort. Size: 300x150x500mm.

95169  ADVENTURE BACKPACK (20-22L)
Handy toiletries kit made of sturdy material. The bag is completely 
lined and has mesh pockets inside. Size: 260x140x140mm.

95168  TOILETRIES KIT ADVENTURE
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95141

95142 95143

Waterproof duffel bag, ideal for example the beach, on a boat or just 
for a stroll through the forest. Filled with air this bag also stays afloat 
in emergencies. With the additional ring and carabiners this bag can 
also easily be carried cross-body. Size: 180x180x340mm.

95141  DRYBAG RIPSTOP 5L
Waterproof duffel bag, ideal for example the beach, on a boat or just 
for a stroll through the forest. Filled with air this bag also stays afloat 
in emergencies. With the additional ring and carabiners this bag can 
also easily be carried cross-body. Size: 210x210x500mm.

95143  DRYBAG RIPSTOP 15L

Waterproof duffel bag, ideal for example the beach, on a boat or just 
for a stroll through the forest. Filled with air this bag also stays afloat 
in emergencies. With the additional ring and carabiners this bag can 
also easily be carried cross-body. Size: 180x180x440mm.

95142  DRYBAG RIPSTOP 10L
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ELECTRONICS  EARPHONES

9049990498

9116790492

Micro-USB / Type-C / LightningMicro-USB / Type-C / Lightning

Earplugs available in a plastic square box with a transparent cover. 
Includes a one meter cable with a universal 3.5mm jack. Print area on 
the box. Size: 65x65x17mm.

90492  IN-EAR EARPLUGS
The perfect wireless earbuds for example for running or cycling. No 
wires hanging down the shirt to the mobile phone with these wireless 
earbuds. Imprint available in one or two colours on both sides. 
Size: 70x375mm.

91167  IN-EAR EARBUDS CARDIO WIRELESS

Wireless earbuds in round box with two hours of battery life. The 
earbuds are equipped with a built-in rechargeable battery. Ideal for 
running, cycling and other sports. Due the in-line remote control with 
microphone it is possible to swipe through your music, control the 
volume and even to answer phone calls. Size: 70x80x38mm.

90499  IN-EAR EARBUDS WIRELESSEarphones with a high sound quality. The earbuds have a relatively 
large built-in drivers for powerful sound and a fine bass tone which 
results in an enhanced listening pleasure. The box also includes a 
charging cable to charge a mobile device. Size: Ø65x34mm.

90498  IN-EAR EARPLUGS
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9507595073

9116691165

Wireless earbuds with call function. The V-shaped clip can easily be 
attached to a T-shirt and the buds stay in the ears due to the ear 
clips. Perfect during a workout Size: 580mm.

91165  IN-EAR EARBUDS WIRELESS
Aluminium in-earbuds, wireless and with call function. Because of the 
easy to operate control panel the smartphone can stay in the pocket. 
Size: 600mm.

91166  IN-EAR EARBUDS TUNE WIRELESS

In-ear wireless earbuds with an elegant charging station included. 
Enables you to listen to music or pick up phone calls wirelessly. 
Charge the earbuds easily by placing them back in the charging 
station. With a large printing space and packed in a gift box. 
Size: Ø64x35mm.

95075  IN-EAR EARBUDS WIRELESS WITH CHARGING STATION

Wireless earbud in a plastic square box with transparent cover. Listen 
to music or call hands-free. Imprint space on the box. Will be 
delivered including charging cable. Size: 61x61x20mm.

95073  IN-EAR EARBUD WIRELESS
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FOLDABLE

9320795059

9116395062

FOLDABLE

FOLDABLE

Headphone with rotating ear pads suitable for digital imprint. The 
headphone can be adjusted in size and has at least a 1m cable. 
Universal 3.5mm plug. Each piece is delivered in a gift box. 
Size: 190x170mm.

95062  ON-EAR HEADPHONE ROTATABLE
Stream music from a smartphone or tablet to this headphone. The 
wireless headphone Urban is the way to enjoy music without loss of 
quality. Supplied with AUX- and call function. Packed per piece in a 
gift box. Size: 68x140x180mm.

91163  ON-EAR HEADPHONE URBAN WIRELESS

The G50 headphone is a stylish design headphone for everyday use, 
wherever and whenever. Take these everywhere you go because of 
the light weight and foldable design. Connect wirelessly with a 
smartphone and answer phone calls hands-free with the built-in 
microphone. Size: 145x175x70mm.

95059  ON-EAR HEADPHONE G50
Toppoint design 2W wireless microblaster mini speaker silicone loop. 
Easily attach this speaker to for example a bag. Size: Ø37x40mm.

93207  MINI SPEAKER WITH SILICONE LOOP 2W
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9124993215

9127991289 2W 3W

3W 3W

powerbank  
is not included

The speaker lamp is an original promotional gift. Connect the USB 
light with the built-in wireless speaker to a powerbank or USB 
adapter. Touch the lamp to change the colour from bright light, useful 
for reading a book, to warm mood light. The position of the lamp can 
be easily adjusted with the gooseneck. Size: Ø56x390mm.

91289  USB SPEAKER LIGHT 2W

The Toppoint design compact wireless speaker from the Modular line 
has a high sound quality. Thanks to the 1300mAh battery, the speaker 
has a playing time of up to ten hours. The speaker has a soft touch 
finish and a silicone wristband and comes in a luxurious gift box 
including manual and cable. Size: 22x106x65mm.

93215  SPEAKER MODULAR 3W
Rectangular wireless speaker with a stylish wooden print. With this 
speaker you can play music wireless via your device. Clean and 
modern design with a good sound quality. Size: 78x60x90mm.

91249  CLASSIC WIRELESS WOOD SPEAKER 3W

Wireless speaker 3W including AUX function. A fun and easy way to 
play music. Size: Ø58x50mm.

91279  SPEAKER MINI 3W
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91110 91266

9118291184

11000
mAh
6000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh

3W

3W 3W

3WBPA
free

+
1L730
ml

1L730
ml
700
ml

Wireless speaker bottle (3W) is a uniquely designed drinking bottle 
that can also be used to play music. A unique combination between 
a drinking bottle and a speaker and ideal for on the go. Suitable for 
non-carbonated drinks. Size: Ø75x272mm. Content: 730ml.

91184  SPEAKER BOTTLE 730ML 3W

TopRide design FM radio, speaker and powerbank in one with a 
metal handle. Retro design with antenna, speaker and powerbank 
(6000mAh). The LED on the dial indicates the power level of the 
powerbank. You can even stream music wireless from a phone or 
tablet. Size: 65x180x139mm.

91110  RETRO POWERBANK 6000MAH & RADIO SPEAKER 3W
Playful powerbank (5000mAh) with wireless speaker and a large print 
area. Stand out with this unique gift in the shape of a suitcase. A 
powerbank, wireless speaker and telephone stand in one. 
Size: 110x75x40mm.

91266  POWERBANK SUITCASE 5000MAH & SPEAKER 3W

The Adventure vacuum insulated bottle is a drinking bottle and 
speaker in one. With the wireless function, a smartphone can be 
connected to the speaker (3W). The double-walled thermo bottle 
keeps hot and cold drinks well at temperature. Size: Ø80x240mm. 
Content: 700ml.

91182  SPEAKER BOTTLE ADVENTURE 700ML 3W
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9112191123

91280

10W

3W

5W10W12W

NEW

This speaker is made as a torch to put it in the ground or in the sand. 
Enjoy your favorite music on a day at the beach or while camping or 
simply use the waterproof speaker in the backyard on beautiful 
summer evenings. With 360 degrees surround sound and thanks to 
the solar panels on the top, it is automatically charged on a daily 
basis. Size: 77x77x167mm.

91280  WIRELESS SPEAKER TORCH 2X3W

This boombox takes you back in time when the portable sound 
machine was trendy. This sound cannon has a combination of that 
style with a modern touch. It will be the article on every desk that will 
attract attention because of its stylish design. Size: 324x150x150mm.

91123  BOOMBOX SOUNDCANNON RECTANGULAR 10W

This cannon shaped wireless speaker is appealing due to the music 
level and because it is easy to use. Apart from the high quality sound 
this speaker produces it is handy to carry using the tough handle. 
Imprint in one colour on the side of the speaker. Size: Ø136x254mm.

91121  SOUNDCANNON WIRELESS SPEAKER 12W

MUSIC
AT WORK
Music stimulates the brain and 

increases brain activity. Indeed, 

musical sounds stimulate 

and promote creativity and 

productivity, provided it is played 

in the background and it is not 

distracting. It can also make work 

more pleasurable. Wireless and 

stylish speakers offer endless 

music anywhere you want.
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95078 5W95076 5W

95092 5W95093 3W

Wooden speaker with a luxurious design and excellent sound quality. 
The unique 2-in-1 speaker also functions as wireless charging station. 
By placing your smart phone on top of the speaker, it will 
simultaneously playing music while the phone is being charged 
wirelessly. The product comes in a luxurious gift box including cable 
and manual. Size: 75x75x75mm.

95093  WOODEN LOOK SPEAKER 3W & WIRELESS  
CHARGER 5W Enjoy music while charging a phone with this unique 2-in-1 speaker 

including wireless charger. When the speaker is connected to a 
power supply, the phone can be placed on top of the speaker for 
wireless charging. Size: 40x80x80mm.

95092  SPEAKER 3W & WIRELESS CHARGER 5W

Easily charge a phone by using this 5W wireless charging pad. The 
colourful wireless pad with rubber edge is an eyecatcher for your 
desk. Digital full-colour or pad print possible. Size: 10x70x70mm.

95076  BASIC WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W Connect this wireless charging pad to a device and it will be charged 
without using a cable. Multipe devices can be connected by using 
the two USB hubs. This product is very appropriate for all-over digital 
printing. Size: 9x90x90mm.

95078  WIRELESS PAD WITH 2 USB HUBS 5W
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95077 5W 95065

95084 5W

5W

95083 5W

5W wireless charging pad with a trendy design. Connect the pad to a 
device and easily charge the phone without using a charging cable. 
The transparent parts of the product will light-up when charging. 
Size: 10x100mm.

95077  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W
Connect this station to the plug socket at home and put the wireless 
charging phone on it. The phone will charge without a plug. 
Size: Ø100x8mm.

95065  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W

5W wireless charging station that can be used as a pad or phone 
stand. Connect the pad to a power source and charge the phone 
easily without using a cable. The product has a soft touch finish and 
is very suitable for digital printing. Size: 11x95x76mm.

95084  WIRELESS PHONE STAND 5W

The Blade series wireless charging station is a real eye-catcher on 
the desk. The ultra-thin pad with its trendy colours and rubberised 
finish has a modern look. The charging station comes in a matching 
gift box, including cable and manual. Size: 6x126x65mm.

95083  WIRELESS PAD BLADE AIR 5W
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9509595091 5W5W

95079 95090 5W5W

This trendy and multifunctional fabric mouse mat has an integrated 
wireless charging pad and a large printing area. Size: 220x295x6mm.

95091  MOUSEPAD WITH WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W
With the wireless charger and phone stand in one, irritations about 
tangled cables are a thing of the past. Place the wireless chargeable 
phone onto the charger and the phone will charge. Ideal for the desk. 
Size: 185x115x14mm.

95095  BAMBOO WIRELESS CHARGER 5W

Pop-up wireless charger with seven LED light colours that appear in 
the expanded mode charges smartphones quickly. This wireless 
charger has a silicone funnel that can be expanded in various levels, 
which also allows it be used as a telephone stand. Size: Ø138x20mm.

95079  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD POP-UP 5W

Wireless car charger where the phone can be easily placed in the 
holder. Will be charged without using any cables. The car charger 
comes in gift box including USB cable (for the USB connection of the 
charger itself) and manual. Size: 65x90x105mm.

95090  WIRELESS CAR CHARGER 5W

TÜV GEPRÜFTE SICHERHEIT
TÜV stands for Technischer Überwachungsverein 
(Technical inspection authority). Since 1872 TÜV 
Rheinland is a known company for safety, quality 
and reliability attributes. 

Why Geprüfte Sicherheit?
• For quality and product safety
• Minimises the safety risks of products
• Emphasises the efforts in the field of  
 quality  and safety
• Creates confidence in the quality and  
 safety for the end user
• Shows the end user that the product  
 has been tested by an independent third party
• Continuous monitoring of the product and  
 production by an independent third party
• Distinctiveness versus competition
• A step beyond the standard CE marking



91149  POWERBANK ALUMINIUM TÜV
Capacity: 2600mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

SAFETY, QUALITY 
AND RELIABILITY 

91136 POWERBANK CLIP TÜV
Capacity: 3000mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91064 POWERBANK SLIM TÜV
Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91033 POWERBANK FLAT TÜV
Capacity: 11000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1500mA
Output 1: DC 5V/1000mA
Output 2: DC 5V/2100mA

91042 POWERBANK DOUBLE TÜV
Capacity: 4400mAh
Input:  DC 5V/1000mA
Output 1:  DC 5V/1000mA
Output 2:  DC 5V/2100mA

TÜV
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Why Geprüfte Sicherheit?
• For quality and product safety
• Minimises the safety risks of products
• Emphasises the efforts in the field of  
 quality  and safety
• Creates confidence in the quality and  
 safety for the end user
• Shows the end user that the product  
 has been tested by an independent third party
• Continuous monitoring of the product and  
 production by an independent third party
• Distinctiveness versus competition
• A step beyond the standard CE marking 

TÜV stands for Technischer Überwachungsverein 
(Technical inspection authority). Since 1872 TÜV 
Rheinland is a known company for safety, quality 
and reliability attributes. 

TÜV Geprüfte Sicherheit
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ELECTRONICS POWERBANK INFORMATION
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During our extensive selection of factories we noticed 

that a lot of manufacturers produce unsafe powerbanks. 

With power banks, the use of safe components and 

extensive quality control before, during and after 

production is essential. Together with our amfori 

BSCI certified manufacturers, we have developed 

a production process in which the battery of our 

powerbanks are extensively checked. On the sheets 

below you can see a clear schematic presentation of 

the results of our quality process. Of course we can 

not exclude anything and are the facts on this page 

based on the normal use of the powerbank. Each 

person will use the powerbank differently, which 

will play a role in the life span of a powerbank. 

Comprehensive quality control...

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

OUR BATTERY IS CHECKED  
IN 14 DIFFERENT WAYS  

ON QUALITY  
WHICH CREATES...

Checks on  
incoming goods

Assembly and inspection  
of PCB & battery

Multiple inspections in 
the field of charging and 

discharging

...a power bank which does 
not get overheated

...a power bank that 
does not self ignite

...safe storage of  
chemical energy in  

the powerbank battery

...an order with 100%  
safe powerbanks 

the correct in-  
and output
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mAh

c

a

a

n

n

n

hStep 4 Step 5 Step 6
Further assembly of the 

powerbank and control in 
terms of life span

Control of the final product in terms of 
capacity, shortcut security, input and output 

voltage and the stability thereof

Functionality control of 
finished product and 

packaging thereof 

...protected charging  
and discharging

...an optimal balance between 
safety and effectiveness

...a maximum output for the 
number of mAh’s

...a responsible temperature 
for your device and adapter

...a longer life span for your 
device and powerbank 

At Toppoint we use PCB’s (Printed Circuit Board) specially 

designed by qualified engineers of  

our amfori BSCI suppliers.They have optimally combined 

safety and effectiveness. The number of mAh  

which are lost is minimised and this while the safety 

optimised. The PCB, together with the battery,  

are the core of the powerbank. 

...of our powerbanks 

OUR SPECIALLY 
DESIGNED PCB 

ENSURES...
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9109087847 87849550
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
900
mAh

9199291071 2000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
2200
mAh

4GB USB

Powerbank (550mAh) and stylus pen in one. Slim model with twist 
mechanism. Features a Micro-USB entrance port and a USB exit port. 
Delivered individually packed in a transparent zip bag including 
cables. Size: Ø13x152mm.

87847  BALL PEN POWERBANK 3-IN-1 550MAH
An Toppoint design compact 3-in-1 powerbank with a 8GB USB flash 
drive and flashlight. The powerbank has a capacity of 900mAh. This 
product is provided with a charging cable which can also be used to 
hold the powerbank around the wrist. Features a rubberised outer 
edge giving the 3-in-1 a tough look. Size: 25x85x20mm.

91090  POWERBANK ADVENTURE 3-IN-1 900MAH

Flat 2000mAh powerbank including LED capacity indicators. Big 
imprint surface for full-colour digital imprint. Will be delivered 
including cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a gift 
box. Size: 92x59x9mm.

91071  POWERBANK LED 2000MAH
2200mAh Powerbank silicone bumper. Will be delivered including 
cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a gift box. 
Size: 21x116x29mm.

91992  POWERBANK BUMPER 2200MAH

87849  BALL PEN POWERBANK 4-IN-1 550MAH & 4GB USB
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95070

9507195072 11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

This special multi-tool powerbank (2200mAh) is not only suitable for 
charging a phone, but also includes different plug-on parts. COB LED 
light where different LED lights are combined into a bright light, with 
screwdriver bits, fan, flashlight and speaker. Size: 250x150x40mm.

95070  POWER TOOL & TRAVEL 2200MAH

TopRide design powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on parts 
that are easy to attach/detach to the powerbank. This set includes 
screwdriver with different bits and a COB LED where several LED’s 
are combined into one powerful LED. Size: 250x150x40mm.

95072  POWER TOOL SET 2200MAH

Powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on parts that are easy to 
attach/detach to the powerbank. This set includes a flashlight, fan 
and speaker and is perfectly suited for traveling. 
Size: 250x150x40mm.

95071  POWER TRAVEL SET 2200MAH
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UNIQUE IN EUROPE!

POSSIBLE WITH: 
• 91030 
• 91029 
• 91089 
• 91149

ADVANTAGES: 
• Full-colour images possible with photo realistic effect 
• Quick delivery times possible 
• Low quantities possible 
• Durable

ALL AROUND DIGITAL 
PRINT ON POWERBANKS
All around digital printing allows you to add your 
full-colour image with maximum exposure to your 
promotional gift. 

ADVANTAGES:

• Full-colour images possible with photo realistic effect

• Quick delivery times possible

• Low quantities possible

• Durable
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91030 91149

9108991029 11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2600
mAh

Popular powerbank 2200mAh available in multiple colours. Coloured 
inside with a transparent cover. Will be delivered including cables to 
charge the powerbank. Each packed in a gift box. Size: 91x25x25mm.

91029  POWERBANK TRANSPARENT 2200MAH
Powerbank 2200mAh available in multiple colours. Will be delivered 
including cables to charge the powerbank. Each packed in a gift box. 
Size: 94x22x22mm.

91089  POWERBANK 2200MAH

Popular aluminum powerbank 2200mAh with on/off button. Available 
in multiple colours. Will be delivered including cables to charge the 
powerbank. Each packed in a gift box. Size: 95x22x22mm.

91030  POWERBANK ALUMINUM 2200MAH
Popular aluminum 2600mAh Powerbank with an on/off button. 
Available in multiple colours. A cable to charge the powerbank is 
included. Each individually packed in a gift box. This powerbank has 
the official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark. Size: 95x22x22mm.

91149  POWERBANK ALUMINUM TÜV GS 2600MAH
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ELECTRONICS  POWERBANKS

910649117491136

9116291020 11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
3000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
4000
mAh TÜV certified

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh2W

Powerbank 3-in-1 (2200mAh) with a built in wireless speaker and 
flashlight. The powerbank and flashlight can easily be installed onto 
your bike with the attachment provided. It is also possible to charge a 
mobile phone or listen to music. Size: Ø35x157mm.

91162  POWERBANK 2200MAH, SPEAKER 2W & TORCH

Powerbank 3000mAh with clip. The powerbank is easy to attach to 
something due to the clip. Available in multiple colours and with a 
white clip. Including cable and delivered in a gift box. This powerbank 
has an official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark. Size: 100x59x14mm.

91136  POWERBANK CLIP TÜV GS 3000MAH

Aluminum flashlight with powerbank 2200mAh. This product is 
delivered with cables to charge the powerbank. Each packed in a gift 
box. Size: Ø30x115mm.

91020  POWERBANK FLASHLIGHT 2200MAH

Flat aluminum 4000mAh powerbank. Will be delivered including 
cables to charge the powerbank. Each packed in a gift box. This 
powerbank has the official TÜV tested Safety-quality mark. 
Size: 110x68x10mm.

91064  POWERBANK SLIM TÜV GS 4000MAH

Nice flat aluminum 4000mAh powerbank. Will be delivered including 
cables to charge the powerbank. Each packed in a gift box. 
Size: 110x68x10mm.

91174  POWERBANK SLIM 4000MAH
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ELECTRONICS  POWERBANKS

95080

9128891092

91993

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
4000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
4000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
4000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
4000
mAh

With this wireless powerbank Omni you don't need a cable to charge 
the phone. Simply place the phone on the powerbank to charge a 
device. If there is no wireless function on the mobile phone, you can 
use a Micro-USB cable to charge the phone. Size: 11x130x70mm.

95080  WIRELESS POWERBANK OMNI 4000MAH
4000mAh Powerbank with silicone bumper. Will be delivered 
including cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a gift 
box. Size: 21x116x49mm.

91993  POWERBANK BUMPER 4000MAH

Let the imprint shine with this light-up powerbank. By laser engraving, 
the imprint will be spared out and lights up while charging. The 
powerbank has a capacity of 4000mAh and will be delivered in a gift 
box, including cable. Size: 130x70x11mm.

91288  LIGHT-UP LOGO POWERBANK 4000MAH
An Toppoint design outdoor powerbank (4000mAh) with tough 
rubberised outer edge. The powerbank is delivered including USB/
Micro-USB cable which can also be used to carry the powerbank 
easily around the wrist. Ideal for when on the road. Per piece 
delivered in a gift box. Size: 115x67x13mm.

91092  POWERBANK ADVENTURE 4000MAH
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9119593211

9104295082 11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
4400
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
5000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
5000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
4000
mAh

The Blade suction wireless powerbank with a rubberised finish is 
very handy for traveling. The suction cups on the power bank 
ensures that the phone stays connected with the powerbank even 
when it is in the bag. The powerbank also has USB ports for charging 
phones without wireless charging function. Size: 12x66x126mm.

95082  BLADE SUCTION WIRELESS POWERBANK 4000MAH
Aluminium powerbank 4400mAh with double USB port to 
simultaneously charge two devices. The powerbank will be delivered 
including cable and manual in a gift box. This powerbank has an 
official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark. Size: 94x47x21mm.

91042  POWERBANK DOUBLE TÜV GS 4400MAH

The Toppoint design Powerbank from the unique Modular line with 
5000mAh capacity has a soft touch finish and a silicone wristband. 
The product will be delivered in a luxurious gift box including manual 
and charging cable. Size: 10x66x125mm.

93211  POWERBANK MODULAR 5000MAH
Ultra-thin powerbank Blade (5000mAh) has a stylish design and a 
matt finish. Each packed in a gift box. Size: 150x10x65mm.

91195  POWERBANK BLADE 5000MAH
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ELECTRONICS  POWERBANKS

91044 91266

91093 9109111000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
5000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
5000
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
5000
mAh5W11000

mAh
6000
mAh 95094 11000

mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh

An Toppoint design powerbank and flashlight in one. Powerbank with 
LED light on the front and the side. The light on the side is red and 
white and can be set to continuous or flash. The handy charging 
cable can also be used to hold the powerbank around the wrist. 
Tough power bank, easy for when on the road. Size: 132x55x25mm.

91093  POWERBANK FLASHLIGHT 5000MAH

Wireless charger that fits perfect on any desk. Any mobile device can 
be charged. With the included Type-C to USB-A adapter, also a 
phone that doesn't have a wireless charging function can be 
charged. Size: 154x86x19mm.

95094  WIRELESS CHARGING POWERBANK 5000MAH

Playful powerbank (5000mAh) with wireless speaker and a large print 
area. Stand out with this unique gift in the shape of a suitcase. A 
powerbank, wireless speaker and telephone stand in one. 
Size: 110x75x40mm.

91266  POWERBANK SUITCASE 5000MAH & SPEAKER 3W

The set for every outdoors person. This complete set of Toppoint 
design includes a powerbank flashlight 5000mAh and an adventure 
multi-tool with nine functions. Size: 145x192x40mm.

91091  POWERBANK ADVENTURE SET 5000MAH

A 6000mAh Square powerbank with a double USB port to charge 
multiple devices and a power indicator that shows the percentage of 
the remaining capacity in the powerbank. Large imprint surface for 
digital imprint. Cables included to charge your powerbank. Each 
packed in a gift box. Size: 73x73x22mm.

91044  POWERBANK SQUARE 6000MAH
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ELECTRONICS  POWERBANKS

9127495081 10000
mAhNEW11000

mAh
8000
mAh

91994 11000
mAh
6000
mAh 91995 11000

mAh
6000
mAh

6000mAh Powerbank with silicone bumper. Will be delivered 
including cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a gift 
box. Size: 21x116x66mm.

91994  POWERBANK BUMPER 6000MAH
Water resistant powerbank with light function and 6000mAh battery 
power. Each packed in gift box. Size: 105x67x30mm.

91995  POWERBANK WATER RESISTANT 6000MAH

With this wireless powerbank Omni you don't need a cable to charge 
the phone. Simply place the phone on the powerbank to charge a 
device. If there is no wireless function on the mobile phone, you can 
use a micro USB cable to charge the phone. Size: 16x140x76mm.

95081  WIRELESS POWERBANK OMNI 8000MAH

Luxurious 10.000mAh powerbank with a glass surface which will give 
your imprint a high-end and more expensive look. Never end up with 
a dead battery thanks to this powerbank and quickly charge devices. 
Size: 146x70x17mm.

91274  GLASS SURFACE POWERBANK 10.000MAH
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ELECTRONICS  POWERBANKS

9103395086

95088 8000
mAh

10000
mAhNEW

NEW

11000
mAh

Luxurious 8.000mAh powerbank with a glass surface and metal case 
which will give your imprint a high-end and more expensive look. 
Never end up with a dead battery thanks to this powerbank and 
quickly charge devices. Size: 140x70x14mm.

95088  WIRELESS POWERBANK GLASS 8.000MAH
Flat powerbank with double USB ports to charge two devices 
simultaneously. Very large capacity. The powerbank has a big imprint 
surface for a digital full-colour imprint. Will be delivered including 
cables in a gift box. This powerbank has an official TÜV Tested 
Safety-quality mark. Size: 152x72x15mm.

91033  POWERBANK FLAT TÜV GS 11000MAH

Flat powerbank with a capacity of 10.000mAh ensures that phones 
can be charged several times without having to charge the 
powerbank in between charging times. The design ensures that this 
product can be provided with a digital print. With battery indication 
that shows how full of power the powerbank still is. 
Size: 133x68x14mm.

95086  FLAT POWERBANK 10.000MAH

TIME FOR A 
QUICK CHARGE  
AND YOU’RE READY 
TO GO

WIRELESS CHARGING
• Universal wireless chargers

• Easy to use; no more fiddling with cables

• Devices charge quickly

• Trendy gift and eye catcher on the desk

• Suitable for all Qi compatible devices

• Very compact and easy to carry
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ELECTRONICS  TECHNICAL INFORMATION

87847 
Ball pen powerbank
87849  
Ball pen powerbank 4GB

95082 Wireless 
powerbank Blade Suction

Capacity: 550mAh
Input: DC 5V/800mA
Output: DC 5V/800mA

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2000mA (USB)
Output: DC 5V/1000mA (wireless)

95070 Power tool & travel 
95071 Power travel set 
95072 Power tool set

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91090 Adventure 
Powerbank / 
FlashDrive / Torch

Capacity: 900mAh
Input: 5V/500mA
Output: 5V/1000mA

91992  
Powerbank  
Bumper

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91162  
Powerbank  
Speaker Torch

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91093  
Powerbank Flashlight

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91149 
Powerbank  
Aluminium TÜV

Capacity: 2600mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91136 
Powerbank 
Clip

Capacity: 3000mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

93211 Powerbank 
Modular

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

91020 
Powerbank flashlight

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91029 
Powerbank Transparent

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91030 
Powerbank Aluminium

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91174  
Powerbank Slim

91064 
Powerbank Slim TÜV

95080 Wireless 
powerbank Omni

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1500mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

91089 
Powerbank

Capacity: 2200mAh
Input: DC 5V/500mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

91092 Adventure 
Powerbank

91288 Powerbank 
Light-up logo

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1500mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

91993  
Powerbank  
Bumper

Capacity: 4000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

91266 Suitcase 
Powerbank Speaker

91195  
Powerbank Blade

95094 Wireless 
charging powerbank

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
output: DC 5V/2100mA

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: DC DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

Capacity: 5000mAh
Input: DC DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2000mA

91995 Waterproof
Powerbank

95081 Wireless 
powerbank Omni

95081 Wireless 
powerbank glass

91274 Powerbank 
Glass surface

95086 Powerbank Flat

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

Capacity: 8000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1500mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA (USB)
Output: DC 5V/800mA (Wireless)

Capacity: 8000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2400mA

Capacity: 10000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

Capacity: 10000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

91994 Powerbank
Bumper

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5V/2000mA
Output 1: DC 5V/2100mA

91044 Powerbank 
Square

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1500  mA
Output 1: DC 5V/1000mA
Output 2: DC 5V/2100mA

91110  
Powerbank &
Speaker Retro

Capacity: 6000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output: DC 5V/2100mA

91033 
Powerbank Flat TÜV

Capacity: 11000mAh
Input: DC 5V/1500mA
Output 1: DC 5V/1000mA
Output 2: DC 5V/2100mA

91042 
Powerbank double TÜV

Capacity: 4400mAh
Input: DC 5V/1000mA
Output 1: DC 5V/1000mA
Output 2: DC 5V/2100mA

91071 
Powerbank LED

Capacity: 2000mAh
Input: DC 5V/800mA
Output: DC 5V/1000mA

mAh:  The total capacity of energy in a battery. 
mA: The speed at which your device is charging. 
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Smartphone - Top 5

iPhone 12

Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra

OnePlus 8 Pro

Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra

Sony Xperia 1 II

Battery capacity

2815mAh

5000mAh

4510mAh

4500mAh

4000mAh

Tablet - Top 5

Apple iPad Pro

Battery capacity

7812mAh

Samsung Galaxy Tab S6

Microsoft Surface Pro 6

7040mAh

5940mAh

7 hr
3500mAh
Input: 5V/500mA

2,5 hr

3500mAh
Output: 5V/1000mA

2500
mAh

Charging time =
Output / battery capacity

Example:
2500mAh / 1000mA = 2,5 hours

ELECTRONICS  TECHNICAL INFORMATION

(*)  Capacity: The benchmark for the power of the battery. This indicate the amount of energy that can be saved on a powerbank  
 battery. The higher the number, the greater the capacity of the battery.
(**)  Effectiveness: There is a difference between the capacity of the battery and the energy that can be transferred by the battery.  
 The conversion rate here is round about 70%. This is because several components of the powerbank also consume energy

SMARTPHONE
An average smartphone has a capacity of 2800mAh.

TABLET
A typical tablet has a capacity of 7000mAh.

For best results, we recommend using a powerbank with a 
capacity greater than or equal to the capacity of your 
device. The capacity of your device is often found on the 
battery or in the manual. To charge a tablet, we recommend 
a minimum output of 2100mA.

EXAMPLE
A 4000mAh (*) powerbank can provide a total of  
about 2800mA (**). It is dependent upon the input  
how quickly the powerbank can be recharged.  
How quickly the powerbank can charge your device 
depends on the output. The table alongside shows 
the most popular smartphones and tablets at the moment 
with the number of mAh. A popular phone like the iPhone 
6s can be charged approximately  
two and a half times with a 6000mAh powerbank.  
A popular tablet like the Apple iPad Air 2 can be charged 
for more than half with a 6000mAh powerbank. 

Technical information
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ELECTRONICS  VIDEO

9115491152

9115191150

Foldable Toppoint design virtual reality glasses that fit easily in a 
pocket and easy to carry. This makes it simple to share the 
overwhelming experience with family and friends anywhere and 
anytime. Size: 120x17x40mm.

91150  VR GLASSES FOLDABLE
Experience the ultimate possibilities of Virtual Reality at a great price 
point. This cardboard version of the Virtual Reality glasses is easy to 
fold and suitable for smartphones with a maximum screen diameter 
of 120mm. Size: 13x130x205mm.

91151  VR GLASSES CARDBOARD

The VR Glasses enable you to enjoy your VR content in an easy way. 
The product has an adjustable head strap. Thanks to the spring in the 
cover, the smartphone is always situated in the middle of the lens. 
Suitable for smartphones with a screen size of up to 150mm. 
Size: 99x158x90mm.

91152  VR GLASSES STANDARD
Experience the ultimate possibilities of Virtual Reality at a great price. 
The cardboard version of the Virtual Reality glasses are easy to fold 
and suitable for smartphones with a maximum screen diameter of 
120mm. Make your own design full-colour packaging. 
Size: 13x130x205mm.

91154  VR GLASSES, CARDBOARD CUSTOM-MADE
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ELECTRONICS  VIDEO

91171

91175

91157

This action camera set includes everything needed to go on an 
outdoor trip. The set includes a 1080P HD action camera, waterproof 
camera case, floating handle, chest strap and a J-hook buckle. All 
packed in a luxurious storage case. Size: 210x160x60mm.

91171  ACTIONCAM SET

Complete VR Glasses with a built in sound set. These Virtual Reality 
Glasses can give you a complete VR experience. The glasses are 
adjustable in three different ways and are comfortable. 
Size: 185x210x110mm.

91157  VR GLASSES THEATRE

Film activities with this Full HD action camera with a 2.0 inch screen 
and 1080p resolution. Supplied with eleven different accessories. 
The waterproof case can withstand a collision and the camera 
captures everything clearly. Supplied in gift packaging. 
Size: 45x78x80mm.

91175  ACTION CAM FULL HD
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ELECTRONICS  ACTIVITY TRACKERS

9116191170

9116991168
3

Batteries
Included

4
Batteries
Included

2
Batteries
Included

1
Battery
Included

NEW

Step counter with four functions: time, steps, distance and calories. 
To calculate your steps, move your arms back and forth to activate 
the measuring tool in the watch. Size: 250x27x15mm.

91168  STEP COUNTER
With this activity tracker you can record daily activities (sleep monitor, 
calorie counter, distance calculator and more). Setting new goals via 
a special app. Easy to connect to a phone, also letting you know 
when you receive messages. Size: 12x20x245mm.

91169  ACTIVITY TRACKER

The activity tracker heartbeat can record daily activities (sleep 
monitor, calorie counter, distance calculator and more). Setting new 
goals via a special app. Easy to connect to a phone, letting you know 
when you receive messages. Size: 240x20x12mm.

91170  ACTIVITY TRACKER HEARTBEAT
Round smartwatch with silicone straps. The sturdy appearance 
makes it an extremely suitable watch to wear during a workout. The 
smartwatch contains functions as measuring blood pressure, oxygen 
level, heart rate, burned calories and distance but it can also be used 
as a stopwatch. With message and/or calls notifications and is IP67 
water resistant. Size: 250x45x12mm.

91161  SMART WATCH ACTIVE
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ELECTRONICS  ACTIVITY TRACKERS

DON’T STOP 
UNTIL YOU’RE 

PROUD.
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ELECTRONICS  ADAPTERS

90987

9124891996

91181

Adapter with six USB ports with an output of 6A where multiple 
devices can be charged at once. This power station has good 
printing possibilities. Size: 85x66x112mm.

91248  USB POWER STATION
Convenient square socket with three European 220W and three USB 
plugs. Beautiful and special design. Cable length 1500mm. 
Size: 93x93x73mm.

91996  SOCKET CUBE SQUARE

220V plug with USB port. Ideal for charging a tablet, smartphone or 
any other electronic device. Size: 23x40x85mm.

90987  USB PLUG 2A
A 220V plug adapter with four ports to charge several devices. No 
more arguments over a socket. Suitable for charging various devices 
such as tablets and smartphones. Total output is 4.9A. 
Size: 29x93x75mm.

91181  USB ADAPTER 2.4A
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ELECTRONICS  ADAPTERS

91143

91193 NEW

91271

This universal travel adapter ensures that you can charge your 
devices anywhere in the world with any socket. Features four 
USB-ports and a Type-C input. Easy to carry with you in the 
accompanying pouch to prevent damage during travel. 
Size: 60x60x50mm.

91193  UNIVERSAL TRAVEL ADAPTER

USB car charger with two USB ports (2.1A and 1A). Useful for on the 
road, you can charge two devices at the same time. 
Size: 69x30x30mm.

91143  USB CAR CHARGER 2.1A

This vacuum cleaner keeps the desk and keyboard free from bread 
crumbs and dust and you don’t have to use a large vacuum cleaner 
to clean it. After use, you can simply open it up and empty it. 
Size: 83x83x65mm.

91271  DESKTOP MINI VACUUM CLEANER



ELECTRONICS  CHARGING CABLES
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911899097295307

9530995308

Micro-USB / Type-C / Lightning

Micro-USB / Type-C / Lightning Micro-USB / Type-C / Lightning

Micro-USB / Type-C / Lightning Micro-USB / Type-C / Lightning

How annoying is it that the battery of your phone just died and you 
don't have a cable with you? Problem solved! This mini cable is 
designed to clip onto your keys or the zipper of your bag. It has a 
large logo imprint space on it to make sure that a logo stands out 
perfectly on this product. Size: 130x37x8mm.

90972  OVAL CHARGING CABLE

Fancy 3-in-1 charging cable and keycord. This keycord comes with 
USB to Type-C, Micro-USB and lightning jacks making it suitable for 
practically every smartphone that is currently in the market. 
Size: 480x11mm.

95308  KEYCORD CHARGING CABLE 3-IN-1

Keychain with USB, Micro-USB and Type-C connector. A handy 
gadget to charge mobile devices. The white square block is perfect 
for an eye-catching print area. Size: 165x30x15mm.

91189  KEYCHAIN CHARGING CABLE

With this charging cable you always have a charging cable at hand 
for every device. Connect the USB to a port of a laptop or an adapter 
and choose one of the three different plugs at the other end of the 
cable to charge a mobile device. The plugs are attached to each 
other, so you can't lose them. Size: 220x12x11mm.

95307  3-IN-1 KEYCHAIN CHARGING CABLE

Fancy 3-in-1 charging cable and keycord with optional print on the 
cable and/or cap. This keycord comes with USB to Type-C, Micro-
USB and lightning jacks making it suitable for practically every 
smartphone that is currently in the market. Delivery time 
approximately six weeks. Size: 480x12mm.

95309  KEYCORD CHARGING CABLE 3-IN-1 CUSTOM
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9503395034

95032 91180

95044 NEW

Micro-USB / Type-C / Lightning

Set with different parts that can be attached to a tablet, laptop or 
smartphone. Contains a book light and a fan that is suitable for 
almost all phone models. Size transparent box : 138x80x33mm. 
Size: 138x32x80mm.

91180 PLUG 'N PLAY SET

Privacy is becoming increasingly important to prevent hackers from 
accessing data. With this laptop and phone protection set, you 
prevent hackers from recording sound, hacking your camera or 
tapping data from devices that are connected to your laptop by using 
an USB-cable. The set includes a camera cover, an AUX-plug to mute 
the microphone and an USB data blocker. Size: 76x79x16mm.

95044  LAPTOP/PHONE SECURITY SET

Hot summer days become a lot easier to handle with this portable 
fan. Thanks to the different adapters, it is suitable for all devices. This 
fan is easy to plug into the charging port of your mobile device and it 
will immediately start spinning. Size: 88x46x40mm.

95032  PORTABLE FAN

This webcam cover including screen cleaner is a useful and 
professional solution to protect online privacy. Delivered with the 
product explanation on a full-colour paper card. Size: 24x22x12mm.

95034  WEBCAM COVER & SCREEN CLEANER

This webcam cover is a handy and professional solution to protect 
your online privacy. Delivered with the product explanation on a 
full-colour papercard. Size: 34x2x15mm.

95033  WEBCAM COVER
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ELECTRONICS  PHONE HOLDERS

91144

90971 95035

95074

Attach this phone stand to the back of your mobile devices. Make the 
most wonderful selfies and watch movies without constantly holding 
the phone. The stand also provides extra grip which makes operating 
the mobile device easier. Size: 64x30x8mm.

90971  PHONE CLIP STAND
This handy phone standard can be easily attached to the back of a 
smartphone and has three functions: phone stand, magnet function 
and ring buckle for extra grip to take a selfie for instance. It comes in 
a polybag including an instruction card. Size: 4x22x32mm.

95035  PHONE STANDARD 3-IN-1

Beautiful gift set with micro fiber cleaning cloth for the smartphone 
(115x155mm), stylus, earbuds and a charging cable Micro-USB to USB. 
A useful set when you are on the way. Size: 67x114x22mm.

95074  ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES CASE
An original gift! Use this phone stand to take panoramic photos. 
Because the phone stand can spin around it is able to take 
panoramic photos and movies. Nice to take selfies! Plus with this 
phone stand your pictures are not blurred. The phone stand is easy 
to use. Size: Ø70x48mm.

91144  PANORAMA PHONE STAND
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ELECTRONICS  PHONE HOLDERS

9117891177

9119691179

The hands and legs of the phone holder can be folded around the 
mobile phone so you can charge your phone any place, high or low 
depending on where the plug socket is. Size: 45x145x210mm.

91179  PHONE HOLDER HUMAN
More and more people watch videos via their mobiles instead of a 
TV. With these artificial hands to hold your mobile you don’t need to 
use your own! Size: 45x95x115mm.

91196  SMARTPHONE HOLDER HANDS

Magnetic holder which has two parts: a metal part with a sticker to 
attach to the back of a phone and the second magnetic part for in the 
car air vent. Easy to convert the air vent into a car kit. 
Size: 50x40x40mm.

91177  AIR VENT HOLDER MAGNETIC
Smartphone holder with spring. Easy to convert your air vent into a 
car kit. Size: 29x96x50mm.

91178  AIR VENT HOLDER SPRING
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ELECTRONICS  PHONE HOLDERS

9166290901

9501595016

In 2019 a new law came into effect in most EU countries. Anyone 
holding a mobile phone while riding a bike will receive a fine. Easily 
fix this holder to the handlebar and avoid a fine. Size: 130x95x74mm.

95015  UNIVERSAL BIKE MOUNT
When you have to use the navigation function of your mobile device, 
you need a phone holder. The mount is made to adjust on the 
window screen to your car or to attach onto your dashboard. Easy to 
attach because of the suction cup. The phone holder is suitable for 
different sizes of smart phones. Size: 130x70x125mm.

95016  UNIVERSAL CAR MOUNT

Toppoint design bracelet for running including reflecting material and 
fluorescent colour. Suitable for almost every smartphone. Adjustable 
through the velcro (for men and women). Use the smartphone due to 
the transparent PVC, including opening for earbuds. 
Size: 160x130mm.

90901  SPORT BRACELET RUNNERS
Water resistant pouch for a smartphone or camera. Also suitable for 
storing personal documents or a passport during travelling. Neck 
cord included. Suitable for almost all smartphones. Size: 220x127mm.

91662  WATERPROOF SMARTPHONE BAG
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91056 9105791058

9105995028

Back also 

customisable!

Microfiber cleaning cloth (150x180mm) with a full-colour and all-over 
imprint for electronics displays or glasses. Each packed in a polybag 
and optionally available in a PVC pouch and with a print on the 
backside of the cleaning cloth. Delivery time is approximately three 
weeks. Size: 180x150mm.

91056  MICROFIBER CLOTH 150X180MM

Microfiber cleaning cloth for electronic displays or glasses. Each 
piece is packed in a polybag. Including full-colour and all-over 
imprint. Optional to print on the back side of the cloth and available in 
an individual PVC pouch. Available from 300 pieces and the delivery 
time is approx. three weeks. Size: 200x300mm.

91057  MICROFIBER CLOTH 200X300MM

Keychain with microfiber cleaning cloth (150x150mm) for cleaning 
electronic displays or glasses. Including full-colour all-over imprint. 
Available from 600 pieces and the delivery time is approximately 
three weeks. Size: 150x150mm.

95028  MICROFIBER CLOTH KEYRING 150X150MM

250g/m² microfiber cleaning pouch (90x180mm) for glasses. The 
pouch can be closed with a cord and stopper. Full-colour and all-over 
imprint possible. Available from 300 pieces and the delivery time is 
approximately three weeks. Other sizes available on request. 
Size: 180x90mm.

91058  MICROFIBER POUCH 90X180MM

Microfiber sticky cleaner (35x35mm) for cleaning the display of 
electronic devices. After use it can be placed on the back of the 
device. Each piece is packed in a polybag with a customised inlay 
card. Including full-colour all-over imprint and inlay card. 
Size: 35x35mm.

91059  MICROFIBER STICKY CLOTH 35X35MM
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ELECTRONICS  SCREEN CLEANERS

9172995027

9171590347 NEW

This pen isn't only a pen, but it also includes a smartphone holder, a 
cleaning spray for your phone screen and a microfiber wipe, to keep 
your screen nice and clean. Watch videos on your phone without 
holding your phone by putting your smartphone into the phone 
holder and thanks to its multi-functionality, it is a perfect business gift 
and a desk must-have. Size: Ø14x152mm.

90347  DESK PEN WITH SCREEN CLEANER

Useful dispenser with microfibre cleaning cloth (150x150mm) and 8ml 
cleaning spray. Including carabiner. Easily clean a smartphone or 
tablet and fix the spray on a bag. Size: 110x38x26mm. Content: 10ml.

95027  SCREEN CLEANER

Dispenser with cleaning fluid (30ml) for glasses, screens, mobile 
phones and tablets. Due to the size, it is easy to take with you. 
Dispenser will be delivered with a microfiber cloth. Imprint possible 
on cap. Size: Ø34x103mm.

91715  CLEANER WITH MICROFIBER CLOTH

Spray cleaner with a microfiber cloth in-one. On the back of this 
product there is a nice surface to communicate a message or print a 
logo. Size: 20x95x20mm. Content: 20ml.

91729  SPRAY CLEANER
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ELECTRONICS  TIME & WEATHER STATIONS

93221

91100

91077
3

Batteries
Included

4
Batteries
Included

2
Batteries
Included

1
Battery
Included

3
Batteries
Included

4
Batteries
Included

2
Batteries
Included

Always aware of the weather with this trendy electronic weather 
station. The transparent display provides a modern look and feel. 
Including digital clock, calendar, alarm and a clear digital display of 
temperature and humidity. Delivered in a gift box including batteries. 
Size: 30x132x75mm.

93221  WEATHER STATION

Be always up to date with the weather with this electronic weather 
station. The LCD display shows a thermometer (C&F), hygrometer, 
barometer, time, moon phase and calander. The product has a timer 
function included. Operates on one LR1130 battery as included 
Size: 52x57x108mm.

91077 WEATHER STATION ELECTRONIC BLACK

A Toppoint design wall clock with a transparent front. The dial can be 
printed all-over due to full-colour digital imprint. Each clock will be 
deliverd in a gift box. Size: Ø304x47mm.

91100  WALL CLOCK
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ELECTRONICS  USB STICKS

26404  16GB USB 2.0
26604  16GB USB 3.0

26403  8GB USB 2.0
26402  4GB USB 2.0

26454  16GB USB 2.0
26654  16GB USB 3.0

26453  8GB USB 2.0
26452  4GB USB 2.0

Extra clip colours:
gold & rose gold!

Create your 

own colour 
combination!

26654  USB FLASH DRIVE TWIST DOMING 3.0 16GB26604  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 3.0 16GB

26454  USB 16GB TWISTER WITH DOMING26404  USB 16GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER

26453  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER DOMING 8GB26403  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 8GB

Popular USB 2.0 flash drive with aluminum twist cap. The body and 
the aluminum cap are available in twelve colours. Laser engraving 
possible. The USB flash drives are available from stock. The item will 
be delivered in a white gift box. Size: 59x20x10mm.

26402  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 4GB
Popular USB 2.0 flash drive with aluminum twist cap. Available in 
many colours. The USB flash drive can be personalised with a 
doming. Size: 54x19x10mm.

26452  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER DOMING 4GB
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ELECTRONICS  USB STICKS

2685426804

16GB 2.0 OTG 16GB 2.0 OTG

Extra clip colours:
gold & rose gold!

Create your 
own colour 

combination!

Connect your USB flash drive to a mobile phone and transfer the 
data fast with this on-the-go (otg) USB flash drive. In twelve different 
colours and are interchangeable. Suitable for smartphones with a 
micro-usb connection. Size: 69x19x10mm.

26804  USB 2.0 FLASH DRIVE OTG 16GB
Connect your USB flash drive to a mobile phone and transfer the 
data fast with this on-the-go (otg) USB flash drive. In twelve different 
colours and are interchangeable. Suitable for smartphones with a 
micro-usb connection. Size: 69x19x10mm.

26854  USB FLASH DRIVE ON-THE-GO 16GB
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ELECTRONICS  USB STICKS

26903

26203

26304 16GB
26303 8GB
26302 4GB

26503  8GB
26502  4GB

26303  USB FLASH DRIVE CREDITCARD 8GB

26304  USB FLASH DRIVE CREDITCARD 16GB

Credit card size USB 2.0 flash drive including full-colour all-over 
imprint. Size: 83x52x2mm.

26302  USB FLASH DRIVE CREDITCARD 4GB

USB 2.0 flash drive with double sided doming including full-colour 
imprint. Available from stock in the colours white and black . Will be 
delivered in a white box. Size: 60x18x3mm.

26502  USB FLASH DRIVE DOMING 4GB

26503  USB FLASH DRIVE DOMING 8GB
USB flash drive in the shape of a key. Aluminium material. As 
standard supplied in a white gift box. Size: 57x24x3mm.

26903  USB KEY 8GB

Slim USB flash drive with 8GB memory in plastic housing with cap. 
This item is supplied in a white gift box. Size: 70x20x7mm.

26203  USB SLIM 8GB
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ELECTRONICS  USB STICKS

26902

93214

NEW

memory cards are not included

Transfer all the files from your phone or other device to SD-cards 
without the need of a computer or laptop. Via the app you can easily 
empty your phone from images and put them onto SD-cards to your 
preference. Easy to use while traveling or on-the-go to create more 
space on devices and ensure that all files are stored externally. Note: 
SD-cards are excluded. Size: 80x27x9mm.

26902  CARD READER USB
The Toppoint design USB flash drive with 8GB memory from the 
Modular line has a unique design and a soft touch finish. The USB will 
be delivered in a luxurious gift box including a manual. 
Size: 12x67x22mm.

93214  MODULAR USB
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

9330593303

9331490990
2

Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

4
Batteries
Included

4
Batteries
Included

Small, plastic keyring with light. Doming sticker possible. 
Size: 43x23x8mm.

90990  MINI EVENT LIGHT ROUND SHAPE

Torch with silicone glow in the dark loop. Delivered including 
batteries and packed in a nice gift box. Size: Ø13x55mm.

93303  LOOP TORCH GLOW IN THE DARK

The light bulb can easily be attached to a keychain or bag. You can 
switch on the light by simply pulling the lightbulb. The light has one 
LED that provides ten lumens and is made of ABS. Size: 30x18x31mm.

93314  KEYCHAIN LIGHT BULB

This trendy and compact light-up logo flashlight is a surprising gift. 
The light can easily be attached to your keychain with the carabiner. 
This product contains a LED light and is supplied including batteries 
in a matching gift box. Size: Ø17x66mm.

93305  LIGHT-UP LOGO FLASHLIGHT
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

9124690957

93313
4

Batteries
Included

4
Batteries
Included

1
Battery
Included

The magnetic aluminium survival torch with carbiner is easy to attach 
to anything such as a bag. A single movement turns on the 0.5W LED 
light as you pull the lamp from the carbiner. It easily reattaches with 
internal magnets and the light will turn off again. This product comes 
with batteries. Size: Ø18x64mm.

93313  SURVIVAL MAGNETIC TORCH

Metal keychain with pen light. Three small LED lights provide enough 
light to find a keyhole. Batteries included. Size: Ø18x68mm.

90957  MINI LED LIGHT WITH KEYRING

Keychain with innovative COB technology where multiple LED lights 
are combined to one bright light. Thanks to the magnet on the back 
you can also hang the keychain up. Size: 70x35x20mm.

91246  COB LIGHT WITH CARABINER
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

9102093312

9096090997
2

Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

Aluminum LED torch with light on the front and top side. Flash and 
static light possible. Back side has magnets, always functional. Will be 
delivered with a wristband and batteries included. Gift box included. 
Size: Ø30x140mm.

90997  ALUMINUM TORCH MAGNET 5+8 LED
Aluminum flashlight in case. LED lighting. Batteries included. Gift box 
included Size: Ø26x89mm.

90960  ALUMINUM FLASHLIGHT LED

Aluminum flashlight with powerbank 2200mAh. This product is 
delivered with cables to charge the powerbank. Each packed in a gift 
box. Size: Ø30x115mm.

91020  POWERBANK FLASHLIGHT 2200MAH
Take this compact and light-weight aluminium torch with you on for 
example a survival trip or while camping. The torch with a 3W LED 
comes in a gift box including three AAA batteries. 
Size: 36x36x140mm.

93312  SURVIVAL TORCH
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

91519 91238

9123991162
2

Batteries
Included

2
Batteries
Included

2
Batteries
Included

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

WHITE LIGHT RED LIGHT

2W

Powerbank 3-in-1 (2200mAh) with a built in wireless speaker and 
flashlight. The powerbank and flashlight can easily be installed onto 
your bike with the attachment provided. It is also possible to charge a 
mobile phone or listen to music. Size: Ø35x157mm.

91162  POWERBANK 2200MAH, SPEAKER 2W & TORCH

A light that is easy to attach onto clothes and bags. With a red and 
white light. Practical when you want to be seen whilst sporting at 
night. Size: 18x30x62mm.

91238  CLIP-ON LIGHT

Useful light that can be fold onto, for example, a bag or clothes. 
Size: 125x30x10mm.

91239  FOLD-ON LIGHT

Set of two bike lights in a firm plastic packaging. one red and one 
white bike light, You can switch on by the push of a button. Also 
provided with a flashing function. Size: 95x45x20mm.

91519  SET OF BIKE LIGHTS
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

91285
2

Batteries
Included

9330791283
3

Batteries
Included

1
Battery
Included

90907
2

Batteries
Included

LED sports bracelet which can be attached to the arm by velcro. A 
musthave for outdoor sporters, or when walking! The bracelet can be 
worn with constant or flashing light. Size: 383x37x13mm.

90907  LIGHT SPORTS BRACELET

Night lamp with COB LED. Easy to attach by velcro. With glow in the 
dark function. Including batteries and each packed in gift box. 
Size: 85x85x25mm.

93307  NIGHT LIGHT
A magnifying glass with a unique shape and a handy printing space 
is possible. This magnifier has a unique style and includes a useful 
light. Size: 5x35x140mm.

91283  MAGNIFIER LIGHT MODERN

Make sure you're visible in the dark while running, walking or cycling. 
With this sport light, everyone sees you from large distances thanks 
to the bright LED lighting. This light has a universal fit and is suitable 
for (upper)arm, wrist, etc., but you can also put it on your bag. It has a 
red (flickering or continuously) and white light (two intensities). 
Size: 50x50x84mm.

91285  SILICONE SPORT LIGHT
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

9128993302

9331091109

Wobbly light

3
Batteries
Included

2
Batteries
Included

powerbank is  
not included

powerbank is  
not included

A flexible booklight that can be connected to a USB port. Suitable for 
laptops, powerbanks and tablets with a USB connection. The LED 
light gives sufficient light. Size: 168x17x10mm.

91109  BOOKLIGHT USB
Funny and innovative wobbly light. Tap the egg-shaped light and the 
light will light up. Each in a gift box and delivered including batteries. 
Size: Ø44x80mm.

93310  WOBBLY LIGHT

Lamp with different light functions. The lamp is foldable and can 
easily be hung on the loop. Can be used as a paperclip tray. Packed 
in a gift box and delivered including batteries. Size: 31x153x82mm.

93302  DESK LIGHT
The speaker lamp is an original promotional gift. Connect the USB 
light with the built-in wireless speaker to a powerbank or USB 
adapter. Touch the lamp to change the colour from bright light, useful 
for reading a book, to warm mood light. The position of the lamp can 
be easily adjusted with the gooseneck. Size: Ø56x390mm.

91289  USB SPEAKER LIGHT 2W
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

9330093218
3

Batteries
Included

91267
3

Batteries
Included

91265
3

Batteries
Included

Robust and compact table lamp with high power LED lights. The 
bright camping lamp is ideal to use while for example fishing, 
trekking, walking or other outdoor activities. But above all very 
suitable as a table lantern on for instance campsites or festivals. Also 
good to use as emergency lighting during power outages. 
Size: 95x95x165mm.

91267  ADVENTURE LAMP

Foldable desk light with two COB functions and a magnifier. 
Size: 90x65x35mm.

93218  DESK LAMP MAGNIFIER

The mosquito killing lantern is a camping lantern which uses 
high-power LED as light source and has a ultraviolet mosquito trap 
and power grid with a waterproof grade IPX4. There are two switches 
to control the lighting mode and the mosquito control. Ideal for 
indoor and outdoor use to keep the mosquitoes away. 
Size: 90x87x150mm.

91265  MOSQUITO KILLER LANTERN

Wireless desk lamp operating on batteries and micro-USB input. The 
lamp can be controlled with a touch function and is easy to adjust. 
Batteries are not included. Size: 520x15mm.

93300 LUXO LIGHT
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

9330991211

9123793315
3

Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

4
Batteries
Included

with magnet

The modern table lamp is made of high quality white plastic and 
provides a bright light. The lamp is battery powered and contains five 
LEDS with an intensity of 1W. The product comes in a gift box 
including batteries. Size: Ø115x185mm.

93315  DESKTOP LIGHT

Useful flashlight with a torch design. With innovating COB technology, 
whereby multiple LED lights are combined into one bright light. 
Thanks to the magnet in the clip its easy to hang. 
Size: 180x35x20mm.

91211  COB TORCH

This COB working light is very useful in places where some extra 
light is needed. Ideal to use at places where no power connection is 
available. It's waterproof and suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
use. The benefit of this lamp is that it saves up to 90% energy 
compared to tradition Halogen lighting. Size: 407x49x145mm.

91237  COB WORKING LIGHT

Light with adjustable stand, so it can be placed anywhere. The stand 
is provided with magnets and a hook for multi-purpose use. Pakced 
in a gift box and delivered including batteries. Size: 149x55x25mm.

93309  TORCH COB
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ELECTRONICS  LIGHTING

COLD AIR, 
DARK  

NIGHTS  
AND A 

WARM FIRE

93311

93304
3

Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

Torch and warning light with build-in battery. Will be charged by the 
included 220V induction charging station. Packed in a nice gift box. 
Size: 116x160x67mm.

93304  TORCH WITH CHARGING STATION

Head lamps provide you the freedom of being hands free in the dark, 
especially during walking, running or other outdoor activities. The 
lamp is equipped with ten LED lights and therefore has sufficient light 
intensity. The headband and the lamp are adjustable and are 
delivered in a giftbox including batteries. Size: 39x59x32mm.

93311  ADVENTURE HEADLIGHT
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NEW!
DIGITAL PRINT 
ON PENS!

Made in  
Germany by

GS Plastics
In the South of Germany, in a place called 

Gosheim you will find mold construction 

and injection molding GS Plastics. Here 

we produce our ‘Designd by Toppoint’ 

ball pens. More proof of the sustainable 

direction we follow. In this injection 

molding we produce parts of our ball 

pens. After production we send them to 

Bergentheim  (NL) where we assemble 

them according to your requirements.

3D digital printing allows you  
to give your full-colour image  
an extra 3 dimensional effect. 

ADVANTAGES:
• Full-colour images possible 

 with photo realistic effect

• Quick delivery times possible

• Low quantities possible

• Durable
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS  DESIGNED BY TOPPOINT & MADE IN GERMANY

NEW BALLPEN

ATLAS
AVAILABLE FROM

APRIL 2021

8082880825 8082780826 Possible with foil print & 360º print

80825

8082780828

80826

Jumbo refill. Writing length: 4.5km

Toppoint design ball pen, made in Germany. This pen has a blue 
writing ink Jumbo refill and is transparent with a metal tip. 
Size: Ø12x146mm.

80827  BALL PEN ATLAS TRANSPARENT METAL TIP
Toppoint design ball pen, made in Germany. This pen has a Jumbo 
refill and is made with a soft-touch finish. Blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø12x146mm.

80828  BALL PEN ATLAS SOFT-TOUCH

Toppoint design ball pen with a metal tip, made in Germany. This pen 
has a blue writing ink Jumbo refill and is made with a hardcolour 
finish. Size: Ø12x146mm.

80826  BALL PEN ATLAS HARDCOLOUR METAL TIP
Toppoint design ball pen, made in Germany. This pen has a Jumbo 
refill and is made with a hard-colour finish. Blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø12x147mm.

80825  BALL PEN ATLAS HARD-COLOUR
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8794687943 Possible with 360º print Possible with foil print & 360º print

Metal tip only available with LT87946

Jumbo refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4.5km

A Toppoint ball pen with a firm clip and metal tip. Jumbo refill. A real 
writing pleasure. Four writing colours to choose from: blue, red, black 
and green. Combinations of hardcolour and transparent parts are 
available. Size: Ø12x146mm.

87946  AVALON BALL PEN METAL TIP COMBI
A Toppoint ball pen with a firm clip. Combinations of hardcolour and 
transparent parts are available. Create your own colour combinations. 
With jumbo refill and colours writing colours to choose from: blue, 
red, black and green. An advertising item with several possibilities. 
Size: Ø12x146mm.

87943  AVALON BALL PEN COMBI
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8794587944879428794187947

87941

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 
shown on this page  
are always on stock 
which means:  
Short production times!

87944

87945

87947

87942

Jumbo refill. Writing length: 4.5km

A Toppoint hardcolour ball pen with a firm clip. Comes with a jumbo 
refill. Transparent. Size: Ø12x146mm.

87942  AVALON BALL PEN TRANSPARENT

A Toppoint ball pen with a firm clip. Comes with a jumbo refill. 
Hardcolour. Size: Ø12x146mm.

87941  AVALON BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR

Popular Toppoint design ballpoint with soft touch body and 
transparent clip. This ball pen is produced in Germany and has a 
jumbo refill for 4.5km of writing pleasure. Size: Ø12x146mm.

87947  BALL PEN AVALON SOFT TOUCH

Toppoint ball pen with a firm clip and metal tip. With jumbo refill. 
Transparent. Size: Ø12x146mm.

87945    AVALON BALL PEN METAL TIP TRANSPARENT

A Toppoint ball pen with a firm clip and metal tip. With jumbo refill. 
Hardcolour. Size: Ø12x146mm.

87944  AVALON BALL PEN METAL TIP HARDCOLOUR
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8710687110 8710587100

87100

87106

8710587110

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

Possible with foil print & 360º print

87110: Jumbo refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4.5km

NEW

Toppoint design ball pen made of recycled ABS, made in Germany. 
This pen has a Jumbo refill and is made in hardcolour options. With a 
blue writing ink refill. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87106  BALL PEN APOLLO RECYCLED
Modern designed Toppoint ball pen with bowclip and rubbergrip. 
With synthetic jumbo refill. Hardcolour. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87100  APOLLO BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR

Modern designed Toppoint ball pen with bowclip and rubbergrip. 
Synthetic jumbo refill. Frosty. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87105  APOLLO BALL PEN FROSTY
A modern Toppoint designed ball pen with bow clip and rubber grip. 
Create your own colour combinations. Synthetic jumbo refill and four 
writing colours to choose from: blue, red, black and green. An 
advertising item with several possibilities. Combinations of hardcolour 
and frosty parts are available. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87110  APOLLO BALL PEN COMBI
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87975

87980

87999

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

87975 8799987980

87985: Jumbo refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4.5km

87985 Possible with 360º print

A striking Toppoint ball pen with a wide bow clip. Square in design so 
it will not roll off the table. Create a pen in your own colour 
combinations with a jumbo refill. four writing colours to choose from: 
blue, red, black and green. Combinations of hardcolour and 
transparent parts are available. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87985  CUBE BALL PEN COMBI
Striking Toppoint ball pen with a wide bowclip. Square in design so 
does not roll off the table. Transparent. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87980  CUBE BALL PEN TRANSPARENT

TopEarth ball pen, produced in Germany. The plastic parts are made 
of PLA. This material is biodegradable and 70% made of materials of 
natural origin such as sugar cane. Equipped with jumbo refill with 
4.5km of writing pleasure. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87999  CUBE BALLPEN BIO
Striking Toppoint ball pen with a wide bowclip. Square in design so it 
does not roll off the table. Hardcolour. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87975  CUBE BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR
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NEW BALLPEN

KUMA
AVAILABLE FROM

APRIL 2021

Toppoint design ball pen, made in Germany. This pan has a X20 refill 
and you can combine the colours of each part of the pen. Blue 
writing colour. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87879  BALL PEN KUMA COMBI
Toppoint design ball pen, made in Germany. This pan has a X20 refill 
and is made in transparent colours. Blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø10x145mm.

87878  BALL PEN KUMA TRANSPARENT

Ball pen with plastic parts are made of PLA plastics. This material is 
biodegradable and 70% made of natural origin such as sugar cane. 
This ballpoint is produced in Germany. Equipped with X20 refill and 
has a hardcolour finish. Blue writing colour. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87880  BALL PEN KUMA BIO

Toppoint design ball pen, made in Germany. This pan has a X20 refill 
and is made in hardcolour finish. Blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø10x145mm.

87877  BALL PEN KUMA HARDCOLOUR
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80817 808188081680815

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

80815

80818

8081680817

Possible with 360º print

80817: X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

Toppoint designed ball pen with hardcolour barrel and bow clip. With 
blue X20 refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80815  NASH BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR

A plastic Toppoint designed ball pen with bow clip. Combination of 
hardcolour and transparent parts are available. With X20 refill in four 
writing colours to choose from: blue, red, black and green. Made in 
Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80817  NASH BALL PEN COMBI
Toppoint designed ball pen with transparent barrel and bow clip. With 
blue X20 refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80816  NASH BALL PEN TRANSPARENT

Popular Toppoint design ball pen with soft touch body and 
transparent clip. This ball pen is produced in Germany and has an 
X20 refill. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80818  NASH RUBBERIZED
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80804 8080580806

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

80804

8080580806

Possible with 360º print

80806: X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

Toppoint designed ball pen with hardcolour barrel, metal tip and bow 
clip. With blue Maxi Jumbo refill. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80804  NASH BALL PEN METAL TIP HARDCOLOUR

Toppoint designed ball pen with transparent barrel, metal tip and bow 
clip. With blue Maxi Jumbo refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80805  NASH BALL PEN METAL TIP TRANSPARENT

A Plastic Toppoint designed ball pen with a bow clip and metal tip. 
Combination of hardcolour and transparent parts are available. With 
Maxi Jumbo refill in four writing colours to choose from: blue, red, 
black and green. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80806  NASH BALL PEN METAL TIP COMBI
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80803 8080280801

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

80801

8080280803

Possible with 360º print

80803: X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

A Toppoint designed ball pen with a bow clip and rubber grip. 
Combination of hardcolour and transparent parts are available. With 
X20 refill in four writing colours to choose from: blue, red, black and 
green. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80803  NASH BALL PEN RUBBER GRIP COMBI
Toppoint designed ball pen with hardcolour barrel, rubber grip and 
bow clip. With blue X20 refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80801  NASH BALL PEN RUBBER GRIP HARDCOLOUR

Toppoint designed ball pen with transparent barrel, rubber grip and 
bow clip. With blue X20 refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80802  NASH BALL PEN RUBBER GRIP TRANSPARENT
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8795687953

Coloured tip only available with LT87953

X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

A Toppoint hardcolour/frosty ball pen, with a strong bow clip. Create 
your own colour combinations. With X20 refill in four writing colours 
to choose from: blue, red, black and green. An advertising item with 
several opportunities. Size: Ø10x143mm.

87953  DENIRO BALL PEN COMBI
A Toppoint hardcolour/frosty ball pen. With a strong bow clip and 
metal tip. With Maxi Refill Jumbo refill in four writing colours to 
choose from: blue, red, black and green. Size: Ø10x143mm.

87956  DENIRO BALL PEN METAL TIP COMBI
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87955879548795287951

87951

87952

87954

87955

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

X20 refill. Writing length: 2.5km

Toppoint ball pen with strong bowclip. With X20 refill. Hardcolour. 
Size: Ø10x143mm.

87951  DENIRO BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR
Toppoint ball pen with strong bowclip and metal tip. With Maxi Refill 
Jumbo refill. Hardcolour. Size: Ø10x143mm.

87954  DENIRO BALL PEN METAL TIP HC

Toppoint ball pen with strong bowclip and metal tip. With Maxi Jumbo 
refill. Transparent. Size: Ø10x143mm.

87955  DENIRO BALL PEN METAL TIP FROSTYToppoint ball pen with strong bowclip. With X20 refill. Transparent. 
Size: Ø10x143mm.

87952  DENIRO BALL PEN FROSTY
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8762887618 Possible with foil print & 360º printPossible with 360º print

Rubber grip only available with LT87628

X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

An elegant Toppoint ball pen with a bow clip. From orders of 25.000 
pieces you can choose your own pantone colours. Ask about the 
possibilities. With synthetic X20 refill in four writing colours to choose 
from: blue, red, black and green. Combination hardcolour/
transparent. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87618  COSMO BALL PEN COMBI
An elegant Toppoint ball pen with a bow clip and rubber grip. From 
orders of 25.000 pieces you can choose your own pantone colours. 
Ask about the possibilities. Synthetic X20 refill in four writing colours 
to choose from: blue, red, black and green. Combination hardcolour/
transparent. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87628  COSMO BALL PEN COMBI RUBBER GRIP
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87622

87626

87616

8762687622876298761687612

87612

87629

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

X20 refill. Writing length: 2.5km

Elegant Toppoint ball pen with bowclip. An ideal advertising item for 
all your promotions. With synthetic X20 refill. Transparent. 
Size: Ø10x145mm.

87616  COSMO BALL PEN TRANSPARENT

Elegant Toppoint ball pen with bowclip. An ideal advertising item for 
all your promotions. With synthetic X20 refill. Hardcolour. 
Size: Ø10x145mm.

87612  COSMO BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR

Slim TopEarth ball pen with bow clip. The plastic parts are made of 
PLA plastics. This material is biodegradable and 70% made of natural 
origin such as sugar cane. This ballpoint is produced in Germany. 
Equipped with X20 refill. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87629  COSMO BIO

Elegant Toppoint ballpen with bowclip and rubbergrip. Ideal 
advertising material to promote your home branding. With synthetic 
X20 refill. Transparent. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87626  COSMO BALL PEN TRANSPARENT RUBBER GRIP

Elegant Toppoint ball pen with bowclip and rubbergrip. Ideal 
advertising material to promote your home branding. With synthetic 
X20 refill. Hardcolour. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87622  COSMO BALL PEN RUBBER GRIP HC
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87619 87615Possible with foil print & 360º print Possible with 360º print

Rubber grip only available with LT87619

X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

A slim Toppoint round pen with a rubber grip. Several colour 
combinations possible also hardcolour and transparent parts are 
available. With plastic X20 refill and blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø10x147mm.

87619  COSMO ROUND CLIPPART/WITH GRIP COMBI
A slim pen with a round clip. Several colour combinations are 
possible also hardcolour and transparent parts are available. With 
plastic X20 refill with different writing colours available. 
Size: Ø10x147mm.

87615  COSMO ROUND CLIP WITHOUT GRIP COMBI
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87620

87624

87610

87614

87610 87614 87620 87624

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

Elegant Toppoint ball pen with round clip. Unique ball pen. With 
synthetic X20 refill. Hardcolour. Size: Ø10x147mm.

87610  COSMO BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR ROUND CLIPPART
Elegant Toppoint ball pen with round clip and rubber grip. With 
synthetic X20 refill. Hardcolour. Size: Ø10x147mm.

87620  COSMO BALL PEN HC RUBBER ROUND CLIP

Elegant Toppoint ball pen with round clip and rubber grip. With 
synthetic X20 refill. Size: Ø10x147mm.

87624  COSMO BALL PEN TRANSPARENT RUBBER ROUND CLIP
Elegant Toppoint ball pen with round clip. Unique ball pen. With 
synthetic X20 refill. Transparent. Size: Ø10x147mm.

87614  COSMO BALL PEN TRANSPARENT ROUND CLIPPART
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80886

8088780888

80888 8088780886

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always on stock 

which means:  
Short production times!

Possible with 360º print

X20 refill. Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2.5km

Synthetic, hardcolour Toppoint ball pen with flat clip. Doming 
possible. With synthetic X20 refill. Made in Germany. 
Size: Ø10x145mm.

80886  FUTUREPOINT HARDCOLOUR
Synthetic Toppoint ball pen with flat clip. Choose your own 
hardcolour and transparent parts. Doming possible. With synthetic 
X20 refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x145mm.

80888  FUTUREPOINT COMBI

Synthetic, hardcolour Toppoint ball pen with flat clip. Doming 
possible. With synthetic X20 refill. Made in Germany. 
Size: Ø10x145mm.

80887  FUTUREPOINT TRANSPARENT
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802998029080380

A modern, transparent ball pen with metal parts. Several colour 
combinations are possible. Choose your writing colour. With synthetic 
X20 refill. Size: Ø10x134mm.

80299  BALL PEN 925 TRANSPARENT
A ball pen with metal parts. Create your own ball pen and choose 
your writing colour. Same model as 80290 with synthetic Jumbo refill. 
Size: Ø10x134mm.

80380  925 BALL PEN

A modern ball pen with metal parts. Create your own ball pen and 
choose your writing colour. With synthetic X20 refill. 
Size: Ø10x134mm.

80290  925 DP BALL PEN
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801108012087864 NEW

One of the most popular Toppoint pens, now fully made in Germany. 
The pen is available in hard-colours and with its unique design it is a 
real eye-catcher on every desk. Including Jumbo refill. 
Size: Ø12x143mm.

87864  BALL PEN CLICK SHADOW MADE IN GERMANY

This popular Toppoint ball pen is being produced in Germany. 
Equipped with a nice soft-touch finish in all kinds of modern colours. 
Ball pen is designed with a click mechanism and a blue-writing refill. 
Size: Ø12x143mm.

80120  BALL PEN CLICK-SHADOW SOFT-TOUCH

This popular Toppoint ball pen is being produced in Germany. 
Equipped with a nice soft touch finish in all kinds of modern colours. 
Ball pen is designed with a turning mechanism and a blue-writing 
refill. Size: Ø12x145mm.

80110  BALL PEN SLASH SOFT-TOUCH MADE IN GERMANY
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8786887774 NEW

Toppoint design ball pen California with metalised tip. The barrel has 
a silk-touch surface and is available in various modern colours. 
Robust pen with twist mechanism. The transparent clip is suitable for 
digital imprint. Size: Ø11x146mm.

87774  BALL PEN CALIFORNIA SILK-TOUCH
The ball pen Prisma is a triangular pen with straight clip. This way, it is 
easy to make a really nice imprint on the clip and due the shape of 
the pen and the unique design, it is the perfect business gift. 
Designed with a soft-touch finish. Including a blue writing ink Jumbo 
refill.

87868  BALL PEN PRISMA
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872798726987268

Toppoint ball pen Speedy with coloured tip and clip, equipped with a 
turning mechanism. This ball pen is made of 60% wheat straw and 
40% ABS plastic. Available in various colours. Blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø11x143mm.

87279  BALPEN SPEEDY BIO

Toppoint design ball pen Speedy transparent. A slim ball pen with 
modern clip and twist mechanism. The ball pen with metalised tip is 
available in different transparent modern colours. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø11x143mm.

87269  BALL PEN SPEEDY TRANSPARENT

Toppoint design ball pen with metalised tip and twist mechanism. A 
slim pen with a modern clip. Available in multiple modern colours. 
Blue writing ink. Size: Ø11x143mm.

87268  SPEEDY BALL PEN TWIST METAL TIP
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87936 879388793787935

87935

87936

87937

87938

Toppoint modern ball pen. Unique design with hardcolour shaft and 
metal parts. Size: Ø11x145mm.

87935  ZORRO HARDCOLOUR

A Toppoint design modern ball pen. Unique design with transparent 
parts and metal tip. Size: Ø11x145mm.

87937  ZORRO TRANSPARENT
A Toppoint design modern ball pen. Unique design with silver parts 
and matt, metal tip. Coloured grip and spacer. Size: Ø11x145mm.

87938  ZORRO SILVER

A Toppoint design modern ball pen. Unique design with hardcolour 
shaft and black grip. With a matt, metal tip and a silver clip. 
Size: Ø11x145mm.

87936  ZORRO SPECIAL
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80506 80508

A plastic, hardcolour Toppoint design ball pen with blue Jumbo refill, 
metal clip and metallised tip and pusher. Size: Ø14x147mm.

80508  BALL PEN TEXAS METAL CLIP HARDCOLOUR
Plastic hardcolour Toppoint designed ball pen with blue Jumbo refill 
and metallised tip and pusher. Size: Ø14x147mm.

80506  TEXAS BALL PEN HARDCOLOUR
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87757 87750

Elegant Toppoint design ball pen made of 60% wheat straw and 40% 
ABS plastic. Available in various colours. With a sturdy clip for 
optimum printing. Equipped with blue writing ink Jumbo refill. 
Size: Ø11x147mm.

87750  BALLPEN PUNTO BIO
Elegant Toppoint design ball pen available in fresh colours. This pen 
has a stable clip perfect for branding any logo and comes with a 
Jumbo refill with blue writing ink. Size: Ø11x147mm.

87757  BALL PEN PUNTO
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808368083580100 NEWNEW

Revolutionary Toppoint design ball pen. Unique geometric design in 
which the ball pen turns from square into a round shape. Sturdy 
plastic clip with a large printing surface. Equipped with blue writing 
Jumbo refill. Size: Ø11x145mm.

80100  BALL PEN SPACELAB
Toppoint design ball pen. This pen has a Jumbo refill and a metal tip. 
It has a hardcolour finish and a transparent clip. With a blue writing 
ink refill. Size: Ø10x144mm

80835  BALL PEN RIVA HARDCOLOUR

Toppoint design ball pen. This pen has a Jumbo refill and a metal tip. 
It has a soft-touch finish and a transparent clip. With a blue writing ink 
refill. Size: Ø10x144mm.

80836  BALL PEN RIVA SOFT-TOUCH
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8776087756 NEW

Elegant Toppoint design ball pen with firm clip and a elegant space 
for your logo. This pen features a Jumbo refill with blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø11x148mm.

87756  BALL PEN LONGSHADOW
Anti-bacterial pen made of ABS with a solid clip. The anti-bacterial 
treatment reduces bacteria from colonizing the pen. Certified by ISO 
22196 norm. Size: Ø12x143mm.

87760  BALL PEN CLICK-SHADOW ANTI-BACTERIAL
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11000
mAh
5500
mAh

87849

USB memory 4GB

with 4GB memory

with 4GB memory

with 8GB memory8GB87759 87849

87659 87847

Powerbank, stylus, ball pen and USB flash drive in one. This stylus 
ball pen features a intern powerbank 550mAh, 4GB flash drive 
memory, micro-USB input and USB output. Small model with a twist 
mechanism. Individually packed in a transparent zip bag including 
USB and micro-USB charger. Size: Ø13x152mm.

87849  BALL PEN POWERBANK 4-IN-1 550MAH & 4GB USB

Powerbank (550mAh) and stylus pen in one. Slim model with twist 
mechanism. Features a micro-USB entrance port and a USB exit port. 
Delivered individually packed in a transparent zip bag including 
cables. Size: Ø13x152mm.

87847  BALL PEN POWERBANK 3-IN-1 550MAH

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 flash 
drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. Including 
European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). Size: Ø14x149mm.

87759  METAL USB BALL PEN TOPPOINT DESIGN 8GB

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 flash 
drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. Including 
European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). Size: Ø14x149mm.

87659  METAL USB BALL PEN TOPPOINT DESIGN 4GB
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A Toppoint design metal stylus ball pen, provided with a metal refill 
(standard: blue writing ink). Including twist mechanism, metal clip and 
tip. Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø10x147mm.

87775  BALL PEN MODENA STYLUS
An Aluminium ball pen with a stylus tip. This Toppoint design pen with 
a touchscreen tip has a solid metal clip and is available in many 
colours. Blue writing ink. Size: Ø10x140mm.

87023  BALL PEN LIMA
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87695 8049387694

Slim, plastic touchscreen pen with a twist function. Blue writing ink 
refill. Size: Ø7x136mm.

80493  PLASTIC STYLUS PEN SLIM MODEL
Plastic, Toppoint designed ball pen with a bow clip, rubber grip and 
touch function. Twist mechanism. Blue writing ink refill. 
Size: Ø10x142mm.

87695  COSMO STYLUS WITH GRIP

Plastic stylus ball pen Toppoint design with a twist mechanism and 
blue writing ink X20 refill. Size: Ø11x145mm.

87694  TOUCHY STYLUS BALL PEN
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877618755787558

Small, aluminum pen with touchscreen top. The pen has a twist 
mechanism. Size: Ø10x110mm.

87558  TOUCH SCREEN PEN TABLET/SMARTPHONE

Modern aluminum pen with a touchscreen top. The pen has a twist 
mechanism. With a rubberised soft touch function and black coloured 
clip, ring and tip. Size: Ø7x136mm.

87761  SLIM STYLUS RUBBERISED

Modern aluminum pen with a touchscreen top. The pen has a twist 
mechanism. Size: Ø7x136mm.

87557 TOUCH SCREEN PEN TABLET/SMARTPHONE
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804948043380429

Ball pen with a touchscreen tip, twist mechanism, metal look tip, ring 
and clip. Blue writing ink X20 refill. Size: Ø13x135mm.

80433  BALL PEN HAWAÏ STYLUS HARDCOLOUR

Plastic ball pen with a touchscreen cap and twist function. Blue 
writing ink. Size: Ø13x135mm.

80429  BALL PEN HAWAÏ STYLUS
Plastic touchscreen pen with a metal clip and rubber grip. Twist 
mechanism. Blue writing ink refill. Size: Ø9x137mm.

80494  BALL PEN MERCURIUS STYLUS
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3
Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

3
Batteries
Included

870298777887027

Twist action ball pen with rubber grip and stylus function. The ball 
pen will be laser engraved, the integrated LED lights will light up the 
logo and/or company name. Size: Ø9x140mm.

87027  BALL PEN LIGHT UP
Twist action ball pen with rubber grip and stylus function. The ball 
pen will be laser engraved, the integrated LED lights will light-up the 
logo and/or company name in the colour of the rubber grip. 
Size: Ø9x140mm.

87029  BALL PEN LIGHT-UP LOGO

Twist action ball pen with rubber grip and stylus function. The ball 
pen will be laser engraved, the integrated LED lights will light up the 
logo and/or company name. Size: Ø11x145mm.

87778  BALL PEN ILLUMINI LIGHT-UP LOGO
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3
Batteries
Included

877948791887914

A metal twist stylus ball pen with a black writing ink long lasting refill. 
Size: Ø13x143mm.

87914  STYLUS PEN BOLD

Elegant, aluminum ball pen with a stylus function. Two rings in the 
body of the pen to give it that touch of elegance. Standard: blue 
writing ink. Size: Ø12x134mm.

87918  BALL PEN ALICANTE STYLUS METAL

Touchscreen pen with a LED light and ball pen.The ball pen can be 
used by removing the cap. Standard: blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø13x124mm.

87794  STYLUS SHINE, WITH LIGHT
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3
Batteries
Included

• Stylus
• Ball pen
• Laser pointer
• LED light

SMARTPHONE 
STAND

80500 87876

A metal 4-in-1 ball pen which includes a laser pointer, stylus and LED 
light. Ball pen can be used by taking off the cap. Will be supplied in a 
gift box including three batteries. Standard: black writing ink. 
Size: Ø10x120mm.

87876  LASER PEN 4-IN-1 SLIM MODEL
A modern 3-in-1 ball pen with a stylus and phonestand. A very trendy 
give away with a smooth design. Blue writing ink. Size: Ø18x146mm.

80500  3-IN-1 TOUCH PEN
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8728787949

A ball pen made from a bamboo material with a metallised pusher, tip 
and metal clip, standard: black writing ink. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87287  BALL PEN ANTARTICA STYLUS BAMBOO

TOPEARTH-PENS: 
GREEN STATIONERY
Those who think that attractive and sustainable are 

mutually exclusive should think again. The TopEarth 

modern stationery collection represents a new trend. 

The eco-friendly stationery products are made of raw 

materials such as recycled plastic, bio-based materials 

and wheat straw fibre. Whether you choose the 

biodegradable or the recycled ballpoint pens, TopEarth 

pens help you do your part to make the world a more 

liveable and sustainable place.

Why choosing recycled plastic pens:

• Made of recycled plastic

• Less gas emissions

• Lower energy consumption

• Require less than 20% of the energy needed to  

 produce new materials

• Made in Europe

• European refill with much longer lifecycle than  

 comparable pens. Up to 4.5 km writing length

Why choosing bio-based material pens:

• Made of bio-based materials

• Biodegradable

• Long-life cycle

• Made in Europe

• European refill with much longer lifecycle than  

 comparable pens. Up to 4.5 km writing length

A stylus pen made from recycled paper. Blue writing ink refill. 
Size: Ø10x112mm.

87949  BALL PEN STYLUS PAPER
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8729487518872888728987290

Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and metallised tip, 
standard: black writing ink. Size: Ø11x140mm.

87288  ALICANTE BAMBOO

Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and metallised tip, 
standard: black writing ink. Size: Ø11x134mm.

87289  BALL PEN BAMBOO

Ecological wooden ball pen with metal parts. The writing colour of 
the pen is blue. Size: Ø10x141mm.

87290  ECO BALL PEN WOOD
Ecological bamboo ball pen with clip in the shape of a leaf. Coloured 
pusher and underpart, X20 refill with black writing ink. Printing on the 
clip possible. Size: Ø11x141mm.

87518  BAMBOO PEN WITH PLASTIC LEAFCLIP

Bio-paper ball pen with coloured parts, X20 refill with blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø9x138mm.

87294  PAPER PEN
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87552 8755387292 NEW

Toppoint design bamboo ball pen with coloured metal clip and plastic 
parts Size: Ø13x142mm.

87552  BIO PEN WOODY
This transparent ball pen is made out of recycled PET bottles. A 
sustainable choice, available in a lot of bright colours. Blue writing 
colour. Size: Ø12x143mm.

87553  R-PET BALL PEN

Ball pen made from a bamboo material with a metal clip, metalized 
pusher and tip. The standard writing colour is blue. Size: Ø11x138mm.

87292  BALL PEN BAMBOO
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87933 8043587934

hardcolor

Transparent, plastic ball pen with metal clip. Blue writing ink. X20 
refill. Size: Ø10x135mm.

80435  BALL PEN ANTARCTICA METAL CLIP

Ball pen with push mechanism, metalised tip, standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø11x139mm.

87934  BALL PEN ILLUSION

Ball pen in a sleek design. It has a metalised, standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø11x140mm.

87933  BALL PEN BASIC X
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804258043680422 NEW

Silver coloured ball pen with metal clip, standard: blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø13x140mm.

80422  BALL PEN HAWAÏ SILVER
ABS pen with anti-bacterial barrel and a metal clip. The anti-bacterial 
treatment reduces bacteria from colonizing the pen. Certified by ISO 
22196 norm. Size: Ø13x140mm.

80425  BALL PEN HAWAII ANTI-BACTERIAL

Metallic coloured ball pen with black colour metal clip, metal look 
pusher, ring and pen point. Standard with blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø13x140mm.

80436  BALL PEN HAWAÏ METALLIC
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8043280421 80423

A stylish, hardcolour ball pen with an original metal clip, metal look 
ring and tip. standard: blue ink, with a comfortable grip. From orders 
of 10.000 pieces, you can choose your own colour combination. 
Size: Ø13x140mm.

80421  BALL PEN HAWAÏ HARDCOLOUR
White ball pen with metal clip. Metal look push button, ring and tip, 
standard: blue writing ink. Size: Ø13x140mm.

80432  BALL PEN HAWAÏ HARDCOLOUR

Transparent ball pen with metal clip, metal look ring and tip standard: 
blue writing ink. For orders from 10.000 pieces, other writing colours 
are available. Size: Ø13x140mm.

80423  BALL PEN HAWAÏ FROSTY
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809008090280913

Pens are one of the worst culprits for spreading germs. The iProtect 
pen is created with zinc ions which creates a hostile environment for 
bacteria thus reducing spreading from hand to hand. It's the 
promotional pen for companies in the medical industry, but also in 
public places, bars, etc. Certified by ISO 22196 norm. 
Size: Ø10x135mm.

80913  IPROTECT ANTIBACTERIAL PEN
Baron ball pen with synthetic Jumbo refill, standard: blue writing ink. 
From orders of 5.000 pieces, you can choose your own colour 
combination. Size: Ø10x133mm.

80900  BALL PEN BARON HARDCOLOUR

Frosted ball pen with wide clip. Plastic Jumbo refill (standard: blue 
writing ink). From orders of 5.000 pieces, you can choose your own 
colour combination. Size: Ø10x133mm.

80902  BALL PEN BARON 03 FROSTY
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87551875508754087541

Modern Stilolinea ball pen made from 100% recycled plastic. A 
promotional item with high environmental awareness. Equipped with 
a X20 refill which has a very good quality. Size: Ø10x138mm.

87551  S45 RECYCLED

Modern Stilolinea ball pen made from 100% recycled plastic. A 
promotional item with high environmental awareness. Equipped with 
a X20 refill which has a very good quality. Size: Ø10x140mm.

87550  BALL PEN ELIS RECYCLED
A hardcolour, biodegradable and environmentally friendly ball pen, 
standard: blue writing ink. From orders of 15.000 pieces, possible to 
choose your own colour combination. Other writing colours are also 
available. With X20 refill. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87541  BALL PEN VEGETAL HARDCOLOUR

A frosted, biodegradable and environmentally friendly ball pen, 
standard: blue writing ink. From orders of 15.000 pieces, possible to 
choose your own colour combination. Other writing colours are also 
available. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87540  BALL PEN VEGETAL CLEAR
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872278039080388

Transparent ball pen with rubber grip. Full-colour printing on both 
sides of the banner, X20 standard: blue ink. Also possible with 
imprint on the body or clip. Delivery time is approximately six weeks. 
Size: Ø12x147mm.

80388  BANNER-PEN, GRIP TRANSPARENT
Frosted ball pen. Full-colour printing on both sides of the banner. 
Also possible with imprint on the body. Delivery time is approximately 
six weeks. Size: Ø13x147mm.

80390  BANNER-PEN FROSTY

Transparent injection pen available in multiple colours. The pen is 
designed as a syringe. Size: Ø13x134mm.

87227  INJECTION PEN TRANSPARENT
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8046387226

Novelty plastic pen with football and transparent parts. Football 
rotates. Blue ink. Size: Ø11x145mm.

80463  FOOTBALL PEN
4-in-1 pen. White, hardcolour ball pen with coloured grip and four 
writing colours to choose from: blue, red, black and green. 
Size: Ø11x137mm.

87226  BALL PEN 4 COLOURS
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9034790346 NEWNEW 8
ml

5
ml

Always keep your hands clean with this pen with a cleaning hand 
spray (8ml). The pen is available in transparent colours and has a 
upper part with a handy cleaning spray. This gives you the 
opportunity to always keep your hands clean for example at the 
office or on the road. This way, bacteria would not get a chance. 
Size: Ø14x157mm.

90346  BALL PEN WITH CLEANING HAND SPRAY
This pen isn't only a pen, but it also includes a smartphone holder, a 
cleaning spray for your phone screen and a microfiber wipe, to keep 
your screen nice and clean. Watch videos on your phone without 
holding your phone by putting your smartphone into the phone 
holder and thanks to its multi-functionality, it is a perfect business gift 
and a desk must-have. Size: Ø14x152mm.

90347  DESK PEN WITH SCREEN CLEANER

BUDGET PENS
The Toppoint budget pens 

are a good quality gift for 

a competitive price. In our 

collection you will find a wide 

range of budget pens. You 

can always create one in your 

own style as a giveaway, with 

of course your own imprint. 
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87762 87024 8034087022

A Toppoint design metal pen with rubberized finish, provided with a 
metal refill (standard: blue writing ink). Including twist mechanism, 
metal clip and tip. Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø10x140mm.

87762  BALL PEN MODENA
An aluminium ball pen with a metal clip and push button mechanism. 
A Toppoint design with twisted rings for an attractive design. Blue 
writing ink. Size: Ø9x142mm.

87022  BALL PEN HAVANA

An aluminium ball pen. This Toppoint design pen has a solid metal 
clip and is available in many colours. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø10x142mm.

87024  BALL PEN SANTIAGO
Metal ball coloured pen with chromed parts. Provided with a metal 
ink holder (standard: blue writing ink). Also possible with laser 
engraving (gray). Size: Ø9x140mm.

80340  TOPPER BALL PEN
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87797

• Stylus
• Ball pen
• Screwdriver
• Ruler

87813

Aluminum ball pen with twist mechanism and stylus function. Also 
useful as a phone stand and screen cleaner. A two sides screwdriver 
is integrated in the barrel of the ball pen and a ruler in centimetres 
and inches is printed on the barrel. The pen comes with a blue 
writing ink refill. Size: Ø11x157mm.

87813  METAL TOOL PEN
Multi-functional ball pen with touchscreen tip, including a screwdriver, 
ruler and spirit level featuring blue writing ink. Size: Ø10x148mm.

87797  TOOL PEN BUILD-IT
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87755 87767 8187587798

This elegant metal ball pen with black trims can be laser engraved 
and the logo will come out in the colour of the stylus tip. Writing 
colour: blue. Size: Ø10x142mm.

87755  BALL PEN NEW YORK STYLUS METAL

Aluminum ball pen with a solid metal tip and the barrel has a 
gradient. This pen comes with a Jumbo refill with blue ink. 
Size: Ø10x136mm.

87798  BALL PEN SUNRISE

Aluminum ball pen with elegant soft-touch finish. With solid metal clip 
and available in modern colours. Writing colour: blue. 
Size: Ø10x136mm.

87767  BALL PEN NEW YORK

Aluminum rollerball with elegant soft-touch finish. It features a solid 
metal clip and is available in fantastic colours. Writing colour blue. 
Size: Ø10x137mm.

81875  METAL ROLLERBALL NEW YORK
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87286878368786381155 NEW

Aluminum rollerball with cap and two stripes. Laser engraving 
possible. Blue writing ink refill. Size: Ø11x138mm.

81155  METAL ROLLERBALL 2 STRIPES

Aluminum ball pen with two stripes. Laser engraving possible. Blue 
writing ink refill. Size: Ø11x138mm.

87863  BALL PEN METAL 2 STRIPES
This ball pen has a unique design due the wooden grip. The pen is 
made of aluminium with a metal clip. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø11x141mm.

87286  METAL PEN WITH WOODEN GRIP

Robust metal ball pen. Glossy with chromed parts. Blue writing ink 
with metal longlasting refill. Laser engraving (silver) possible. 
Size: Ø12x138mm.

87836  NAUTILUS BALL PEN METAL
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87800879268706087842

Aluminum ball pen with five rings with silver finish. Single name 
engraving available from orders of minimal 50 pieces. Provided with 
a plastic ink refill (standard: black writing ink). Size: Ø10x139mm.

87926  TALAGANTE ALUMINUM BALL PEN 5 RINGS

Metal ball pen with coloured cap and chrome parts. Blue writing ink 
with plastic liquid refill. Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø11x134mm.

87800  KNIGHT BALL PEN METAL

Lacquered metal ball pen with chromed parts and rubbergrip in black 
or blue. Blue writing ink with metal longlasting refill. Laser engraving 
possible. Size: Ø10x137mm.

87842  ATLANTA, BALL PEN METAL

Thin metal ball pen. Matt colour with golden parts. Provided with a 
metal ink holder (standard: blue writing ink). Laser (Gold) engraving 
possible. Size: Ø8x134mm.

87060  SLIM BALL PEN
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GLOSSY MATT RUBBERISED FINISH

870218053787915

Elegant aluminum pen. With two rings in the body of the pen as 
remarkable detail. Blue writing ink plastic refill. Size: Ø10x135mm.

87915  ALICANTE SPECIAL, BALL PEN
An aluminium ball pen with a metal clip, Toppoint design. 
Size: Ø11x140mm.

87021  BALL PEN BUENOS AIRES

Rubberized matt metal ball pen in trendy colours with a soft-touch. 
The rubberized look makes this a great business gift. Suitable for 
laser engraving. Size: Ø10x138mm.

80537  RUBBERISED ALICANTE BALL PEN
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87768 87769

A Toppoint designed metal ball pen with a wave clip and twist 
mechanism. Including European metal refill (standard: blue writing 
ink). Size: Ø11x142mm.

87768  BALL PEN EVOLUTION
A Toppoint design metal ball pen with a bow clip and twist 
mechanism. Including metal refill (standard: blue writing ink). 
Size: Ø12x140mm.

87769  BALL PEN SEATTLE

METAL PENS
Business gifts from the upper 

segment. These are the 

metal pens. A very special 

giveaway. Laser engraving 

takes care of the fine tuning of 

a product that can be proudly 

presented to your customer. 
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9158389251 89260 9158289216

Stylish aluminum mechanical pencil (0.7mm). With two rings in the 
body of the pen. Single name engraving available from orders of 
minimal 50 pieces. Size: Ø10x135mm.

89216 ALICANTE PENCIL METAL

A mechanical propelling pencil with push mechanism and eraser. 
Available in multiple colours. Easy to refill. Size: Ø8x155mm.

89260  PENCIL SMILING MECHANICAL

Transparent mechanical pencil (0.5mm) with eraser. Easy to refill. 
Size: Ø8x155mm.

89251 ILLOC PENCIL TRANSPARENT WITH ERASER

Black round pencil with eraser, sharpened. FSC wood. 
Size: Ø7x188mm.

91583 PENCIL, BLACK WITH ERASER

Black round pencil. Sharpened. Size: Ø7x175mm.

91582 BLACK SHARPENED PENCIL
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91588915969158591580 91592

Every minute, a forest the size 
of approximately 36 football 
fields dissapears worldwide. 

For this reason Toppoint 
selects pencils from 100% FSC 

wood. This is an international 
orginasation which stimulates 

responsible management of 
the worlds forests. The FSC 

sets global standards, coupled 
with the FSC label. The FSC 
makes sure that our forests, 

tropical and non tropical, 
are managed properly.

NO LIFE!
NO FOREST

Round pencil, unsharpened. FSC. Size: Ø7x180mm.

91580  PENCIL, UNSHARPENED
Wooden round pencil. HB, 100% Biological, sharpened. 
Size: Ø7x175mm.

91596  PENCIL BIO

Mini pencil. Sharpened. Size: Ø7x85mm.

91588  MINI PENCIL

Wide carpenter pencil, unsharpened. With large print area. FSC 
wood. Size: 247x15x8mm.

91592  CARPENTER PENCIL BIG

Round pencil with eraser, unsharpened. FSC. Size: Ø7x186mm.

91585  PENCIL, WITH ERASER
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83006

8311283001

83013

Frosted, oval gift box for two ball pens. With transparent lid. Printing 
on lid is possible. Size: 175x45x22mm.

83006  PACKAGING, OVAL FOR 2 BALL PENS

Transparent tube to pack a pen. The tube can be printed. 
Size: Ø20x150mm.

83112  PACKAGING, TUBE FOR 1 BALL PEN
Black velvet pouch for one ball pen. Supplied plain only. 
Size: 160x29mm.

83001  PACKAGING, ETUI

Rectangle black carton gift box for one ball pen, has a window and 
sliding lid. Printing on the box is possible. Size: 182x43x21mm.

83013  PACKAGING, BLACK CARTON 1 BALL PEN
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MADE BOX
Custom

83016

83140

83141

83258

Black gift box for one pen with transparent sleeve. 
Size: 186x25x20mm.

83140  PEN BOX 1 PEN PVC SLEEVE

Transparent packaging for one ball pen. Size: 160x48x22mm.

83016  GIFTPACKAGING TRANSPARENT BOX (1)

Cardboard gift box with custom-made full-colour printing. Suitable for 
any type of pen. Size: 20x20x150mm.

83258  CUSTOMIZED BOX BALL PEN (20X20X150MM)

A paper pen box for one or two writing instruments. 
Size: 170x50x29mm.

83141  PAPER PEN BOX 1 OR 2 PENS
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WRITING
SETS

Luxury gift packaging gives the metal pen 
extra style. The business sets from the 

Toppoint collection are a balanced match 
between metal pens and the gift box. 
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Rollerball & ballpenBallpen 8236582221

80536 82912Ballpen Rollerball & ballpen

Aluminum ball pen with three chrome rings. The ball pen is packed in 
an aluminum tube. Size: Ø23x147mm.

80536  ALUMINUM BALL PEN IN A TUBE

Writing set with Alicante ball pen (87915) and pencil (89216) in oval 
transparent gift box. Printing is standard on the gift box. 
Size: 175x45x22mm.

82221  ALICANTE SET (87915+89216+83006)

Metal writing set with a ball pen and rollerball with elegant soft-touch 
finish. It features a solid metal clip and both the ball pen and rollerball 
have a refill with blue writing ink. Size: 175x72x23mm.

82912  SET METAL PENS NEW YORK

Metal writing set with ball pen and rollerball. Ball pen with twist 
function. Rollerball with cap. Blue writing ink refill. Stylish top of the 
pens and two silver coloured rings. Size: 170x50x29mm.

82365  PEN SET 2 STRIPES BARREL METAL
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8213682135

82142 Ballpen

Ballpen Rollerball & ballpen

NEW

NEW NEW

Ball pen with Eco look, made of metal with a cork barrel. The pen has 
a twist mechanism and has a metal refill. Delivered in a luxurious gift 
box. Size: 180x57x32mm.

82142  METAL PEN SET CORK
This luxurious pen set with a Toppoint design is made out of metal 
parts. The ball pen has a blue writing ink refill and a rollerball with a 
blue writing ink rollerball refill. The set is packed in a luxurious gift 
box.

82136  BALL PEN AND ROLLERBALL EVOLUTION WOOD IN GIFT BOX

This Toppoint design ball pen is made out of metal parts with a 
wooden barrel. The pen is packed in a luxurious gift box. Blue writing 
ink.

82135  BALL PEN EVOLUTION WOOD IN GIFT BOX
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8217182161

82152 Rollerball & ballpen

BallpenBallpen

NEW

NEWNEW

A set with a ball pen and a rollerball in a luxurious gift box. With a 
metal refill for the ball pen and a rollerball refill for the rollerball. 
Size: 180x65x30mm.

82152  BALL PEN AND ROLLERBALL SET DALLAS IN GIFT BOX
A luxurious pen with heavy metal parts. This gives the pen a higher 
quality look & feel. The pen has a metal clip and comes in a luxurious 
gift box. Blue writing ink. Size: 170x57x32mm.

82171  BALL PEN LAREDO IN GIFT BOX

This luxurious pen has heavy metal parts. This way, the pen has a 
higher quality look and feel. The pen has a metal clip and comes in a 
luxurious gift box. Blue writing ink.

82161  BALL PEN DURHAM IN GIFT BOX
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81252 81416

Highlighter and ball pen, silver colour with black parts. With pad 
printing. Size: Ø15x140mm.

81252  HIGHLIGHTER- AND BALL PEN
Stylish metal ball pen with cap (blue writing ink) and highlighter 
(yellow). For orders from 5.500 pieces, other writing colours are 
available. Size: Ø10x138mm.

81416  BALL PEN WITH TEXTMARKER 2-IN-1

HIGHLIGHTERS
Give your customers the ability to colour the 

world. The highlighters from our collection 

are bright with rich colours. Perfect to 

highlight important issues. The distinctive 

models are good for all types of giveaways. 

Digital imprint gives a finishing touch.
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81283

81282

81284

8129381294

Toppoint design mini highlighter. The coloured details mention the 
writing colour. Size: 75x25x13mm.

81284  HIGHLIGHTER 75MM

Set with four mini highlighters in useful plastic box with transparent 
lid. The highlighters are in a unique Toppoint design. The coloured 
details of the highlighter show the writing colours. 
Size: 128x92x23mm.

81294  HIGHLIGHTER SET 4PC 75MM

Slim Toppoint design highlighter with clip. The coloured details 
mention the writing colour. Size: 136x17x15mm.

81282  HIGHLIGHTER 135MM

Toppoint design basic highlighter. The coloured details mention the 
writing colour. Size: 110x25x13mm.

81283  HIGHLIGHTER

Set with four basic highlighters in useful plastic box with transparent 
lid. The highlighters are in a unique Toppoint design. The coloured 
details of the highlighter show the writing colours. 
Size: 128x128x23mm.

81293  HIGHLIGHTERS SET 4PC 110MM
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81423 81401

81505

MADE BOX
Custom

83252

MADE BOX
Custom
83251

A fish highlighter. Printing on the fish. From orders of 10.000 pieces 
you can choose your own pantone colours. Size: 34x71x24mm.

81505  FISH HIGHLIGHTER
Frosted round highlighter with five writing colours. Big print area. ABS 
material. Size: Ø99x20mm.

81401  FLOWERMARKER, HIGHLIGHTER

Triangle highlighter with three writing colours. Large printing surface 
on both sides. Ideal for digital printing in full-colour or with a doming. 
Size: 78x78x12mm.

81423  TRIANGLE HIGHLIGHTER
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81458

81486

81487

Highlighter in the well-known 'like' shape. Every finger has a different 
colour. The highlighters can help by indicating important text. 
Size: 15x75x90mm.

81486  HIGHLIKER
Transparent injection highlighter. Colour indicates writing colour. 
Size: Ø16x136mm.

81458

Man shaped figure with fluorescent coloured highlighters. The legs, 
hands and head are highlighters and can be removed from the 
figure. Size: 95x75x16mm.

81487  HIGHLIGHTER HUMAN
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81421 81409

81485

Toppoint design highlighter with five different writing colours. Print on 
the body. Size: 92x88x13mm.

81409  DROP, FUNNY HIGHLIGHTER

Round Toppoint designed highlighter with three writing colours. 
Large printing surface on the white body. Printing also possible with 
digital print or with a doming. Size: Ø69x14mm.

81421  PUCK HIGHLIGHTER

Highlighter in the shape of a hand with five writing colours. Digital 
imprint is possible. Size: 75x96x19mm.

81485  HAND HIGHLIGHTER
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91935

91938 9194191939 91942

91936

91940 91943

91937
25

EU

EU EU

25 25

50

50 50

100

100 100

91943  100 ADHESIVE NOTES, 72X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

91940  100, ADHESIVE NOTES, 50X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

91942  50 ADHESIVE NOTES, 72X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

91939  50 ADHESIVE NOTES, 50X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

Adhesive notes. 25 sheets. Full-colour imprint. Size: 72x72x3mm.

91941  25 ADHESIVE NOTES, 72X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

Adhesive notes. 25 sheets. Full-colour imprint. Size: 50x72x3mm.

91938  25 ADHESIVE NOTES, 50X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

91937  100, ADHESIVE NOTES, 72X50MM, FULL-COLOUR

91936  50 ADHESIVE NOTES, 72X50MM, FULL-COLOUR

Adhesive notes. 25 sheets. Full-colour imprint. Size: 72x50x3mm.

91935  25 ADHESIVE NOTES, 72X50MM, FULL-COLOUR
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91947 9194491948 9194591949 91946

EU EU

EU

25 2550 50100 100

91757

CHOOSE YOUR OWN DESIGN!

91946  100 ADHESIVE NOTES, 100X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

91945  50 ADHESIVE NOTES, 100X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

Adhesive notes. 25 sheets. Full-colour imprint. Size: 100x72x3mm.

91944  25 ADHESIVE NOTES, 100X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

91949  100 ADHESIVE NOTES, 125X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

91948  50 ADHESIVE NOTES, 125X72MM, FULL-COLOUR

Create your own adhesive notes. Over 50 different shapes are 
available for orders from 500 pieces. Imprint on each note possible. 
Pastel colours are available without extra costs, intensive colours are 
possible with extra costs.

91757  PERSONAL MEMO FORMATS

Adhesive notes. 25 sheets. Full-colour imprint. Size: 125x72x3mm.

91947  25 ADHESIVE NOTES, 125X72MM, FULL-COLOUR
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50 50

50

91823

91824

91822

back

back back

Adhesive notes Toppoint design. A brilliant idea? Write it down on 
these adhesive notes in the shape of a light bulb. Size: 90x61x5mm.

91822  ADHESIVE NOTES LIGHTBULB
Adhesive notes Toppoint design. Doing well, go on! Make it colourful 
with these bright notes. And remember, no matter what, always keep 
the thumbs-up! Size: 74x5x86mm.

91824  ADHESIVE NOTES THUMBS-UP

Adhesive notes Toppoint design. There is always something to say. 
Why don't write it down on these adhesive notes? Size: 82x56x5mm.

91823  ADHESIVE NOTES SPEECH BUBBLE
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15 50

100

100

5050
NEW NEW

91735 90865

9175391754 91755

90869

EU EU EU

A small notebook available in black, white and brown with sticky 
notes. The white and brown version come with yellow sticky notes, 
the black one with white sticky notes (50 sheets of 100x75mm, 25 
sheets of 50x75mm, and five 25 coloured page markers). 
Size: 80x106x7mm.

90869  NOTEBOOK ECO + STICKY NOTES

Booklet with softcover and 50 adhesive notes. This booklet can be 
customized. The paper used is FSC certified and the product is made 
in Europe. Size: 100x72mm.

91754  ADHESIVE NOTES SOFTCOVER FSC 100X72

Bookmark with fifteen sticky notes per colour/size. Notes five colours 
(44X12mm) and a large set of notes (44X40mm). Size: 205x60mm.

91735  BOOKMARK/STICKY NOTES/SQUARE

Notebook with 100 large adhesive notes (100x75mm) and 25 small 
adhesive notes (50x75mm) and five 25 colourful remark strips. Price 
is based on full color imprint on the cover. Size: 106x75mm.

91753  NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER, CUSTOMIZED

Small note book with 100 large adhesive notes (100x75mm) and 25 
small adhesive notes (50x75mm) and five 25 colourful strips. Large 
print area on the front and back side. Size: 105x80x19mm.

90865  NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER

Hardcover booklet with 100 large and 25 smaller adhesive notes. 
This booklet also contains index tabs in three different colours. The 
adhesive notes as well as the cover can be personalized. The paper 
is FSC certified. Size: 76x18x105mm.

91755  ADHESIVE NOTES AND INDEX TABS FSC
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220
EU

420690
EU

840
EU

840
EU

730
EU

420
EU 91800

9180191825

91810 91700

91855

Papirblok i form af en forsendelsescontainer. Hvidt papir, ca. 690 ark. 
Tryk på hvert ark muligt. Størrelse: 150x80x85mm.

91855  CONTAINER BLOCK, 150X80X85MM

Cube pad with white paper. Printing on each sheet possible. Circa 
420 wood-free sheets. Each cube sealed. Size: 100x100x50mm.

91810  CUBE PAD WHITE, 100X100X50MM

Lovely designed paper pad. 80 grams of paper. Create an effect with 
this descending paper block. Circa 220 sheets. Size: 100x135x20mm.

91825  EFFECT BLOCK, 125X100X20MM

Cube pad with white paper. Circa 840 wood-free sheets. Printing on 
each sheet possible. Each cube sealed. Size: 100x100x100mm.

91800  CUBE PAD WHITE, 100X100X100MM

Cube pad with white paper and a hole for a ball pen. Circa 840 
wood-free sheets. Printing on each sheet possible. 
Size: 100x100x100mm.

91801  CUBE PAD WITH HOLE, 100X100X100MM

Cube pad with white paper. Circa 730 wood-free sheets. Single sheet 
printing possible. Each cube sealed. Size: 90x90x90mm.

91700  CUBE PAD WHITE, 90X90X90MM
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840
EU

650
EU

800
EU

800
EU

320
EU

NEW NEW

97000 91910 92010

9191191802

Recycled paper Recycled paper

Rustic wooden box with approximately 650 sheets of 100% recycled 
paper. Size: 100x100x85mm.

91911  CUBE BOX WOOD, RECYCLED 10X10X8.5CM

Pæn kasse med hvidt papir. Tryk på sider og på hvert ark er muligt. 
Ca. 320 træfri ark. Hver box er forseglet. Størrelse: 100x100x45mm.

97000  CUBE BOX, 105X105X50MM

Large block with approximately 840 sheets of 100% recycled paper. 
Size: 100x100x100mm.

91802  CUBE BLOCK RECYCLED PAPER 10X10X10CM

Cube box with four transparent compartments for several desk-items. 
White paper. Circa 800 wood-free sheets. Each cube is sealed. 
Size: 100x100x100mm.

92010  CUBE BOX, 100X100X100MM

Cube box with white paper. Circa 800 wood-free sheets. Print on 
each side and each sheet possible. Each cube is sealed. 80g/m² 
paper. Size: 100x100x100mm.

91910  CUBE BOX 100X100X100MM
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530

530

420
EU EU

EU
840

91805NEW

91815 91845

91846

Recycled paper

Cube pad with white paper on wooden pallet. Circa 840 wood-free 
sheets. Printing on each sheet possible. Each cube is sealed. 
Size: 100x100x100mm.

91805  CUBE PAD WHITE + WOODEN PALLET
Pallet black with approximately 530 sheets of 100% recycled paper. 
Size: 120x80x80mm.

91846  PALLET BLOCK, RECYCLED PAPER 12X8X6CM.

Papirblok på en palle. Hvidt papir, ca. 530 ark. Tryk på hvert ark 
muligt. Størrelse: 120x80x60mm.

91845  PALLET BLOCK, 120X80X60MM
Cube pad with white paper on wooden Pallet. Ideal for use at home 
or at the office. Printing on each sheet possible. Circa 420 wood-free 
sheets. Each cube is sealed. Size: 100x100x66mm.

91815  CUBE PAD WHITE + WOODEN PALLET
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8080

80
91066

91709 91065

Handy pocket-size booklet with horizontal elastic and lined paper. 
Size: 13x130x90mm.

91709  POCKET BOOK A6

PU notebook with elastic strap and ribbon. White colour lined paper, 
with 80 lined sheets. Size: 141x90x15mm.

91065  NOTEBOOK A6 PU
PU notebook with an elastic strap and a ribbon. White lined paper, 80 
lined sheets. Size: 210x141x15mm.

91066  NOTEBOOK A5 PU
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80

100

80

50
NEW

90839 90837

90894 90838

Notebook A5 spiral, 100 sheets. Size: 210x155x14mm.

90894  SPIRAL NOTEBOOK A5
Compact and sturdy reporter notebook with 100 pages of lined 
recycled paper. This convenient notebook comes with a pen partially 
made of cardboard and matching colour effects. The elastic rope 
keeps everything together. Size: 90x15x140mm.

90838  REPORTER BOOK RECYCLED PAPER WITH PEN

Notebook in A5 size, with elastic strap and 80 creamed coloured 
lined 70g/m² pages. Size: 210x140x14mm.

90837  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A5
Notebook with cardboard cover in A6 size with elastic strap and 80 
creamed coloured lined 70g/m² pages. Including cardboard stylus 
pen. Size: 140x90x14mm.

90839  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A6 + PEN LT87949
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80

70

NEW

92520

92522
80

NEW92521

Stylish hardcover notebook with a natural look. The cover is made of 
recycled leather and is durable against wear and tear. The notebook 
contains 160 cream coloured pages and a ribbon. It can be closed by 
a elastic strap and has a loop for a pen. Size: 135x12x210mm.

92522  RECYCLED LEATHER A5 HARDCOVER

Fancy bullet journal style notebook with a natural look. The cover is 
made of recycled leather and is durable against wear and tear. The 
notebook contains 160 cream coloured pages and a ribbon. It can be 
closed by a elastic strap. Size: 135x10x209mm.

92521  RECYCLED LEATHER BULLET JOURNAL A5
The sheets of this notebook have been made from rocks. The result 
is a strong, smooth sheet of paper with a remarkably cool touch. The 
sheets are perforated on the side making it easy to take them out of 
the notebook. Size: 155x15x215mm.

92520  ROCK PAPER NOTEBOOK A5

ROCK PAPER
The paper industry is one of the largest 
polluters in the world. However, the production 
of rock paper involves no deforestation, water 
waste or CO2 emissions. This eco-friendly 
alternative is made from waste and is hard to 
distinguish from normal paper. The tree-free 
soft cover notebook from TopEarth is made of 
100% circular rock paper.
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BULLET
JOURNAL.

Trendy notebook which 
is perfect to write down 

whatever comes to 
mind. From to-do lists 

to brilliant ideas and 
amazing doodles.

96 80
92515 92517

120
92516

Stylish hardcover notebook with wide elastic strap and double page 
markers. The 192 pages are printed with a dot-grid pattern combining 
the advantages of lined and squared paper. Size: 212x148x16mm.

92515  A5 NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER

Convenient Toppoint design notebook with a soft cover and an extra 
elastic strap and signature double page markers. The print on the 
sides of the 160 pages gives this notebook a fancy touch. 
Size: 210x140x10mm.

92517  NOTEBOOK A5 SOFTCOVER ZEBRA
Bullet journals are hot! Write anything down as your wishes, ideas, 
notes. The 240 white pages with dot-grid pattern can be 
personalized all the way. This Toppoint Design A5 bullet journal 
comes with double page markers and a nifty elastic strap with tab. 
Size: 210x145x14mm.

92516  BULLET JOURNAL A5 SOFTCOVER
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5W

5W

50

50

90941

90940

With wireless charger

With wireless charger

A4 portfolio with partial leatherette cover. Inside there are a lot of 
pockets and 50-sheets notepad. This portfolio also contains a 
wireless charger that can be connected to a powerbank. 
Size: 240x310x30mm.

90940  A4 PORTFOLIO WITH WIRELESS CHARGER 5W

Luxurious A4 tech portfolio with partially leatherette cover. Inside 
there are many pocket, a phone/tablet stand and options to store 
cables. This portfolio also contains a wireless charger with connector 
for a powerbank. On the right side a 50-sheet notepad can be found. 
With all-around zipper. Size: 250x40x320mm.

90941  DELUXE A4 TECH PORTFOLIO WITH WIRELESS CHARGER 5W
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9046290461 90460

NEW90458 91811

Toppoint design magnetisk memo clip. Hæng det på et white board, 
køleskabet, eller sæt det bare stående på et skrivebord, og alle 
vigtige meddelelser er synlige. Med de lyse 
kontrastfarvekombinationer er det et ægte blikfang. Størrelse: 
60x40x38mm.

91811  CLICK-CLACK MAGNETIC MEMO CLIP

Rectangle plastic magnet. Size: 55x22x9mm.

90461  MAGNET RECTANGLE

Strong and multi-functional magnet. It can be used on all sorts of 
metal surfaces and with its striking design it is a true eye catcher. The 
patented spring clamp itself can hold up to ten sheets. 
Size: Ø50x19mm.

90458  MAGNET ROUND WITH PAPER CLAMP

Round plastic magnet. Size: Ø36x7mm.

90462  MAGNET ROUND

Round plastic magnet. Size: Ø30x7mm.

90460  MAGNET ROUND
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91270912609125091927 91926

NEW LASER 
ENGRAVING 
ON WOOD

White synthetic 30cm ruler. Size: 310x38x1mm.

91250  RULER 30CM

A Rustic ruler made of ceder wood, which is 20cm long and metric 
units. Due to the natural material, slight colour differences are 
possible, this is not a defect but simply a proof of nature. 
Size: 209x33x3mm.

91926  RULER WOOD 20CM

A rustic ruler made of ceder wood, which is 30cm long and metric 
units. Due to the natural material, slight colour differences are 
possible, this is not a defect but simply a proof of nature. 
Size: 310x33x3mm.

91927  RULER WOOD 30CM

White synthetic 15cm ruler. Large print area. Size: 160x38x1mm.

91270  RULER 15CM

White synthetic 20cm ruler. Size: 210x38x1mm.

91260  RULER 20CM
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NEW

91190 92191

92190

Sophisticated aluminum Toppoint Design cardholder to protect your 
cards from RFID skimming. Simply push the button and retrieve up to 
six cards (four with embossing). Size: 62x8x97mm.

91190  ALUMINIUM CARD HOLDER

Toppoint Design, ABS cardholder to protect your bank card from 
RFID skimming. Simply push the button and up to five cards will be 
ejected neatly. Size: 62x9x98mm.

92191  RFID CARD HOLDER ABS
Sophisticated aluminum card holder with stylish leatherlook wallet. 
The card holder protects your cards against RFID skimming. Simply 
push the button and retrieve up to six cards (four with embossing). 
The wallet can hold another credit card and bank notes. 
Size: 72x22x98mm.

92190  RFID CARD HOLDER WITH WALLET
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Anti
Skimming

93204

91191 92192

With the RFID technology you can make payments by holding your 
bank card next to a payment device. The downside of this 
technology is criminals can skim your bank card. With this aluminium 
card holder you can protect all your bank cards. Size: 58x90x5mm.

91191  RFID CARD HOLDER

Convenient holder for two (bank) cards. The special foil inside 
protects card from RFID skimming. The slim design makes it just flat 
enough for a night out. The special tape makes it possible to stick it 
to a smartphone. Size: 105x65x7mm.

92192  RFID SMARTPHONE CARD WALLET
Put this card in your wallet between RFID enabled bank cards and 
prevent fraud by illegal use of RFID scanners/readers. The card has a 
resistant foil which disrupts the frequency of card readers, so it 
prevents the recognition of RFID type ID cards. Full-colour imprint on 
the white side possible with digital printing. Size: 1x86x54mm.

93204  RFID BLOCKING CARD

Contactless payments are becoming more 
comonplace within many companies. For 

example; debit cards, credit cards and 
smart cards already work with RFID (Radio 

frequency identification). A technology 
to exchange wireless information. The 

big disadvantage from RFID are the 
privacy risks and undetected fraud. With 
our anti-skimming card holders you are 
protected against skimming. With these 

card holders your cards are safe! 
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9124291241

90979 90948 90978

Soft case card holder with RFID protection to prevent skimming. Card 
holder is made of a thin material so it is easy to put the card holder in 
your wallet. Ideal for a debit card and includes indentation to easily 
remove the card from the holder. Size: 92x63x1mm.

91242  CARDHOLDER ANTI-SKIM SOFT

Silicone card holder with phone stand, which can be easily attached 
to the back of a smartphone with a 300LSE sticker. Size: 84x56x3mm.

90979  3M PHONE CARD HOLDER

Hard case card holder for a debit card. Card holder includes RFID 
protection to prevent skimming. Card holder has indentations to 
easily remove the card from the card holder. Size: 90x60x4mm.

91241  CARDHOLDER ANTI-SKIM HARD CASE

Silicone card holder with phone stand, which can be easily attached 
to the back of a smartphone with a 300LSE sticker. Simply push the 
strap in the middle of the card holder to make the card holder a 
phone stand, we are only able to do seven spot colours. 
Size: 96x56x3mm.

90978  3M PHONE STAND/CARDHOLDER

Plastic card holder, which can be easily attached to the back of a 
smartphone. The card holder offers a nice imprint space. 
Size: 91x56x4mm.

90948  PHONE CARD HOLDER
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HEALTH, PROTECTION & PERSONAL CARE  SANITISERS

9184091209

9034591295 300
ml
30
ml

300
ml
8
ml

300
ml
30
ml
28
ml
20
ml

300
ml
20
ml

Cleaning gel, gel nettoyant, reinigungsgel,
reinigingsgel, rengøring gel, puhdistusaine,
gel pulente, rengjøring gel, żelczyszczący, 
gel de limpeza, gel limpiador, rengöringsgel

 
Cleans and refreshes the hands and has a

disinfecting effect
 

Ingredients: Alcohol, Aqua, Glycerin, 
Tocopheryl Acetate, Propylene Glycol, Carbomer,
Aminomethyl Propanol, Parfum, Citral, Geraniol, 

Limonene, Linalool 

peel here to continue

 
TP

F. Hazemijerstraat 400 (B04)
NL - 7555 RJ  Hengelo

PO
Made in China

Cleaning gel, gel nettoyant, reinigungsgel,
reinigingsgel, rengøring gel, puhdistusaine,
gel pulente, rengjøring gel, żelczyszczący, 
gel de limpeza, gel limpiador, rengöringsgel

LT91840       20ml 

DE
Reinigt und erfrischt die Hände, wirkt desinfizierend

 
FR

Nettoie et rafraichi les mains en plus de son 
effet désinfectant

 
IT

Pulisce e rinfresca le mani ed ha un effetto disinfettante
 

ES
Limpia y refresca las manos y tiene un efecto 

desinfectante

 

SE
Rengör och fräschar upp händerna och har en 

desinficerande effekt
 

NO
Renser og frisker opp hendene med en 

desinfiserende effekt.
 

FI
Puhdistaa ja raikastaa kädet, desinfioiva vaikutus.

 
PL

Czyści i odświeża dłonie oraz działa dezynfekująco

EN
Cleans and refreshes the hands and has a

disinfecting effect

NL
Reinigt en verfrist de handen en heeft een 

desinfecterend effect

Compact bottle with 62% alcohol based cleaning gel for hands. The 
bottle fits into bags, backpacks, suitcases and also in the pocket. 
Size: 23x36x70mm. Content: 30ml.

91295  HAND SANITIZER GEL
Refreshing travel hand sanitiser spray. A useful and compact item. 
Containing 62% alcohol. Size: Ø18x125mm. Content: 8ml.

90345  HAND SANITISER SPRAY

Cleaning spray with (62%) alcohol in a handy size. Size: 15x44x90mm. 
Content: 20ml.

91209  HAND SANITISER SPRAY
Clean your hands with this sanitiser spray (62% alcohol). Packed in a 
stylishly designed pump dispenser. Easy to take along to festivals. 
Size: 45x17x97mm. Content: 20ml.

91840  HAND SANITISER SPRAY
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9272192716

9271592708 300
ml
35
ml

300
ml
100
ml

300
ml
28
ml

300
ml
50
ml

EU

EU

EU

EUNEW

Cleaning gel, gel nettoyant,
reinigungsgel, reinigingsgel,
rengøring gel, puhdistusaine,

gel pulente, rengjøring gel,
żel czyszczący, gel de limpeza,
gel limpiador, rengöringsgel

INGREDIENT LIST
Isopropyl Alcohol,

Gelling Agent, Glycerine.

Made in the EU

6M

TP
F. Hazemeijerstraat 400
NL - 7555 RJ Hengelo
LT92716
PO200535

28ml

Compact bottle with 70% alcohol based cleaning gel for hands. The 
bottle fits into bags, backpacks, suitcases and also in the pocket. 
Size: 38x22x80mm. Content: 35ml.

92708  HAND SANITISER GEL MADE IN EUROPE 35ML
Compact bottle with European made cleaning gel. This certified 
formula contains 70% alcohol. With its compact size, it fits easily in 
your pocket, keeping protection within reach. Size: Ø38x132mm. 
Content: 100ml.

92715  CLEANING GEL MADE IN EUROPE 100ML

Compact bottle with European made cleaning gel. This certified 
formula contains 70% alcohol. With its compact size, it fits easily in 
your pocket, keeping protection within reach. Size: 32x20x76mm. 
Content: 28ml.

92716  CLEANING GEL MADE IN EUROPE 28ML
Stylish bottle with alcohol based (70%) hand cleaning gel. The small 
size makes it ideal to pack in a bag or hand luggage while on a trip. 
Size: 25x25x110mm. Content: 50ml.

92721  CLEANING GEL MADE IN EUROPE 50ML
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91861 91860

9186391862

300
ml
30
ml

300
ml
30
ml

50
ml

50
ml

EU

EU

EU

EU

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

Compact vaporizer bottle with alcohol based (70%) cleaning lotion for 
hands. The pocket size bottle fits easily into bags, backpacks and 
suitcases. Size: Ø27x106mm. Content: 30ml.

91860  CLEANING SPRAY MADE IN EUROPE 30ML
Stylish bottle with alcohol based (70%) cleaning lotion for hands. The 
pocket size bottle fits easily into bags, backpacks and suitcases. 
Size: Ø34x85mm. Content: 50ml.

Stylish bottle with alcohol based (70%) cleaning gel for hands. The 
pocket size bottle fits easily into bags, backpacks and suitcases. 
Size: 32x15x65mm. Content: 30ml.

91862  CLEANING GEL MADE IN EUROPE 30ML
Stylish bottle with alcohol based (70%) cleaning gel for hands. The 
pocket size bottle fits easily into bags, backpacks and suitcases. 
Size: 34x17x85mm. Content: 50ml.

91863  CLEANING GEL MADE IN EUROPE 50ML

91861  CLEANING LOTION MADE IN EUROPE 50ML
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90346 92723 8
mlNEW NEW

Always keep your hands clean with this pen with a cleaning hand 
spray. The pen is available in transparent colours and has a upper 
part with a handy cleaning spray. This gives you the opportunity to 
always keep your hands clean for example at the office or on the 
road. This way, bacteria will not get a chance. Size: Ø14x157mm. 
Content: 8ml.

90346  BALL PEN WITH CLEANING HAND SPRAY
Compact dispenser with 15 cleaning pads (75% alcohol). The hard 
case protects the pads and can be re-used over and over again. The 
silicone strap closes the case and doubles as a loop to easily attach 
it to a bag or other object. Size: 62x17x60mm.

92723  DISPENSER WITH 15 ALCOHOL PADS
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90479 90478

Vanaf 11 juli 2013 is de Europese Cosmetica 
verordening (1223/2009/EG) van kracht en is  
het produceren en op de markt brengen van 
cosmetica aan strengere regels gebonden. 
Onze lipbalsems, reinigingsgels en schminck 
sticks voldoen aan deze vordering. Daarnaast 
zijn de producten genotificeerd bij het CPNP 
in Brussel en gegarandeerd proefdiervrij 
getest. Voor al onze cosmetica items is door 
een externe onafhankelijk cosmetica expert 
een productinformatiedossier samengesteld 
en een veiligheidsbeoordeling opgesteld. Al 
onze cosmetica is dermatologisch getest. 

90476

SPF15

SPF15

SPF15

Lip balm in a round stick. The bottom of the stick has a twist 
mechanism for raising the balm. Available in transparent colours and 
hardcolour black or white. Size: Ø18x70mm.

90476  LIP BALM STICK
Multiple hardcolour lip balm ball. The ball can be opened by turning 
the screw lid. The ball has a flat base so it does not roll away. 
Size: Ø38mm.

90478  LIPBALM ROUND BALL

The cubic lip balm is a lip balm that protects the lips. The lip balm 
contains sunscreen (SPF15) so lips will always be protected to the 
sun. It softens the lips immediately and restores the moisture 
balance. Size: 35x35x35mm.

90479  CUBIC LIPBALM

CPNP
Since 11th July 2013 the European 

Cosmetics regulation (1223/2009/EG) has 

been in force. It strengthens the safety of 

cosmetic products and streamlines the 

framework for all operators in this sector. 

Our Lip balms, cleaning gels and facepaints 

comply with these regulations. Also our 

products have been notified at the CPNP 

in Brussel (Belgium) and are guaranteed 

that they are not tested on animals.
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91830

9183191832

91833

Back

Back

300
ml
30
ml

300
ml
10
ml

20
ml

SPF30 SPF30

SPF30

This sun lotion is the perfect size to take with you for a day at the 
beach or to a festival. The special designed tube with a keychain 
hole can be easily attached to your keychain or bag. There can be a 
full-colour print on the sticker. Size: 25x35x100mm. Content: 30ml.

91832  SUNSCREEN LOTION SPF30
Everyone remembers a time when you needed sunscreen but were 
out on a sunny day. With the sun lotion spray you will be protected 
from the sun anywhere. Suitable for digital print. Size: 109x42x9mm. 
Content: 10ml.

91831  SUNSCREEN SPRAY SPF30

We are exposed to UV radiation every day. Even on cloudy days UV 
rays can be reflected off the clouds. Thanks to this UV-tester, the UV 
radiation will be measured and you can see if you need sunscreen or 
protective clothing. The middle part of the tester will become lighter/
darker depending on the sun’s intensity. Size: Ø38mm.

91833  UV-CHECKER KEYCHAIN
Protect your skin with this sunscreen. Packed in a stylishly designed 
pump dispenser. Size: 45x17x97mm. Content: 20ml.

91830  SUNSCREEN SPRING SPF30
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9172591726 

9179991793

Sugar free mintS with SweetenerS 
ingredients: Anti-caking agent (magnesium salts of fatty acids) Sweeteners 
(sorbitol, acesulfame K, aspartame*). Peppermint Oil, menthol flavour. 
Contains a source of phenylalanine.
nutritional information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 980kJ, 
392 kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g of which Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g. 
Starch 0g, Fat 1,43g of which Saturates 1,14g. Fibre 0g, Salt 0,01g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption may produce laxative effects.  
Made in China          best before end: 00 / 0000.          Net Weight: 7g
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - LT91793 - PO

Sugar free mintS with SweetenerS 
ingredients: Anti-caking agent (magnesium salts of fatty acids) Sweeteners 
(sorbitol, acesulfame K, aspartame*). Peppermint Oil, menthol flavour. 
Contains a source of phenylalanine.
nutritional information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 980kJ, 
392 kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g of which Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g. 
Starch 0g, Fat 1,43g of which Saturates 1,14g. Fibre 0g, Salt 0,01g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption may produce laxative effects.  
Made in China          best before end: 00 / 0000.          Net Weight: 6,5g
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - LT91799 - PO

Sugar free mintS with SweetenerS 
ingredients: Anti-caking agent (magnesium salts of fatty acids) Sweeteners 
(sorbitol, acesulfame K, aspartame*). Peppermint Oil, menthol flavour. 
Contains a source of phenylalanine.
nutritional information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 980kJ, 
392 kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g of which Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g. 
Starch 0g, Fat 1,43g of which Saturates 1,14g. Fibre 0g, Salt 0,01g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption may produce laxative effects.  
Made in China          best before end: 00 / 0000.          Net Weight: 7g
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - LT91726 - PO

Sugar free mintS with SweetenerS 
ingredients: Anti-caking agent (magnesium salts of fatty acids) Sweeteners 
(sorbitol, acesulfame K, aspartame*). Peppermint Oil, menthol flavour. 
Contains a source of phenylalanine.
nutritional information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 980kJ, 
392 kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g of which Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g. 
Starch 0g, Fat 1,43g of which Saturates 1,14g. Fibre 0g, Salt 0,01g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption may produce laxative effects.  
Made in China          best before end: 00 / 0000.          Net Weight: 5g
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - LT91725 - PO

Sugar free mints

Sugar free mints Sugar free mints

Sugar free mints

Rectangle peppermint box with dispenser. Circa seven grams of 
sugerfree peppermints. Size: 79x48x6mm.

91793  MINT DISPENSER
Flat round box of peppermints. In a transparent or hardcolour white. 
Circa 6.5 grams of sugerfree peppermints. Available for full-colour 
digital print. Product safety directive one every tin. Size: Ø62mm.

91799  MINT DISPENCER ROUND 62MM

Peppermint dispenser in the shape of a T-shirt. Opening of the box at 
the bottom of the T-shirt. Circa seven grams of sugerfree 
peppermints. Available for full-colour digital print. Product safety 
directive one every tin. Size: 73x73x6mm.

91726  MINT DISPENSER T-SHIRT
Peppermint dispenser in the shape of a thumb. Opening of the 
dispenser at the wrist. Circa five grams of sugerfree peppermints. 
Suitable for full-colour digital imprint. Thumbs up! Size: 83x58x7mm.

91725  MINT DISPENSER THUMB
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 SUGAR FREE MINTS WITH 
SWEETNERS 

Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption can have 

laxative effect.

Made in China; Nett. Weight:   9.5g 
Best before end 12/2022.

LT91843

9184391778

9177991773

Sugar free mints

Sugar free mintS with SweetenerS 
ingredients: Anti-caking agent (magnesium salts of fatty acids) Sweeteners 
(sorbitol, acesulfame K, aspartame*). Peppermint Oil, menthol flavour. 
Contains a source of phenylalanine.
nutritional information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 980kJ, 
392 kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g of which Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g. 
Starch 0g, Fat 1,43g of which Saturates 1,14g. Fibre 0g, Salt 0,01g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption may produce laxative effects.  
Made in China          best before end: 00 / 0000.          Net Weight: 7g
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - LT91773 - PO

Sugar free mintS with SweetenerS 
ingredients: Anti-caking agent (magnesium salts of fatty acids) Sweeteners 
(sorbitol, acesulfame K, aspartame*). Peppermint Oil, menthol flavour. 
Contains a source of phenylalanine.
nutritional information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 980kJ, 
392 kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g of which Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g. 
Starch 0g, Fat 1,43g of which Saturates 1,14g. Fibre 0g, Salt 0,01g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption may produce laxative effects.  
Made in China          best before end: 00 / 0000.          Net Weight: 7g
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - LT91779 - PO

Sugar free mintS with SweetenerS 
ingredients: Anti-caking agent (magnesium salts of fatty acids) Sweeteners 
(sorbitol, acesulfame K, aspartame*). Peppermint Oil, menthol flavour. 
Contains a source of phenylalanine.
nutritional information: Average Values Per 100g Energy 980kJ, 
392 kcal, Protein 0g, Carbohydrate 98g of which Sugars 0g, Polyols 98g. 
Starch 0g, Fat 1,43g of which Saturates 1,14g. Fibre 0g, Salt 0,01g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Excessive consumption may produce laxative effects.  
Made in China          best before end: 00 / 0000.          Net Weight: 7g
Manufactured for Lensen Toppoint BV-PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim - www.toppoint.com - LT91778 - PO

Sugar free mints

Sugar free mints Sugar free mints

Peppermint box in the shape of a heart. In transparent red or white 
hardcolour. Circa seven grams of sugerfree peppermints. Available 
for full-colour digital print. Product safety directive one every tin. 
Size: 72x65x7mm.

91773  MINT DISPENSER HEART
Cute white peppermint box in the shape of a house. Opening of the 
box in the chimney. Circa seven grams of sugerfree peppermints. 
Available for full-colour digital print or pad print. Product safety 
directive one every tin. Size: 73x65x7mm.

91779  MINT DISPENSER HOUSE

Peppermint box in the shape of a truck. Opening of the box is at the 
back of the truck. Circa seven grams of sugerfree peppermints. 
Available for full-colour digital print. Product safety directive one 
every tin. Size: 90x55x7mm.

91778  MINT DISPENSER TRUCK
Toppoint design mint case in attractive colour combinations and 
transparent cover. The case features an ingenious opening on the 
side. Contains 9.5 grams of sugar free mints. Size: Ø49x16mm.

91843  MINT DISPENSER ROUND AND AROUND
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 MINTS 
 

Ingredients: 

agent (Magnesium salts of fatty acids), Flavours (Peppermint 
oil), Colours (Titanium dioxide), Glazing agent (Carnaubawax, 

Beeswax) Nutrition values per 100g: 
Energy 1674 kJ, 394 kcal; Carbohydrate 98,5g of which  

sugars 96,1g of which Starch 2,4g; Fat 0,0g;  
Saturates 0,0g; Protein 0,0g; Salt 0,0g.

Not suitable for children under 3 years old.  
Excessive consumption can have a  

laxative effect.
Made in Europe; Nett. Weight: 12g

Best before end 00/0000.
LT91794

EU EU

 Mints Ingredients: Sugar, Glucose syrup, Modified Potatostarch, anti-caking 
agent (Magnesium salts of fatty acids), Flavours (Peppermint oil), Colours 
(Titanium dioxide), Glazing agent (Carnaubawax, Beeswax)  
Nutrition values per 100g: Energy 1674 kJ, 394 kcal; Carbohydrate 98,5g 
of which sugars 96,1g of which Starch 2,4g; Fat 0,0g; Saturates 0,0g; 
Protein 0,0g; Salt 0,0g. 
Not suitable for children under 3 years old. Excessive consumption 
can have a laxative effect. 
Made in Europe; Nett. Weight: 5g Best before end 02/2022.
Manufactured for Toppoint BV – PO Box 2,  
NL-7690 AA Bergentheim – www.toppoint.com – LT91842 – PO000000

European mints European mints

European mints European mints European mints

Square peppermint tin. Filled with 23 grams of dutch peppermints. 
Not sugarfree. Size: 62x48x15mm.

91795  MINI TIN PEPPERMINT BOX
Toppoint design mint dispenser in a sophisticated metallic look. Filled 
with five grams of European mint. Size: 35x15x65mm.

91844  MINT DISPENSER SPRING SPECIAL EDITION

Toppoint design mintcase. Just press the trolley bar and you get your 
mints! Filled with five grams of European mints. Not sugarfree. 
Size: 42x18x72mm.

91842  MINT DISPENSER SUITCASE
Toppoint design mint dispenser in bright colour combinations. Filled 
with five grams of European mints Size: 35x15x65mm.

91841  MINT DISPENSER SPRING

With one click you can open this peppermint box and, with a simple 
hand movement you can close it again. Includes twelve grams of 
European mints. Not sugarfree Size: Ø45x15mm.

91794  MINI CLICK TIN PEPPERMINT BOX

EUROPEAN 
MINT 
Our peppermints are always 
produced by a BRC certified 
company. This gives us the 
control on the origin and 
source of the raw materials. 
The peppermints are packed 
in a HACCP environment in 
the Netherlands. That’s why 
our mints are preservable 
for up to 36 months. 
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90397

91314 

90548 90723

91315

A flat mirror with two mirrors on the inside. one normal and one 
magnifying mirror. Easy to take with you. Digital imprint possible, big 
imprint space. Size: Ø68x10mm.

90723  MIRROR FLAT

Shoe buffer. Available in black or white packaging. Container with 
black sponge. Size: Ø60x18mm.

91314  SHOE POLISH

Compact duo pocket mirror with a normal and a magnifying mirror. 
Printing on both of the outer sides possible. Custom colours are 
available from 5.500 pieces with a delivery time of ten up to twelve 
weeks. Size: Ø68x14mm.

90548  POCKET MIRROR DUO

This sneaker cleaning set is suitable for all kinds of materials like 
leather, canvas, nylon, rubber, vinyl and nylon mesh. The set contains 
a shoe cleaner, freshener, cleaning stick and a wipe to make sure 
that sneakers will look like new again. Size: 135x110x52mm.

91315  SNEAKER CLEANING SET

Transparent plaster box with a handy sliding lid. Includes five plasters. 
Available for digital print or pad print in one colour. 
Size: 100x40x10mm.

90397  BANDAGE BOX
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9272292720 300
ml
50
ml

50
mlEU EUNEW NEW

92719 EUNEW

Always take your own soap with you. This case contains 30 soap 
leafs that dissolve in water. Simply take a sheet, add water and wash 
your hands. The sturdy case keeps the sheets protected. 
Size: Ø65x10mm.

92719  SOAP LEAFS IN HARDCASE
Stylish bottle with soothing and moisturizing body lotion. The 
European made lotion comes in a fresh Avocado & Olive fragrance. 
With its compact size it can be packed easily. Size: 25x25x110mm. 
Content: 50ml.

92722  BODY LOTION MADE IN EUROPE 50ML

Stylish small bottle with shower gel & shampoo with a fresh Avocado 
& Olive fragrance. The small size makes it ideal to pack in hand 
luggage. Size: 25x25x110mm. Content: 50ml.

92720  SHOWER GEL & SHAMPOO MADE IN EUROPE 50ML
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80425 8776080913 EU

ANTIBACTERIAL PENS, THE 
ONLY ONE WITH ZINC IONS
Pens can be major culprits in spreading bacteria. Antibac-
terial pens reduces the spreading of bacteria from hand to 
hand thanks to the special antibacterial additive zinc ions 
that is used in the pens. They are the promotional pens 
for companies in health care but also very useful for busy 
places like schools, restaurants and public institutions.

The antibacterial pens features:

• Meets the demanding standards of ISO 22196;
• Is made of high quality ABS with an antibacterial  
 additive that guarantees 99% protection against  
 bacteria.
• Gives permanent 24/7 protection because the  
 antibacterial additive is added into the plastic.

Anti-bacterial pen made of ABS with a solid clip. The anti-bacterial 
treatment reduces bacteria from colonizing the pen. Certified by ISO 
22196 norm. Size: Ø12x143mm.

87760  BALL PEN CLICK-SHADOW ANTI-BACTERIAL

ABS pen with anti-bacterial barrel and a metal clip. The anti-bacterial 
treatment reduces bacteria from colonizing the pen. Certified by ISO 
22196 norm. Size: Ø13x140mm.

80425  BALL PEN HAWAII ANTI-BACTERIAL

Pens are one of the worst culprits for spreading germs. The iProtect 
pen is created with zinc ions which creates a hostile environment for 
bacteria thus reducing spreading from hand to hand. It's the 
promotional pen for companies in the medical industry, but also in 
public places, bars, etc. Certified by ISO 22196 norm. 
Size: Ø10x135mm.

80913  IPROTECT ANTIBACTERIAL PEN
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• MADE IN EUROPE
• CUSTOM MADE
• DOUBLE LAYER
• FABRIC FILTER
• OEKO-TEX STANDARD 100
• CERTIFIED FOR FRANCE
• FULL-COLOUR TRANSFER PRINT
• DELIVERY FROM 100 PIECES

93956 40º60º EU

Comfortable face mask with fabric anti-bacterial filter (TTC-BAC). The 
light linen like cotton is very breathable. The main material is 100% 
OEKO-TEX® certified cotton and the mask passed the tests for 
comfort masks (UNS1) required by the French health authorities. It's 
re-usable and can be washed by machine at 60 degrees. 
Size: 220x120mm.

93956  REUSABLE 2-LAYER FACE MASK WITH FILTER, 
FRENCH CERTIFICATION (UNS1)

REUSABLE 2-LAYER FACE 
MASK WITH FILTER, FRENCH  
CERTIFICATION (UNS1)

Be aware: this is not a medical face mask or a PPE. It does not 
contain any filter. It is designed only for personal use. 
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93954 EU

93955 EU 93951 EU

40º60º

40º60º90º 40º60º

Triple layer OEKO-TEX® certified medical cotton face mask. Thanks to 
the high quality cotton this mask can be washed at 90 degrees. This 
mask has space for a filter to assure additional protection. This 
European made mask comes with adjustable straps to make it fit 
perfectly. Thanks to a metal clip, it can be positioned tightly around 
the nose for extra comfort. Size: 245x145mm.

93955  RE-USABLE FACE MASK MED COTTON 3-LAYER 
MADE IN EUROPE

Soft double layer re-usable face mask made in Europe. The high 
density breathable OEKO-TEX® certified polyester makes it suitable 
for sublimation print. The straps are stretchable and make this mask 
very comfortable to wear. It can be washed by machine on 60 
degrees and can be re-used numerous times. Size: 200x145mm.

93951  RE-USABLE FACE MASK POLYESTER MADE IN EU-
ROPE

Triple layer OEKO-TEX® certified cotton face mask with insert for a 
filter to give even more protection. This European made mask comes 
with adjustable straps to make it fit perfectly. Thanks to a metal clip, it 
can be positioned tightly around the nose for additional comfort. 
Size: 245x145mm.

93954  RE-USABLE FACE MASK COTTON 3-LAYER MADE IN 
EUROPE

Be aware: this is not a medical face mask or a PPE. It does not 
contain any filter. It is designed only for personal use. 
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93953 93952

93950

40º60º

EU

40º60º

40º90º

EU EU

Double layer re-usable face mask with space for a filter for additional 
protection made in Europe. Made of soft and stretchable OEKO-TEX® 
certified polyamide which makes it comfortable to wear. The mask 
can be washed by machine at 90 degrees, assuring it is clean to 
re-use the mask over and over again. When printed, washable at 60 
degrees. Size: 160x120mm.

93950  RE-USABLE FACE MASK WITH FILTER POCKET MADE 
IN EUROPE Double layer re-usable face mask with filter insert for even more 

protection. Made in Europe from OEKO-TEX® certified cotton. The 
mask can be washed by machine at 60 degrees to assure it is clean 
and can be re-used. Size: 200x160mm.

93952  RE-USABLE FACE MASK COTTON MADE IN EUROPE

European made face mask. It has two layers of breathable OEKO-
TEX® certified cotton and thanks to the elastane used, it fits 
comfortably around the face. The design gives the face mask a 
stylish look while still covering the nose and mouth. It can be washed 
by machine at 60 degrees. Size: 160x120mm.

93953  RE-USABLE FACE MASK MADE IN EUROPE

Be aware: this is not a medical face mask or a PPE. It does not 
contain any filter. It is designed only for personal use. 
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93961 93958

93964 91333

40º 40º60º

40º

EU NEW

NEW 40º

EU

Stylish pre-shaped facemask made of soft and comfortable foam. The 
elastic straps are adjustable to ensure perfect fit. The mask can be 
washed by machine at 40 degrees. Size: 240x150mm.

93964  RE-USABLE FACEMASK SCUBA

European made face mask. It has two layers of breathable OEKO-
TEX® certified cotton and thanks to the elastane used, it fits 
comfortably around the face. The convenient neck strap makes it 
easy to keep the mask close to you when you're not using it. The 
design gives the face mask a stylish look while still covering the nose 
and mouth. Size: 160x120mm.

93958  RE-USABLE FACE MASK WITH NECK STRAP MADE IN 
EUROPE

This custom-made double layer face mask is highly suitable for 
summer. The anti-bacterial inner layer is made of thermo-active 
material which is very comfortable in warm climates and during 
activities. The outer layer is polyester making it suitable for all-over 
sublimation imprints. This mask is made in Europe. Size: 190x120mm.

93961  RE-USABLE FACE MASK SUBLI ALL-OVER MADE IN 
EUROPE

This 3-layer mask can be made to order with a full colour sublimation 
print over the entire front side. The functional mask is made of soft 
and comfortable polyester, a non-woven layer in the middle and 
cotton on the inside. It is machine washable at 40 degrees with 
regular detergent. Size: 165x115mm.

91333  RE-USABLE 3-LAYER FACE MASK ALL-OVER PRINT

Be aware: this is not a medical face mask or a PPE. It does not 
contain any filter. It is designed only for personal use. 
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93963

93962

EU

NEW

Store up to two surgical masks hygienically in this convenient mask 
case. The case is made of sturdy paper, it is compact and easy to 
take along. It can be printed all-over from 500 pieces. Masks are not 
included. Size: 200x115mm.

93962  MASK CASE FULL-COLOUR
Store up to two surgical masks hygienically in this convenient mask 
case. The case is made of sturdy paper, it is compact and easy to 
take along. It can be printed all-over from 500 pieces. Two surgical 
masks are included and the product comes folded. 
Size: 95x12x58mm.

93963  MASK CASE FULL-COLOUR WITH 2 MASKS

Be aware: this is not a medical face mask or a PPE. It does not 
contain any filter. It is designed only for personal use. 
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92704 

92705

92724

93407

NEW

Mask length extender strap which allows face masks to be worn 
without having them attached to the ears. The silicone strap has 
small hooks where the mask's elastic straps can be attached to. This 
relieves any pain or discomfort because there is not direct contact 
with the ears. Size: 195x16x2mm.

92704  MASK LENGTH EXTENDER

Lightweight safety goggles that provide medium impact eye 
protection. Suitable for over-spectacle protection and provide full 
and wide brow coverage for overhead protection. Can be worn over 
some prescription spectacles. EN166 certified. Size: 160x145x60mm.

93407  SAFETY GOGGLES

Your health and safety is paramount, as well as that of those around 
you. These face shield masks will keep your face protected from 
potential hazards like fluids, sprays, dust and dirt. It fits over glasses, 
gives you a clear sight with full peripheral vision, is light weighted 
and comfortable with a foam headband. Size: 320x240mm.

92705  FACE SHIELD

Transparent face shield with adjustable straps, especially suitable for 
the hospitality industry. Thanks to the transparency, it doesn’t hide 
facial expressions and since the mask is placed on the chin, it makes 
it easier to talk to customers and colleagues. The sturdy shield can 
easily be cleaned.

92724  ADJUSTABLE FACE SHIELD

Be aware: this is not a medical face mask or a PPE. It does not 
contain any filter. It is designed only for personal use. 
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NEW9271792702

NEW

NEW

92718

UV-C steriliser with wireless charging function (5W) that kills up to 
99,9% of the bacteria inside the box. Charge your smartphone 
wirelessly and sterilise it at the same time. This device can also be 
used to sterilise small objects. The two UV-C LED lights inside will 
only be on in a closed box, it is safe to use. Size: 200x125x45mm.

92718  UV-C STERILIZER WITH WIRELESS CHARGER 5W
Anti-bacterial shopping trolley clip, made of anti-bacterial plastic to 
reduce the spreading of bacteria and viruses. You can easily put the 
clip on a shopping trolley and take it off when you are done with 
shopping. The design includes a token so you never have to bring 
change with you for the shopping trolley. Comes in a set of two 
shopping trolley clips. Size: 103x44x47mm.

92717  ANTI-BACTERIAL SHOPPING TROLLEY CLIP

The clean hands keychain is a safer way to use public objects like 
resistive touchscreens, doors and buttons. The tool makes it possible 
to open doors, lets you pay with a credit card and touching buttons 
without direct contact with contaminated surfaces. This reduce germ 
exposure and it can be personalized with an imprint. Made of 
aluminum. Size: 70x25x3mm.

92702  CLEAN HANDS KEYCHAIN

UV-C
Ultraviolet (UV) light is a type of electromagnetic radia-

tion that is all around us, even though our eyes can't 

detect it. Our bodies use it to make vitamin D. Although 

UV light can be dangerous, it is also very valuable and is 

used in many ways. UV light is used to identify biologi-

cal materials, like blood, at crime scenes and in places 

where sanitation is important. Because it can kill viruses 

and bacteria, it is also used to sterilize medical and 

biological research facilities and to sanitize much of our 

food and water.
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towel, including pouch95042

towel95041

towel, including pouch

towel, including pouch95038

towel95037

CREATE YOUR 
OWN TOWEL!
Full-colour imprint
Imprint on both side possible
From 250pcs
Short delivery times
Ask for details

95040

towel95039

Get rid of the sweat during a workout. This quickdry microfibre fitness 
towel keeps you dry. It includes a custom-made full-colour print on 
one side and an optional full-colour print on the back side. In 
addition, the colour of the seam can be adjusted. Delivery time 
approx. 4-6 weeks depending on quantity. Size: 800x300mm.

95037  FITNESS TOWEL FULL-COLOUR
Comfortable outdoor towel made of quick dry microfiber (200g/m², 
700x1400mm). It includes a custom-made full-colour print on one side 
and an optional full-colour print on the back side. In addition, the 
colour of the seam can be adjusted and it comes with a pouch. 
Size: 65x65x190mm.

95040  QUICK DRY TOWEL 700X1400MM WITH POUCH

Get rid of the sweat during a workout. This quickdry microfibre fitness 
towel keeps you dry. It includes a custom-made full-colour print on 
one side and an optional full-colour print on the back side. In 
addition, the colour of the seam can be adjusted. Delivery time 
approximately 4-6 weeks depending on quantity. 
Size: 50x50x120mm.

95038  FITNESS TOWEL 300X800MM WITH POUCH
Let's go to the beach! Super large beach towel made of quick dry 
microfibre (200g/m²) with full-colour custom-made print on one side. 
Plus, the other side can be also be printed. In addition, the colour of 
the seam can be adjusted. Delivery time approximately 4-6 weeks 
depending on quantity. Size: 1800x1000mm.

95041  QUICK DRY BEACH TOWEL 1000X1800MM WITHOUT POUCH

Let's go to the beach! Super large beach towel made of quick dry 
microfibre (200g/m², 1000x1800mm) with full-colour custom-made 
print on one side.  Plus, the other side can be also be printed. In 
addition, the colour of the seam can be adjusted. Delivery time 
approximately 4-6 weeks depending on quantity. 
Size: 80x80x230mm.

95042  QUICK DRY BEACH TOWEL 1000X1800MM WITH POUCH
Comfortable outdoor towel made of quick dry microfibre (200g/m²). It 
includes a custom-made full-colour print on one side and an optional 
full-colour print on the back side. In addition, the colour of the seam 
can be adjusted and it comes. Delivery time approximately 4-6 weeks 
depending on quantity. Size: 1400x700mm.

95039  QUICK DRY TOWEL 700X1400MM FULL-COLOUR
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9121491312

93241

Do an intensive work-out or relaxing yoga session on the comfortable 
4mm thick fitness mat. It provides you a better grip and supports you 
in your activities. This mat is convenient to carry in the provided bag 
and includes a number of sample exercises. Imprint available on the 
bag. Size: Ø125x650mm.

93241  FITNESS-YOGA MAT WITH CARRIER
A workout towel. This towel has a size of 300x900mm dries very 
quickly and easy to remove sweat and dirt from body or fitness 
equipment. Very suitable for in the gym due to the size. Nicely 
packed in a bottle. Imprint on the bottle. Towel is not brandable. 
Size: Ø65x190mm.

91214  FITNESS TOWEL

Microfiber sports towel, packed in a polyester pouch (70x150mm). 
This towel can be used for sports, but it's also very suitable for 
traveling. Imprint on pouch. Towel is not brandable. 
Size: 800x400mm.

91312  MICROFIBER SPORT TOWEL
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9324493242

9323693234

This fitness expander is very useful for training multiple muscle 
groups. You can choose the desired level of resistance from low to 
high, by using the band in different ways. A number of example 
exercises are shown on the attached label. Size: 10x270x70mm.

93234  FITNESS EXPANDER

This set contains of three different resistance bands, a manual and a 
case. Each band has its own resistance level: from light to heavy, 
which is indicated with dots on the bands and the colour. The set 
includes a manual with a exercises to start with. Each exercise is 
described in two simple steps. Size: 117x75x18mm.

93244  FITNESS RESISTANCE BAND SET

Improve grip strength with this convenient hand trainer. The forearms, 
hands and fingers will become much stronger with the use of this 
hand trainer. The hand trainer provides 21 kilograms of resistance. 
Imprint available on one side. Size: 70x70x15mm.

93236  HAND EXERCIZER

Sports jumping rope. Perfect for training your agility, endurance and 
coordination. Size: Ø3x300mm.

93242  JUMPING ROPE
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9017491256

9025290511

Nylon frisbee, foldable in pouch. Printing standard on the frisbee, but 
also possible on the pouch (transfer imprint). Size pouch: 100x85mm. 
From orders of 5.500 pieces you can have full-colour printing 
possible. Size: Ø250mm.

90511  FOLDABLE FRISBEE
Frisbee in several fresh colours. Large print area. Ideal advertising 
item. Can be digitally printed in full-colour. Size: Ø230x25mm.

90252  FRISBEE

Hip sun visor made of EVA material. Available in multiple fancy 
colours and adjustable in size with the push buttons. The perfect gift 
for the summer. Also suitable for kids. Size: 3x225x235mm.

91256  SUN VISOR

Fun in the sun with this inflatable unicorn (144x93x98cm). Use the 
convenient mesh beach bag that comes along, to take it to the beach 
or pool. Size: 440x100x300mm.

90174  INFLATABLE UNICORN WITH BEACH BAG
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86709 8671486707

Sunglasses 
are not included

91836 86716

No matter how active you are in the water, you won't loose your 
glasses anymore. This fancy retainer will simply keep your 
sunglasses afloat. With the silicone connector it is suitable for most of 
the glasses on the market. Size: 300x25x11mm.

91836  FLOATING SUNGLASSES STRAP
Cool sunglasses with UV400 protection. Size: 145x145x48mm.

86709  SUNGLASSES MARTY UV400

Pouch for glasses or sunglasses. This pouch is made of microfiber 
material. Not only a pouch to put your glasses in, you can also clean 
your glasses with this microfiber pouch. Size: 180x90mm.

86707  POUCH FOR SUNGLASSES
Roll those windows down or drop the top of your cabrio with these 
sunglasses. They will take you right back to the race action of the 
70's. Built for speed, they protect your eyes well with the UV400 filter 
and come with a protective EVA Case. Size: 150x150x50mm.

86714  SUNGLASSES MCQUEEN UV400

Sports sunglasses to protect the eyes when you are cycling or 
running. The mirrored lenses have a UV400 filter. These glasses 
come in a sturdy protective EVA case. Size: 160x145x45mm.

86716  SPORTSGLASSES ACTIVE UV400
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Beach
sun and  
fun
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8671286708 

8670386700 UV400

UV400

UV400

UV400

Contemporary sunglasses with UV400 filter, for a fashionable look. 
Printing possible on one or both arms. Size: 145x145x48mm.

86700  SUNGLASSES JUSTIN UV400 IN POLYBAG
Modern sunglasses with coloured temples and a UV400 filter. 
Excellent choice for a budget giveaway! Printing possible on one or 
both arms. Size: 145x145x48mm.

86703  SUNGLASSES NEON UV400

Trendy sunglasses with frosty coloured arms and frame. With UV400 
filter. Size: 150x150x50mm.

86708  SUNGLASSES BRADLEY UV400
Trendy sunglasses with frame in a 2-tone colour scheme. UV400 
filter. Size: 145x145x48mm.

86712  SUNGLASSES JEFFREY 2-TONE UV400
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8671586717

8671386711

UV400

UV400

UV400

UV400

Iconic sunglasses with transparent frame suitable for both men and 
women. The lenses come with a UV400 filter, protecting the eyes 
during bright sunny days. Size: 150x150x50mm.

86711  SUNGLASSES BRADLEY TRANSPARENT UV400
Bright retro-style sunglasses with consistent transparent pastel tone 
frame and lens. The lens comes with a UV400 filter making these the 
perfect accessory for festival grounds or the town. 
Size: 150x150x55mm.

86713  SUNGLASSES JUNE UV400

Fancy sunglasses Jacky with transparent frame and dark lenses. The 
lenses have a UV400 filter. Size: 150x145x53mm.

86717  SUNGLASSES JACKY TRANSPARENT UV400
Sunglasses Earth containing 60% natural wheat straw fibres that give 
the frames a very natural look. The lenses have a UV400 filter. These 
sunglasses come in a FSC certified paper gift box. 
Size: 145x145x50mm.

86715  SUNGLASSES WHEAT STRAW EARTH UV400
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SQUARE DESIGN 

UNIQUE 2 COLOUR HANDLE
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 FIBRERGLASS FRAME

PONGEE POLYESTER  CANOPY
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TRANSFER PRINT UP TO
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ERGONOMIC AND  
PATENTED GRIP

IMPROVED GRIP BY
ROUND EDGES AND 
SQUARE DESIGN 

UNIQUE 2 COLOUR HANDLE

SOFT GRIP

STORM-PROOF 

 FIBRERGLASS FRAME

PONGEE POLYESTER  CANOPY

4-COLOUR SCREEN PRINT   
ON ALL PANELS

TRANSFER PRINT UP TO
FULL COLOUR POSSIBLE

doming on handle

21”

22” 22”

22”97105

97102 97110 

97108 

An incredibly light yet strong umbrella with aluminum frame. Due to 
it's small size it is easy to pack in a bag to keep you dry during an 
unexpected downpour. It comes with a matching sleeve. 
Size: Ø920x175mm.

97108  ULTRA LIGHT 21” UMBRELLLA WITH SLEEVE

Luxurious foldable umbrella made of pongee polyester with a 
business look & feel. The ergonomically shaped handle features a 
mechanism to open and close the umbrella automatically. The frame 
is partially made of fibreglass, giving the umbrella additional strength. 
Comes with a sleeve. Size: Ø960x300mm.

97105  DELUXE FOLDABLE UMBRELLA 22” AUTO OPEN 
AUTO CLOSE

Beautiful foldable umbrella with sleeve and ergonomic design 
handle. The ribs of the frame are made of fibreglass for extra 
durability. The black frame gives a nice contrast to the colourful 
canopy made of pongee polyester. Size: Ø980x325mm.

97102  FOLDABLE 22” UMBRELLA AUTO OPEN

Beautiful foldable umbrella with sleeve and ergonomic design 
handle. The ribs of the frame are made of fibreglass for extra 
durability. The black frame gives a nice contrast to the white canopy. 
Size: Ø980x325mm.

97110  FOLDABLE 22” UMBRELLA AUTO OPEN (WHITE ONLY)
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9710697100 

9710497109 23” 25”

23” 23”

Get in your car dry. This reversible umbrella folds in such a way that 
the water droplets won't get you or the car's interior wet while closing 
it. This umbrella opens and closes automatically and has a fibreglass 
frame. Size: Ø1040x320mm.

97100  DELUXE 23” REVERSIBLE AUTO OPEN/CLOSE UMBRELLA
Deluxe stick umbrella with design handle. The frame is completely 
made of fibreglass and is wind proof. Made of pongee polyester. 
Size: Ø1060x840mm.

97106  DELUXE STICK UMBRELLA 23” AUTO OPEN

Neat looking stick umbrella with a striking design hook handle. The 
colourful frame is made of fibreglass to give it extra strength. Made of 
pongee polyester. Size: Ø1060x870mm.

97109  STICK UMBRELLA 23” AUTO OPEN
Large umbrella with wind proof fibreglass frame. The smart colour 
effect between the pongee polyester canopy and the ergonomical 
handle gives the umbrella a timeless look. Making it suitable for 
everybody. Size: Ø1140x860mm.

97104  STICK UMBRELLA 25” AUTO OPEN
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27” 27”9710797111

25”97101

STORM-PROOF 
 FIBREGLASS  
FRAME

Travel in style with this large and luxurious umbrella. It's striking 
square design creates a larger surface and is big enough for two 
persons. The frame opens automatically, is full fibreglass and wind 
proof. It's easy to take along with the handy sleeve with shoulder 
strap. Size: Ø1210x900mm.

97111  DELUXE 27” SQUARE UMBRELLA WITH SLEEVE

Go in style with this large and luxurious umbrella made of pongee 
polyester. It's striking square design creates a larger surface and is 
big enough for two persons. The frame is full fibreglass and wind 
proof. Size: Ø1210x900mm.

97107  DELUXE 27” SQUARE UMBRELLA AUTO OPEN
This double canopy umbrella keeps you dry in all conditions. The full 
fibreglass frame is strong and wind proof. And the ergonomic handle 
with its striking design makes this a must-have umbrella. 
Size: Ø1140x860mm.

97101  DELUXE 25” DOUBLE CANOPY UMBRELLA AUTO OPEN
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9151995015

90408 91536

Notable gifts: polyester elastic saddle cover. Easy to cover the 
bicycle saddle. The white saddle cover can be subli printed. 
Size: 260x245mm.

90408  SADDLE COVER POLYESTER
Metal bell on a plastic holder. Top with cut out for doming. 
Size: Ø56mm.

91536  BIKE BELL

In 2019 a new law came into effect in most EU countries. Anyone 
holding a mobile phone while riding a bike will receive a fine. Easily 
fix this holder to the handlebar and avoid a fine. Size: 130x95x74mm.

95015  UNIVERSAL BIKE MOUNT
Set of two bike lights in a firm plastic packaging. one red and one 
white bike light, You can switch on by the push of a button. Also 
provided with a flashing function. Size: 95x45x20mm.

91519  SET OF BIKE LIGHTS
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90923

9071990721

9047391281

A Toppoint design parking disc and ice scraper. The parking disc 
complies with the european laws (except France). Large print area on 
the back of the ice scraper. Size: 154x110x6mm.

90721  PARKING DISC / ICE SCRAPER EUROPE
The search for a coin to use in your shopping trolley is now gone. 
With the Park 'N Shop the coin for the shopping trolley is always in 
the same place. Thanks to this unique Toppoint design you never 
have to look for your parking ticket either. Size: 65x75x30mm.

91281  PARK 'N SHOP

Transparent parking ticket holder. Ensures that the parking ticket is 
always visible. Size: 70x40x5mm.

90923  TICKET HOLDER
TopRide design foldable funnel to refill the windscreen wiper fluid. 
Plastic box with foldable silicone funnel. Imprint on the box. With 
digital imprint up to full-colour. Size: Ø90x15mm. Content: 200ml.

90473  FOLDABLE FUNNEL FOR CAR

A paper parking disc which complies with the laws of France. There 
is a big print area on the back of the parking disc. Size: 150x150mm.

90719  PARKING DISC FRANCE
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9079290782

9078790789

Little frosted ice scraper. Rectangle model. Digital full-colour print or 
pad print possible. Size: 120x100mm.

90789  ICE SCRAPER LITTLE
Hardcolour ice scraper. Triangular model. Digital full-colour print or 
pad print possible. Size: 110x105mm.

90787  ICESCRAPER, TRIANGLE

Frosty ice scraper. Small but extremly handy. Digital full-colour print or 
pad print possible. Size: 120x110mm.

90782  FROSTY ICESCRAPER
Frosty ice scraper with large print area. A best seller in the ice 
scrapers category. Size: 245x110x30mm.

90792  FROSTY ICESCRAPER
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90793

90783 91198

90794

Ice scraper with comfortable handle because of the soft EVA 
material. Printing possible on the front part. Size: 215x90x35mm.

90783  ICESCRAPER
Handy icescraper with interchangeable triangle to remove snow, ice 
and condensation. The handle has a large print area for a logo. 
Size: 17x113x255mm.

91198  3-IN-1 ICESCRAPER

Icescraper with warm glove. More printing possiblities on glove and/
or scraper. Size: 345x150x30mm.

90794  ICESCRAPER WITH GLOVE
Icescraper with warm glove. More printing possiblities on glove and/
or scraper. Size: 280x170x20mm.

90793  ICESCRAPER WITH GLOVE
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VELCRO
ADJUSTABLE

9034290500

90934

9092190922

Pouch for safety vest

Two soft earplugs, packed in transparent box. Can be printed with a 
tampo pad print on the box or digital print up to full-colour. Earplugs 
are packed in polybag. Size: 38x36x18mm.

90500  EAR PLUGS
Yellow safety vest for adults with two reflecting strips and velcro 
closure. Made of firm but light polyester which makes the vest 
comfortable to wear. Complies with the European EN20471 standard, 
class 2/2. Size: 650x650mm.

90921  SAFETY VEST ADULTS

Yellow safety vest for kids with two reflecting stripes and elastic 
bands on the sides. Made of firm but light polyester which makes the 
vest comfortable to wear. Complies with the European EN1150 
standard. Size: 500x450mm.

90922  SAFETY VEST CHILDREN
Pouch for safety vest. This item can be used for the 90922 and the 
90921. Size: 198x159mm.

90934  POUCH FOR SAFETY VEST

Ear plugs with a cord. Suitable to protect the ears during several 
activities, for example on an aeroplane, at work or during events. 
With the handy cord the ear plugs can be easily hanged up around 
the neck when they are not be used. Imprint possible on the box in 
full-colour. Size: Ø41x19mm.

90342  EAR PLUGS WITH CORD
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91203

90901

91206

Toppoint design bracelet for running including reflecting material and 
fluorescent colour. Suitable for almost every smartphone. Adjustable 
through the velcro (for men and women). Use the smartphone due to 
the transparent PVC, including opening for earbuds. 
Size: 160x130mm.

90901  SPORT BRACELET RUNNERS
Toppoint design waterproof waistbag that can be closed with a 
zipper. Adjustable and attachable with the plastic buckle. Fluorescent 
yellow with reflecting patterns. Size: 2x285x100mm.

91203  WAISTBAG

Toppoint design fluorescent, elastic bracelet with imprint possiblities 
at the attached clip. Bracelet has reflecting patterns and is adjustable. 
EN13356 certified. Suitable for runners, hikers, bikers and childeren in 
traffic. Size: 40x170x30mm.

91206  BRACELET FLUOR
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The best ingredients and the 

best taste come from the best 

ideas and the best kitchen 

tools. Make food taste even 

greater. Make sure you cook 

like a Michelin-starred chef 

in your own kitchen. Put the 

pleasure of food at the center 

of your guests experience. 

Show off your cooking skills 

in everything you touch. 

Use tools that work for you. 

And present mouthwatering 

dishes in tasty looking cups 

and bowls. Make it look as 

great as it tastes. After all, we 

eat with our eyes. Artistically 

arranged meals are believed 

to be more tasty by most. And 

if it tastes good, they’ll eat it.

PLEASURE IN 
COOKING
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950
ml EU9125790483 

90466 904161L 1,2L

750
ml

transparent

A Toppoint design solid and elegant lunchbox. Made from a sturdy 
material. The lid of the lunchbox provides a large imprint space, 
which makes the lunchbox a very suitable giveaway. 
Size: 178x132x72mm. Content: 1L.

90466  LUNCHBOX FRESH 1000ML
Jumbo lunchbox. Large printing space is possible on the top in up to 
full-colour imprint. Keeps lunch fresh. Size: 215x142x52mm. 
Content: 1,2L.

90416  LUNCHBOX 1200ML

Useful lunchbox with detachable cooler compartment, cooler is 
located in the lid of the lunchbox. Keeps lunch cool whilst travelling. 
Size: 135x140x60mm. Content: 750ml.

90483  LUNCHBOX WITH COOLER 750ML
Toppoint design lunchbox with one main compartment that can be 
closed with the flexible clip. Made in Germany. Ideal for on the road. 
A great business gift due to the big imprint space, with digital print in 
up to full-colour. Size: 135x190x65mm. Content: 950ml.

91257  LUNCHBOX ONE 950ML
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EU

520
ml91107 90410

1L600
ml

1,25L

91258 NEW

This fancy lunch box is based on an age-old Japanese principle, the 
bento box. This is the ideal lunch box or for a summer picknick with 
multiple compartments . Made from indestructible material and 
suitable to heat up the contents in a microwave. Comes with cutlery. 
Size: 180x110x105mm. Content: 1,25L.

91107  BENTO BOX WITH CUTLERY 1250ML

Easily take yogurt or soup to work or on the go with this lunch mug 
to-go. This useful cup consists of two separate parts that can be 
attached to each other to keep the different ingredients separate. 
The lid can be used to store for example muesli, fruit or vegetables 
so that it stays fresh. Size: Ø97x150mm. Content: 520ml.

90410  LUNCH MUG TO-GO 520+230ML
Lunch box in the shape of a sandwich made of PP. The lunchbox is 
made from one part. With a clip on the front side for closing the box. 
Made in Europe. Size: 160x140x60mm. Content: 600ml.

91258  LUNCHBOX SANDWHICH
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94542 90409 90405

93094 93240

Easily peel your vegetables and fruits with this peeler. With a nice 
and large print surface. Size: 84x59x7mm.

93240  PEELER

Reduce the plastic soup with throw away cutlery and use your own 
cutlery. Made of natural bamboo and suitable to use for multiple 
times. The set comes in a FSC certified paper gift box. 
Size: 114x18x226mm.

94542  BAMBOO CUTLERY SET

Help reduce the millions of plastic straws used every day with this 
reusable and flexible silicone straw. The straw is BPA free, meets the 
food grade requirements and is dishwasher proof. Thanks to the 
plastic case it becomes a convenient item to take everywhere in your 
bag. Size: Ø55x20mm.

93094  REUSABLE SILICONE STRAW IN BOX

Do you recognize the problem of having food with you but there is 
no cutlery around? This tool is perfect you! A spoon, fork, knife and 
bottle opener in one. Convenient on the road, campsite or in your 
hostel. This set will be delivered in a gift box. Size: 100x55x25mm.

90405  FOLDABLE CUTLERY IN MULTITOOL

Bring your lunch to work? Then this cutlery set is perfect for you. The 
spoon and fork will ensure that you can eat yogurt or salad on-the-
go. Dirty cutlery after lunch? Just put them back in the case and wash 
them at home. Size: 162x62x20mm.

90409  LUNCH CUTLERY IN BOX
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A SHARP 
KNIFE  IS  
A CHEF’S 

BEST FRIEND
For the best ingredients and challenging 

recipes, you need good kitchen utensils. 

Whether you are a hobby chef or a master 

chef. Professionals work with professional 

tools. Because when you are in the kitchen, 

in your own domain: why settle for less? 

Products varying from a really good set of 

knives to a solid cutting board. And from a 

chic cheese set to a stylish carafe. TopTaste 

means pleasure in cooking.

SEE NEXT PAGE

94519

90413

This convenient food thermometer is ideal to measure the core 
temperature of meat, fish and poultry while grilling/baking it. Even to 
use this thermometer to measure the temperature of drinks and other 
liquids. The LCD display shows the temperature and you can easily 
switch between degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit. 
Size: 250x30x30mm.

94519  STAINLESS STEEL DIGITAL THERMOMETER

This kitchen timer makes perfect timing possible. The kitchen timer 
moves mechanically and an alarm can be set up to 60 minutes. 
Size: Ø66x33mm.

90413  KITCHEN TIMER
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94533 94502

94536 94534

NEW 
LASER ENGRAVING 
ON WOOD

This grater is a must have for all food lovers. The modern yet robust 
product is a true eye catcher. There are three grating sizes to choose 
from. The tapered wooden handle provides a comfortable grip. 
Size: Ø112x237mm.

94534  GRATER WITH WOODEN HANDLE
Outstanding grill pan with a hard and scratch-resistant non-stick 
marble coating. The special ribbed base makes low-fat baking 
possible. The pan is suitable for induction with a diameter of 26cm. 
The handle has an acacia wood look. Size: 465x280x73mm.

94536  GRILL PAN WOOD

High-quality acacia wooden cookbook stand. Delivered including five 
different knives. Packed in a gift box. Size: 420x297x48mm.

94502  COOKBOOK HOLDER AND KNIFESTAND 5PC
In the kitchen a cutting board is an indispensable attribute. Besides 
cutting food on, these cutting boards are also a great way to serve 
snacks. The set includes a small and a large cutting board, is made of 
acacia wood and the strap is genuine leather. Size: 346x220x36mm.

94533  ACACIA CUTTING BOARD SET 2PCS
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94532

95422 94504

95423 

Acacia wood cutting board with pizza slicer. Delivered in a gift box. 
Size: 420x360x30mm.

94504  PIZZA SERVE SET
Handy set of a pizza slicer and knife to slice the pizza in no-time. The 
Acacia wooden grip gives the item a luxurious look. Comes in a gift 
box. Size: 145x25x245mm.

95422  PIZZA SET

3-piece cheese set with a luxurious Acacia wooden touch. The set 
contains a cheese slicer, a knife for soft cheeses and a knife for the 
harder varieties. This set comes in a beautiful gift box. 
Size: 185x25x255mm.

95423  CHEESE SET
This book-style package includes an oil & vinegar bottle set and 
salad claws. These claws are suitable for mixing, tossing and picking 
up salad. The oil & vinegar bottles complete the set. Inside are two 
inspirational recipes of popular salads. Size: 194x258x45mm.

94532  SALAD SET OIL & VINEGAR
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94538 94527

9452694525 94503

For all the sushi lovers out there, this sushi serving set is meant to 
share sushi. The slate is large enough to serve multiple pieces of 
sushi and the bowls are suitable for the sides like soy sauce, wasabi 
and ginger. Size: 290x245x30mm.

94527  BAMBOO SUSHI SERVING SET

This tapas set is made to serve small dishes with a dip or sauce. The 
ceramic bowls are perfect for sauces and on the slate, any kind of 
appetizers can be sliced. Perfect for a party or gathering. 
Size: 245x245x40mm.

94525  TAPAS SET ROUND

Sushi is very popular these days. With this set you can serve sushi in 
style. The set contains two sets of chopsticks, two chopstick rests 
and two sauce bowls. Size: 242x155x30mm.

94538  SUSHI SET

This cheese set consists of a bamboo and slate cheese board with 
two different stainless steel cheese cutlery. It's large enough to 
present a variety of tapas, snacks or cheese. Size: 250x170x22mm.

94526  CHEESE SET BAMBOO

Serve snacks on this acacia wooden board with a slate serving plate 
and a knife. Will be delivered in a luxurious gift box. 
Size: 360x300x30mm.

94503  SLATE SERVING PLATE WITH WOODEN BOARD AND KNIFE
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94540

94513 94505

91694

Cheese board with two cheese knives and a cheese fork. Including 
integrated cheese slicer. Made out of acacia woord and delivered in 
gift box. Size: 327x278x38mm.

94505  CHEESE SLICER SET
Cheese plate with sliding lid that also functions as a serving board. 
With two cheese knives and a cheese fork. Made out of acacia wood 
and delivered in a gift box. Size: 335x208x38mm.

94513  CHEESE PLATE (MINI KNIVES)

Set of two cheese knives, suitable for different types of cheese, a 
cheese cutting board made of beech wood, and a waiters knife with 
a beech wooden handle. The set is packed in ecological packaging 
in the style of a book. On the inside of the cover you will find an 
inforgraphic about cheese and wine combinations. 
Size: 316x227x40mm.

91694  KITCHEN BOOKSTYLE WINE/CHEESE
This ceramic fondue set is perfect to melt chocolate or to make a 
cheese fondue. The set includes a bowl, a stand with tea light holder, 
a plate and two forks. Size: 320x122x143mm.

94540  FONDUE SET
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XXXX

XXXX XXXX

94500 94501

94506 94531

A set of three ceramic tapas/snack bowls on a stick with a handle 
made of acacia wood. This set provides a stylish way to serve a 
variety of snacks. Size: 358x94x49mm.

94531  BOWLS ON A STICK
Two ceramic bowls with spoons and a wooden tray made of acacia 
wood. Nice to serve bites, nuts or snacks. Delivered in a gift box. 
Size: 257x155x60mm.

94506  SET OF 2 DISHES ON WOODEN PLATE

Acacia cutting board with three ceramic bowls, a butter knife and a 
bread knife. The set is packed in a gift box. Size: 432x292x47mm.

94501  BAQUETTE & SNACK SET
Acacia bread board with grooves to cut the perfect slice of bread. 
Packed in a luxurious gift box. Size: 393x164x45mm.

94500  BAQUETTE BOARD WITH KNIFE
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945309452994528

94507 94508 

Set of two glasses with acacia wood lid. Protects drinks and you can 
lay some delicious tapas on top. Packed in a gift box. 
Size: 234x105x160mm.

94507  SET OF 2 TAPAS GLASSES

Tapas are very popular these days. The mini cast iron casserolle is 
the perfect way to serve these small dishes in a beautiful way. The 
cast iron helps to maintain the temperature of the dishes served. 
Size: 157x95x90mm. Content: 250ml.

94528  MINI CAST IRON CASSEROLLE

Toppoint design set of coasters for in the garden. Insert the iron pin 
in the ground and drinks don't tumble. Enjoy a summer evening in the 
garden with this useful set and a drink. Packed in a gift box. 
Size: 125x25x625mm.

94508  GARDEN SET

Tapas are very popular these days. The mini cast iron pan is the 
perfect way to serve these small dishes in a beautiful way. The cast 
iron helps to maintain the temperature of the dishes served. 
Size: 235x155x55mm. Content: 290ml.

94529  MINI CAST IRON PAN

Tapas are very popular these days. The mini cast iron tray is the 
perfect way to serve these small dishes in a beautiful way. The cast 
iron helps to maintain the temperature of the dishes served. 
Size: 225x100x45mm. Content: 190ml.

94530  MINI CAST IRON TRAY
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94546

94518 94537 

94511

THE OLDER 
THE GRAPE, 

THE SWEETER  
THE WINE

Forgot to put the wine in the fridge? Thanks to this cooling stick it is 
no problem. Make sure you always put this stick in the freezer. You 
will then hang it in a bottle of wine and it will cool in no time. This way 
you can enjoy a nice cold glass of wine. Thanks to the spout, you can 
easily pour the wine straight away. Size: Ø24x315mm.

94511  COOLING STICK
Wine tastes the best when it is served at the right temperature. This 
wine cooler will keep the wine cool and you can always serve chilled 
wine. This cooler is the perfect gift because it's made of stainless 
steel and has room for ice or cold water. Size: Ø120x195mm.

94546  WINE COOLER METAL

Make the tastiest cocktails with this professional cocktail set. The 
high quality set is equipped with a muddler to smash the ingredients, 
a jigger to measure the right amount of alcohol, a bottle opener and 
a spoon. With this set you can make the perfect cocktail like a true 
bartender. Size: 185x250x60mm.

94537  COCKTAIL SET
Serve a delicious cold glass of soft drink with these stone ice cubes. 
Three stones per glass are needed to cool one drink. The set 
contains twelve stones and is therefore sufficient for four glasses. 
Comes with a velvet bag to put the stones in the freezer and a handy 
gripper. Delivered in a gift box. Size: 156x120x24mm.

94518  COOLING STONES
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9309094510

91259 91262

THE OLDER 
THE GRAPE, 

THE SWEETER  
THE WINE

There are many thousands of different types of wine and no two wines are the same.  
What all wines do have in common, however, is the raw material: the grape. Grape varieties 
are very important in determining the taste of the wine. The grapes are picked when they are 

ripe and then crushed to release the juice. This is followed by 
alcoholic fermentation, which also determines the smell and 
taste of the final wine. The way in which winemakers work is 
craftsmanship.

A professional looking corkscrew with an eye-catching Toppoint 
design. The diamond 3D print transfers into a beautiful and 
remarkable print area. Size: 120x30x15mm.

91262  CORKSCREW WAITERS
A stylish Toppoint design corkscrew. No more plain corkscrews in the 
back of the drawer. The removable spiral has a nice and smooth print 
area. Size: Ø45x180x70mm.

91259  CORKSCREW DIAMOND

Aluminum bottle opener. Traditional design. Printing on the handle. 
Size: 125x20x14mm.

93090  BOTTLEOPENER ALUMINUM
Luxurious wine set in a packaging. The set contains three pieces: a 
luxurious pull-it corkscrew including spare spiral and a foil cutter. 
Size: 194x200x50mm.

94510  WINE SET
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94524

94516 94519

94515

Beautiful trendy apron in heavy quality with PU front pocket and 
matching glove. A perfect item for the grill masters among us. 
Delivered in a gift box. Size: 320x250x50mm.

94515  APRON AND OVEN MITT
With this convenient bucket shaped barbecue organizing a barbecue 
has never been more easy. With its modest size and handle you can 
easily take this bucket barbecue with you. Size: 300x300x290mm.

94524  BUCKET BARBECUE

This convenient food thermometer is ideal to measure the core 
temperature of meat, fish and poultry while grilling/baking it. Even to 
use this thermometer to measure the temperature of drinks and other 
liquids. The LCD display shows the temperature and you can easily 
switch between degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit. 
Size: 250x30x30mm.

94519  STAINLESS STEEL DIGITAL THERMOMETER
Set of two skewers in gift box. Keep meat or vegetables together 
while roasting. Perfect for a barbecue. Reusable and easy to clean. 
Size: 330x84x24mm.

94516  SKEWER
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94520 94523

94522 94521

TIME TO 
 GRILL

Barbecuing is a ‘serious business’ nowadays. For many, it has become a hobby that 
has gotten out of hand. For the real barbecue experts, only the best tools are good 

enough. TopTaste barbecue tools guarantee success and form 
the basis for a juicy burger or perfectly grilled steak. Enjoy 
grilling with the barbecue essentials of TopTaste.

This three-piece metal barbecue utensils set includes a tongs, fork 
and a spatula. The spatula also comes with a bottle opener. These 
tough looking utensils make sure you have everything you need for a 
barbecue event. Size: 448x186x40mm.

94523  BARBECUE UTENSILS SET WOOD
The barbecue bear claws are great utensils for everyone who loves 
to barbecue. These metal claws have a black teflon coating and 
wooden handle. They can be used to turn the meat. Also you can 
use them to conveniently make ‘pulled meat’. Size: 116x110x20mm.

94520  MEAT CLAWS METAL

This rectangular barbecue grill is a grill made to prevent the contents 
from falling apart while roasting. Also suitable for fish and vegetables. 
Flipping around food has never been this easy. 
Size: 530x345x20mm.

94521  BARBECUE GRILL RECTANGULAR
The barbecue hamburger grill can prepare up to four hamburgers at 
the same time. Flipping multiple hamburgers has never been easier. 
You always have have four same sized hamburgers with the 
pre-shaped rings. Size: 510x260x30mm.

94522  BARBECUE HAMBURGER GRILL
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90412 98820

91545 95106

2,5 L

10 L

The classic cool box is a lightweight and compact cool box and ideal 
to take with you to the campsite or the beach for example to keeps 
food and drinks cool. The cool box has a useful handle. 
Size: 280x220x270mm. Content: 10L.

95106  COOL BOX CLASSIC 10L
Fill this large ice bag with ice (cubes) and put some cans and bottles 
in it. Remove excess water with the tap and the large opening makes 
it easy to take out drinks. It can be put on a table or use the shoulder 
strap to hang it in a corner. Size: 400x235x300mm.

91545  GLACIER BAG

Drinks dispenser with tap that makes it easy to tap drinks. The 
dispenser is ideal for non-carbonated drinks such as lemonade, wine 
or water with fruit and ice. Comes with four cups (15cl). 
Size: Ø140x205mm. Content: 2,5L.

98820  DRINKS DISPENSER 2.5L WITH 4 CUPS
Cooling tray to put up to six bottles in with your favourite drinks. Hot 
summer days will never be this cool with this product. Carying up to 
six bottles in one hand at a time and a lot of space to put ice cubes in 
to keep your beverages cool. Size: 330x200x158mm.

90412  DRINK COOLING TRAY
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90726 91732

91091

91731

5000
mAh

This pocket-knife has eleven functions and is very useful. Includes 
knife, saw, scissors, bottle opener, screwdrivers, piercer, nail file, 
sewing awl, corkscrew, can opener, and eyelet. Size: 18x76x21mm.

91731  ADVENTURE POCKET-KNIFE 11 FUNCTIONS
A pocket-knife with seven functions including a knife, scissors, can 
opener, bottle opener, corkscrew, screwdrivers and a nail file. Packed 
in a gift box. Size: 15x76x21mm.

90726  POCKET-KNIFE WITH 7 FUNCTIONS

Multitool with nine functions is a reliable tool within its class. During 
designing extra attention was paid to the design as well as usage. 
The multitool comes in an EVA packaging. Includes pliers, saw, bottle 
opener, knife, screwdrivers, can opener, piercer and nail file. 
Size: 20x69x29mm.

91732  ADVENTURE MULTITOOL 9 FUNCTIONS
The set for every outdoors person. This complete set of Toppoint 
design includes a powerbank flashlight 5000mAh and an adventure 
multi-tool with nine functions. Size: 145x192x40mm.

91091  POWERBANK ADVENTURE SET 5000MAH
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93401

90885 93402 

93405

This compact multi-tool provides a variety of useful tools for traveling 
and can be easily attached to the bag or clothing. This item will be 
delivered in a polybag including small instruction card on which all 
functions are explained. Size: 85x25x2mm.

93402  MULTITOOL COMPACT
Wristband survival with five functions: compass, knife, whistle, a flint 
and in case of emergency it can be untied into two ropes of 180cm 
each. A must-have tool for the great outdoors. Size: 110x35x30mm.

90885  WRISTBAND SURVIVAL

This multi-tool provides a variety of useful tools for any outdoor 
occasion, such as a pocket knife, bottle opener and you can hang 
this multi-tool easy up on your bag with the handy carabiner. This 
item will be delivered in a matching gift box. Size: 100x55x25mm.

93405  MULTITOOL WITH CARABINER
The adventure multitool provides a variety of useful tools for any 
outdoor occasion, such as a pocket knife, bottle opener and rotating 
screw bits. The tool can be easily attached to the bag or clothing. 
This item will be delivered in a matching gift box including small 
instruction card. Size: 85x40x6mm.

93401  COMPACT OUTDOOR MULTITOOL
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93400 93403

93404 91282

This emergency hammer is equipped with a sharp point to break a 
car window, a sharp seat belt cutter, a magnet and a COB light. This 
safety hammer should not be missing in the car in case of an 
emergency. The magnet can easily stick to a ferrous surface for 
hands-free use. Size: 57x24x148mm.

91282  SAFETY HAMMER
This multi-tool in the shape of a car is made from stainless steel. This 
useful card tool will be delivered in a PU case and can be easily 
carried within a wallet. With this card, you will have an array of handy 
tools in your pocket. Size: 87x55x2mm.

93404  COURIER MULTI-TOOL CARD IN PU CASE

The 11-in-1 multi-tool card crafted of stainless steel is a handy credit 
card tool. This item will be delivered in a PU case and can be easily 
carried in a wallet. Always have an array of handy tools where ever 
and whenever. This product comes with a manual for all the eleven 
functions. Size: 80x55mm.

93403  MULTI-TOOL IN PU LEATHER CASE
The survival multitool card in an aluminium case provides a variety of 
useful tools for any occasion. The iron key can be easily attached to 
the bag or clothing and the tool comes in a matching gift box 
including instructions. Size: 85x55x2mm.

93400  SURVIVAL MULTITOOL CARD
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DOMING
ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES WITH

91217

93406

back

Practical screwdriver bit set for all daily chores in and around the 
house or office. This set contains the most common shapes and sizes 
of bits. The screwdriver also contains a bottle opener. 
Size: 151x33x14mm.

93406  SCREWDRIVER WITH BOTTLE OPENER

25 piece toolset in the shape of a tire and with a handle to carry. The 
outside of the case has a profile-shaped pattern so it looks even 
more like a tire. Size: Ø260x35mm.

91217  TOOLSET TIRE SHAPE

ADVANTAGES OF DOMING: 
• Outstanding due to the 3D effect
• Resistant against all weather conditions
• Protects against damaging
• Durable and self-healing power
• Available in almost every size and shape
• Short delivery times possible
• UV resistant 

Doming is the most luxurious self adhesive sticker 
available. The printed and punched labels are 
coated with a special transparant epoxy resin layer, 
doming. The result is a brilliant Dome! For more 
than 10 years Toppoint has been developing the 
Doming process, which continues to result in a 
very effective and competent production facility. 
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95070

9507195072 11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5000
mAh
4500
mAh
2200
mAh

11000
mAh
6000
mAh
5500
mAh
2200
mAh

This special multi-tool powerbank (2200mAh) is not only suitable for 
charging a phone, but also includes different plug-on parts. COB LED 
light where different LED lights are combined into a bright light, with 
screwdriver bits, fan, flashlight and speaker. Size: 250x150x40mm.

95070  POWER TOOL & TRAVEL 2200MAH

TopRide design powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on parts 
that are easy to attach/detach to the powerbank. This set includes 
screwdriver with different bits and a COB LED where several LED’s 
are combined into one powerful LED. Size: 250x150x40mm.

95072  POWER TOOL SET 2200MAH

Powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on parts that are easy to 
attach/detach to the powerbank. This set includes a flashlight, fan 
and speaker and is perfectly suited for traveling. 
Size: 250x150x40mm.

95071  POWER TRAVEL SET 2200MAH
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91592

90720 90730 

90727

Hobby knife. With twelve snap-off blades. Clip attachment. 
Size: 140x20x7mm.

90720  HOBBY KNIFE
Hobby knife with fourteen snap-off blades. The XXL-version. 
Size: 155x40x12mm.

90730  HOBBY KNIFE XXL

Wide carpenter pencil, unsharpened. With large print area. FSC 
wood. Size: 247x15x8mm.

91592  CARPENTER PENCIL BIG
Transparent hobby knife. Modern design in fresh colours. Loop for 
attachment to keyring. Size: 131x24x12mm.

90727  SAFETY KNIFE
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91220  

90445 91200 
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0,5
mtr

1
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Two meter flexible PVC ruler. Size: 235x31x15mm.

91220  FLEXIBLE RULER 2M
one meter flexible PVC ruler. Size: 130x13x25mm.

91210  FLEXIBLE RULER 1M

One meter tape measure. Can also be used as a keyring. 
Size: 40x10x40mm.

90445  TAPE MEASURE KEY RING 1M
White, mini, flexible, plastic ruler on a keyring. Foldable 0.5m ruler. 
Size: 66x24x13mm.

91200  MINI FOLDABLE RULER WITH KEYRING 0.5M
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The giant tape measure is a measuring greatness. Due to its range of 
five meters and a white measuring tape, it is a useful gift. Easy to 
carry thanks to the belt clip and accurate due the hook at the 
beginning of the tape. Size: 65x37x65mm.

91816  TAPE MEASURE 5M

Two meter tape measure. Large print area. Size: Ø83x30mm.

90440  TAPE MEASURE 2M

The giant tape measure is a measuring greatness. Due to its range of 
three meters and a white measuring tape is this tape measure a 
useful gift. Easy to carry thanks to the belt clip and accurate due the 
hook at the beginning of the tape. Size: 58x35x57mm.

91814  TAPE MEASURE 3M

Five meter tape measure. Large print area. Size: Ø93x35mm.

90444  TAPE MEASURE 5M

Three meter tape measure. Large print area. Size: Ø83x30mm.

90442  TAPE MEASURE 3M
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Tape measure that is easy to carry thanks to the belt clip. Features a 
five meters long white measuring tape. This measuring tape 
guarantees a long service life thanks to its sturdy casing with profile. 
Size: 70x80x35mm.

91818   TAPE MEASURE ASSIST 5M
Tape measure that is easy to carry thanks to the belt clip. Features a 
three meters long white measuring tape. This measuring tape 
guarantees a long service life thanks to its sturdy casing with profile. 
Size: 70x30x70mm.

91817  TAPE MEASURE ASSIST 3M

Tape measure fix with a measuring range of five meters and a white 
measuring tape. Easy to attach to your trousers thanks to the belt clip 
and accurate by the hook at the beginning of the tape measure. 
Size: 90x40x75mm.

91821  TAPE MEASURE FIX 5M
Tape measure fix with a measuring range of three meters and a white 
measuring tape. Easy to attach to your trousers thanks to the belt clip 
and accurate by the hook at the beginning of the tape measure. 
Size: 80x35x70mm.

91819  TAPE MEASURE FIX 3M
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90881 90880 95304 

90882 90879 

Polyester keycord with a detachable plastic buckle, a metal clip and a 
safety connection. Size: 520x20mm.

90879  POLYESTER LANYARD 20MM WITH BUCKLE AND HOOK

Keycord made from paracord with plastic safety connection and a 
metal clip. The keycord is adjustable with the plastic slide that can be 
provided with a doming sticker. Size: Ø5x500mm.

95304  PARACORD WITH DOMING

Lanyard of GOTS certified organic cotton. Size: 450x20mm.

90882  LANYARD ORGANIC COTTON

Tough looking key cord with heavy duty carabiner. The cord contains 
reflective material which increases safety in dark surroundings. The 
key cord is fitted with a safety release. Size: 470x4mm.

90880  ADVENTURE CORD WITH CARABINER

Tough looking key ring / wrist band with heavy duty carabiner. The 
cord contains reflective material which increases safety in dark 
surroundings. Size: 200x4mm.

90881  WRIST BAND ADVENTURE WITH CARABINER
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90766 90768 

9108891087 

Transparent badge holder to attach to a keycord. Ideal for 
conferences, events and customer days. Size: 75x125mm.

91087  BADGE HOLDER VERTICAL, 75X125MM
Transparent badge holder to attach to a keycord. Ideal for 
conferences, events and customer days. Size: 100x80mm.

91088  BADGE HOLDER HORIZONTAL, 100X80MM

Frosty card holder with drawstring. With the hook it can be attached 
to items such as belts. Length of drawstring: 600mm. Pad print 
possible on the holder. Size: 87x36x12mm.

90768  CARD HOLDER
Transparent card holder with drawstring and clip. Print on the holder 
by doming. Length of drawstring: 500mm Size: 85x32x15mm.

90766  CARD HOLDER
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EU

EU EU

EU

NEW NEW

99743 99742 

99896 99894 

With magnetWith magnet

Stylish name tag with metal effect. To re-use it for multiple times, 
simply slide a tag (165x17mm) into the holder. It comes with a strong 
magnet so it won't damage clothing. Size: 70x36x5mm.

99896  NAME TAG METAL LOOK
Name badge with a magnet and doming. The business card for every 
company. Size: 50x30x8mm.

99894  NAME BADGE WITH DOMING 50X30MM

A rectangle pin with doming. Butterfly closure. Size: 30x10x10mm.

99742  METAL PIN, RECTANGLE 30X10X10MM
A rectangle pin with doming. Butterfly closure. Size: 26x14x10mm.

99743  METAL PIN, RECTANGLE 26X14X10MM
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EU

EU

EU

EU99739 99735 

99737 99744 

A square pin with doming. Butterfly closure. Size: 15x15x11mm.

99744  METAL PIN, SQUARE 15X15X11MM
A rectangular pin with doming. Butterfly closure. Size: 19x13x11mm.

99737  METAL PIN, RECTANGLE 19X13X11MM

Round pin with doming. Butterfly closure. Size: Ø20x10mm.

99735  METAL PIN, ROUND 20MM
An oval pin with doming. Butterfly closure. Size: 20x12x10mm.

99739  METAL PIN, OVAL 20X12X10MM
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99610 EU EUEU99618 99652 

EU99693 99662 EUEU 99681 

Metal round keyring with double sided doming. Size: 90x36x6mm.

99618  KEYRING METAL, ROUND

A metal rectangular keyring with a single sided doming on leather 
tag. Size: 107x28x8mm.

99693  KEYRING METAL WITH LOGOTOP

Metal oval keyring with double sided doming possible. 
Size: 103x35x6mm.

99652  KEYRING METAL, OVAL

A metal, rectangular keyring with a single sided doming on leather 
tag. Size: 114x28x8mm.

99681  KEYRING METAL WITH LOGOTOP

Metal rectangle keyring with double sided doming. 
Size: 108x25x5mm.

99610  KEYRING METAL, RECTANGLE

A metal rectangular keyring made from real leather with a single 
sided doming. Size: 107x34x8mm.

99662  KEYRING METAL, REAL LEATHER, LOGOTOP.
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XXXX

XXXX XXXX99713 99714

EU99703 EU

NEW

NEW

NEW

99663 

Key ring with wooden tag for a natural look Size: 75x40x6mm.

99714  KEY RING WOOD ROUND
Key ring with wooden tag for a natural look. Size: 90x30x10mm.

99713  KEY RING WOOD RECTANGULAR

Keyring with a leather strap and rectangular doming. Size: 122x18mm.

99703  KEYRING/STRAP LOGOTOP RECTANGLE
Luxurious key ring made of genuine leather. Size: 100x20x8mm.

99663  KEYRING METAL, REAL LEATHER
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91568  99791 

99710 99709 

A keychain with a transparent colour trolley coin. Handy when 
shopping. Size: Ø41mm.

91568  COIN KEYCHAIN
Metal trolley coin on a carabiner with keychain. Easy to attach to 
keys. Suitable for trolleys with €1,00 and €0,50 coin deposits. 
Size: Ø23x78mm.

99791  COIN KEYCHAIN

Metal keyring with round doming and bottle opener. Size: 52x32mm.

99709  OPENER KEYRING METAL LOGOTOP
Keyring with bottle opener. Size: 9x55x12mm.

99710  KEYRING WITH BOTTLE OPENER
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99757 92193 

Back

93200 93201 91234 

NEW

Imprint on  
back

Floatable keyring. Printing available by using pad print. 
Size: Ø30x78mm.

99757  FLOATING KEYRING XL
Luxury key finder with selfieshutter for iPhone and Android phones. 
No need to search for keys again. With a click of the button on the 
app of this key finder you will hear an alarm from the key finder and 
you will find your keys in no time. Size: 72x30x9mm.

93200  KEY FINDER DELUXE

Key finder for iPhone and Android phones. Never need to search 
long for keys again. With a click on the button on the app of this key 
finder, the alarm on the key finder will go off and the keys can be 
found in no time. Use this key finder for hand bags, luggage and 
even your wallet as well. The key finder is compatible upon Android 
8.0 and iOS 11.0 Size: 37x37x4mm.

93201  KEY FINDER

Powerful alarm if you get in trouble. Pull the pin out of the alarm and it 
will produce a powerful sound that will alarm bystanders. 
Size: Ø12x112mm.

91234  PANIC ALARM

Keyless car key signal blocker pouch with shielding material which 
prevents thieves from amplifying they key's signal and stealing the 
car. With key chain and the carbon look material gives it a luxurious 
look. Size: 140x95x8mm.

92193  FARADAY CAR KEY SECURITY POUCH
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TSA
APPROVED

99609 90411 

91294 91293 

Handy combination lock in pocket format with the official TSA 
certification. This American label stands for Transportation Security 
Administration. Ensures that security officials don’t have to break 
open the suitcase at security checks in airports. Size: 10x30x59mm.

91293  COMBINATION LOCK TSA
Be well prepared for your trip. With the luggage scale, excess 
baggage fees are history. With the pad lock and suitcase strap you're 
sure that belongings are safe inside your suitcase. 
Size: 160x42x200mm.

91294  3-PCS TRAVEL SET

Useful luggage tag. PP material. Size: 110x59x1mm.

90411  LUGGAGE TAG
Aluminum, rectangular luggage label with steel wire and twist lock. 
Provided with paper for writing down information, protected by a 
plastic sheet. Size: 80x40mm.

99609  ALUMINUM LUGGAGE TAG RECTANGLE
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91037 91036 

91035 90459 

Suitcase shape luggage tags. Only the name is visible to protect your 
privacy. With a black strap. Size: 92x54x4mm.

90459  LUGGAGE TAG IN SUITCASE SHAPE
Aeroplane shape luggage tags. Your luggage is easily recognizable 
due to the unique shape of the tag. Size: 255x90mm.

91035  LUGGAGE TAG PLANE

Luggage tag in the shape of a slipper. With this luggage tag you can 
already visualize your holiday destination. Another advantage of this 
luggage tag is that, due to its unique shape, your luggage is easily 
recognizable. Size: 112x48mm.

91036  LUGGAGE TAG SLIPPER
Sunglasses shape luggage tags. You already feel the sunshine from 
your holiday destination.Another advantage of this luggage tag is 
that, due to its unique shape, your luggage is easily recognizable. 
Size: 130x47mm.

91037  LUGGAGE TAG SUNGLASSES
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90660 9070990652 

90610 90699 90698 

An electronic disposable Tokai lighter. Note: The white version is with 
a black or white cap. Child-resistant. Size: 83x25x11mm.

90652  TOKAI P12C, LIGHTER
An electronic refillable metallic lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x24x9mm.

90699  TORPEDO METALLIC, LIGHTER

An electronic refillable lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 82x25x12mm.

90660  ELECTRONIC, LIGHTER

An electronic refillable lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 82x24x10mm.

90698  TORPEDO, LIGHTER

An electronic refillable translucent lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 81x24x9mm.

90610  TORPEDO TRANSPARENT, LIGHTER

This electric refillable lighter has a turbo flame. As a result, the flame 
from the lighter cannot be influenced by the wind. Child safe. 
Size: 83x26x13mm.

90709  TURBO LIGHTER
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90687 90708 90604 

90912 90666 90905 

An electronic refillable lighter with silver cap. Child-resistant. 
Size: 81x24x9mm.

90604  POLO, LIGHTER

An electronic frosty refillable lighter. Matt silver coloured cap. 
Child-resistant. Size: 82x25x11mm.

90666  HEAT, LIGHTER

An electronic refillable silver lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 81x24x9mm.

90708  POLO DELUXE, LIGHTER

An electronic refillable lighter with a LED light. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x25x11mm.

90687  LED LIGHTER

Electronic lighter with bottle opener. Child-resistant and refillable. 
Size: 80x25x9mm.

90912  LIGHTER ELECTRONIC OPENER EB15

Electronic lighter with custom-made full-colour labelling. Refillable 
and child-resistant. Minimal order of 5.000 pieces. Size: 80x25x9mm.

90905  LIGHTER 90660 (INCL. CUSTOM-MADE LABELING)
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EU

90712 

90590   

90620 

EU

90701 

90707 90580 

Disposable Cricket lighter with silver cap. Child-resistant. 
Size: 81x22x13mm.

90580  CRICKET FEUDOR, LIGHTER

Disposable frosted/hardcolour Tokai lighter with black cap. Child-
resistant. Size: 83x23x11mm.

90620  TOKAI M13LCS DISPOSABLE LIGHTER

Disposable Cricket lighter with nickel cap. Child-resistant. 
Size: 80x22x10mm.

90590  CRICKET ORIGINAL METAL

Disposable lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 82x23x11mm.

90701  BURN, DISPOSABLE LIGHTER

Disposable lighter with bottle opener. Child-resistant. 
Size: 89x22x10mm.

90712  FLINT LIGHTER-BOTTLE OPENER

This Adventure turbo lighter has the power to light, for example a 
food stove, a camp fire or candles. The turbo lighter is refillable and 
really easy to use. Because the flame cannot be influenced by the 
wind, objects can even be ignited in strong wind. Size: 68x40x18mm.

90707  TURBO LIGHTER ADVENTURE
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90705 90669 90691 90577 

This utility lighter comes in bright colours and it will light up every 
party. This lighter will mainly be used to light up the barbecue or 
when lighting candles. The lighter is ideal to avoid burning your 
hands when lighting up a candle. Size: 172x46x18mm.

90705  UTILITY LIGHTER SUMMER

Party lighter. Ideal to, for example, light the barbecue, fireplace or 
candles. Child-resistant. Size: 275x42x28mm.

90669  PARTYLIGHTER FLEX
Frosty electronic refillable lighter. Large print area. Child-resistant. 
Size: 190x41x20mm.

90577  BARBECUE LIGHTER

Firm, large, metal lighter with plastic body. Ideal to light the barbecue. 
Large printing surface. Child-resistant. Size: 229x45x20mm.

90691  HOT FIRE PARTYLIGHTER / BB2-HC
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90704 9091590706

The arc lighter is an electric lighter that is windproof, flame-free and 
easy to use. This lighter replaces all your current lighters. Chargeable 
via USB cable. Per charge it can be used for over 100 times. It is 
durable and eco-friendly. Size: 230x26x19mm.

90704  ARC LIGHTER

The length of the lighter makes sure that you don't burn your hands. 
Easy to use and the metallic finish gives it a classy look. 
Size: 210x15x18mm.

90706  METALLIC CANDLE LIGHTER

Long and slim candle lighter, made of aluminum. Push button on the 
side. Size: 178x15x12mm. Imprint size: 8x50mm. Size: 178x15x12mm.

90915  LIGHTER LONG AND SMALL
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91116 91117 

91115 91120 

Car air refresher. Simply place it on the air vent and the car smells 
fresh again. Comes with an extra re-fill and can be refilled with other 
freely available re-fills. Size: 58x30x30mm.

91115  CAR VENT AIR REFRESHER
Enjoy a fresh scent around the desk with this stylish air freshener. 
With its distinguished design it fits well in every type of environment. 
Before use, simply pull the protective foil and enjoy the Royal Amber 
fragrance. Size: 70x70x80mm.

91120  AIR REFRESHER DESK

Round scented candle in a tin with lid. The perfect gift for birthdays 
and parties. Delicious fragrance and creates a nice atmosphere. 
Size: Ø53x31mm.

91117  CANDLE SCENTED ROUND
Heart shaped scented candle in a tin with lid. The perfect valentine 
gift but also suitable for birthdays and parties. Delicious fragrance 
and creates a nice atmosphere. Size: 47x50x26mm.

91116  CANDLE SCENTED HEART
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90773  90770  90772  

91539 91245 

Puzzle tray, rectangle. Large print surface for a logo. Full-colour 
imprint possible. Size: 90x75x6mm.

90770  PUZZLE TRAY

Improve coordination and challenge colleagues and friends. Build a 
tower and remove the stones by turn. The nifty tool makes it easier. 
Also suitable for domino and other games. Size: 65x40x35mm.

90773  TOWER & DOMINO GAME 36-PCS

Nice gadget: small plastic truck. Wheels can rotate, so the truck can 
'drive'. Imprint possible in up to full-colour on both sides. 
Size: 192x30x45mm.

91245  MINI TRUCK

Puzzle tray, square. Full-colour print possible. Size: 75x75x6mm.

90772  PUZZLE TRAY SQUARE

Little silicone piggy bank. Printing through pad printing. Ideal 
promoting item for the financial world. From orders of 5.500 pieces 
you can choose your own pantone colours. Size: 78x103x82mm.

91539  LITTLE PIGGY SWIENTIE - PIGGY BANK
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25
95200 

90421  90225  

91576 91575 

90264 

Six small colour pencils in transprant case. Printing on a sticker. 
Size: 95x55x8mm.

91575  PENCIL SET

With this bubble blower in a round bottle you can blow the most 
beautiful bubbles. It comes with a safety break cord, this Ideal for 
weddings, parties and festivals. Size: Ø65x85mm. Content: 40ml.

90264  BUBBLE BLOWER ROUND
four chalks in a box. Printing on a sticker. With orders of 250 pieces 
or more it is possible to make the box custom-made. 
Size: 135x97x25mm.

90421  STREET CHALK

Wasco play set with wasco crayons, a drawing and stickers. 
Size: 160x100mm.

95200  WASCO PLAY SET

Six short colour pencils in a carton. With orders of 300 pieces or mor 
it is possible to make the box custom-made. Size: 90x45x9mm.

91576  PENCIL BOX

Transparent YoYo in fresh colours. White is a hardcolour. Large print 
area. Size: Ø55x35mm.

90225  YOYO
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20

16  8

25
92519 92518 

91540 91571 

Colouring book for children with a set of six coloured pencils 
included. The book has twenty blank pages to let the creativity of 
children run free. This compact format makes it possible to use it at 
home or on-the-go. This is a fun and way of entertaining children and 
all of their artworks are collected in one booklet. Size: 140x210x10mm.

92518  KIDS DRAWING KIT
The ultimate stationery set with everything you need for your desk. 
Ranging from a wooden ruler, pencils, a sharpener, an eraser, a 
flexible ruler to a notepad, adhesive notes, index tabs and obviously 
a pen. Size: 155x25x210mm.

92519  STATIONERY SET

A6 colouring book (150x105mm), sixteen pages. With six short colour 
pencils (LT91575) in a transparent polybag. Printing on a sticker on 
the pencil case. Size: 148x105x9mm.

91571  COLOUR BOOK SET
A4 colouring book (310x215mm), eight pages, with six short colour 
pencils (91575) in a transparent polybag. Printing on a sticker on the 
pencil case. Size: 310x215x9mm.

91540  COLOUR BOOK SET
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9045090449

9049090489

Plastic rain poncho. One size fits all. Printing possible with a sticker. 
Size: 135x95x4mm.

90489  PONCHO
Biodegradable poncho made of Bio PE material. Needless to say that 
plastics should be discarded in the designated recycling bins. But it is 
still good to know that this poncho degrades naturally within twelve 
months. Poncho size: 127x100cm Size: 110x160x5mm.

90490  BIODEGRADABLE PONCHO

Rain poncho packed in a ball. Always handy especially for travelling. 
Has a useful keyring for attaching it to something. Size: Ø60mm.

90449  BALL WITH PONCHO

Use the carabiner to snap the reflective ball on a bag and stay visible 
in the dark. The poncho inside (120x90cm) keeps you dry during the 
unexpected downpour. Size: Ø65x65mm.

90450  REFLECTIVE BALL WITH PONCHO
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9111991256

9503691075

Fan with water atomiser in transparent bottle with a plastic top. A 
delightful cooler and the perfect giveaway for summer events. The 
water misting fan operates on two AA batteries (not included). 
Size: Ø80x220mm. Content: 330ml.

91075  WATER MISTING FAN 330ML
Mini fan with useful wristband. The perfect gadget to beat hot 
summer days. The fan will be delivered in a gift box including 
batteries. Size: 260x50x40mm.

95036  PORTABLE MINI FAN

Hip sun visor made of EVA material. Available in multiple fancy 
colours and adjustable in size with the push buttons. The perfect gift 
for the summer. Also suitable for kids. Size: 3x225x235mm.

91256  SUN VISOR
Bracelet with bling lights. With three different positions this bracelet is 
a real eye catcher at every event. Size: Ø55x230x23mm.

91119  BRACELET BLING
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91569 91570

9156791225

Hand clapper to turn every game into a party. Moving this clapper 
back and forth creates a sound that can encourage your favorite 
team. Size: 185x90x19mm.

91225  HAND CLAPPER
A tray for six cups or glasses, suitable for many models of (coffee) 
cups. Size: 225x208x12mm.

91567  COFFEE/BEER TRAY

With the original cupkeeper you can carry six cups at a time. The 
cupkeeper is made of food-grade PP. A plastic that is recyclable, 
durable and reusable for many years. The cupkeeper is very 
compact so easy to be stowed away in a bag or simply use the 
integrated hook to attach it to a bag or belt. Size: 130x75x38mm.

91569  THE ORIGINAL CUPKEEPER – CUPS 18CL-33CL
With the original cupkeeper you can carry six cups at a time. The 
cupkeeper is made of food-grade PP. A plastic that is recyclable, 
durable and reusable for many years. The cupkeeper is very 
compact so easy to be stowed away in a bag or simply use the 
integrated hook to attach it to a bag or belt. Size: 150x80x45mm.

91570  THE ORIGINAL CUPKEEPER – CUPS & PINTS
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1820917209

16209 91212 

19209

Large event hand in the colours of the Dutch flag with a significant 
print area. The unique size of this hand ensures that it will be noticed. 
Strong promotional tool to use for events or parties. 
Size: 4x300x406mm.

16209  EVENT HAND HOLLAND

Large event hand with a significant print area. The unique size of this 
hand ensures that it will be noticed. Strong promotional tool to use 
for events or parties. Size: 4x300x406mm.

91212  EVENT HAND

Large event hand in the colours of the Frensh flag with a significant 
print area. The unique size of this hand ensures that it will be noticed. 
Strong promotional tool to use for events or parties. 
Size: 4x300x406mm.

19209  EVENT HAND FRANCE
Large event hand in the colours of the Belgium flag with a significant 
print area. The unique size of this hand ensures that it will be noticed. 
Strong promotional tool to use for events or parties. 
Size: 4x300x406mm.

18209  EVENT HAND BELGIUM

Large event hand in the colours of the German flag with a significant 
print area. The unique size of this hand ensures that it will be noticed. 
Strong promotional tool to use for events or parties. 
Size: 4x300x406mm.

17209  EVENT HAND GERMANY
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19203

18203

17203

16203

Red-white-blue face paint stick. Ideal for national (sporting) events or 
just to cheer for the Dutch team. Can be imprinted with logo and/or 
advertising. Size: 17x38x74mm.

16203  FACEPAINT HOLLAND
Black-yellow-red face paint stick. Ideal for national (sporting) events 
or just to cheer for the Belgium team. Can be imprinted with logo 
and/or advertising. Size: 17x38x74mm.

18203  FACEPAINT BELGIUM

Black-red-yellow face paint stick. Ideal for national (sporting) events 
or just to cheer for the German team. Can be imprinted with logo 
and/or advertising. Size: 17x38x74mm.

17203  FACEPAINT GERMANY
Blue-white-red face paint stick. Ideal for national (sporting) events or 
just to cheer for the French team. Can be imprinted with logo and/or 
advertising. Size: 17x38x74mm.

19203  FACEPAINT FRANCE
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95160

9515995157

95156

95155

95158

Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for 
promotional activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable 
choice. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95157  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag and ideal for promotional activities. 
OEKO-TEX certified this bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95156  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag and ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95155  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 400x100x350mm.

95160  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 400x100x350mm.

95159  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x100x420mm.

95158  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²
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95163

95164

95161

95162

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 450x100x330mm.

95162  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 280G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 450x100x330mm.

95161  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 280G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. Size: 420x120x430mm.

95164  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 280G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 420x120x430mm.

95163  SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 280G/M²
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NEWNEW 9519995198

NEWNEW95204 95205

Drawstring bag made of OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 certified cotton. 
The cotton ropes give this rucksack a natural look. Size: 350x450mm.

95205  DRAWSTRING OEKO-TEX® COTTON 35X45CM

Drawstring bag made of unbleached OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 
certified cotton. The cotton ropes give this rucksack a natural look. 
Size: 350x450mm.

95204  DRAWSTRING OEKO-TEX® COTTON 35X45CM

Shopping bag made of cotton from recycled textile. The divers 
sources of the material gives the fabric an unique look and feel. 
Slight colour variations are inevitable and a true sign of the recycled 
nature of this bag. The extra wide shoulder straps give the bag a 
strong look. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95199  SHOPPING BAG RECYCLED COTTON 38X42X10CM
Shoulder bag made of cotton from recycled textile. The divers 
sources of the material gives the fabric an unique look and feel. 
Slight colour variations are inevitable and a true sign of the recycled 
nature of this bag. Size: 380x420mm.

95198  SHOPPING BAG RECYCLED COTTON 38X42CM
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OEKO-TEX®
Thanks to OEKO-TEX® certification, our cotton bags are 

also eco-friendly choice. The OEKO-TEX® label is a globally 

recognised mark of quality for textile products that guarantees 

that the product does not contain harmful substances like lead 

or cadmium. In many cases, products that are OEKO-TEX® 

certified exceed national and international guidelines for 

production and import. Choose right, choose our sustainable 

shoulder bags. Another great reason is that these bags have 

ranked among the top five most popular promotional items for 

years.

 

AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS MATERIALS AND DESIGNS

The bags are available in ecru for a natural eco look, as well 

as white, red, blue and black. The OEKO-TEX® bag collection 

is available in various thicknesses, indicated by the number of 

grams of cotton per square metre. These bags are available in 

five different models and with grammage ranging from 135 to 

280 grams per square metre.

PRINTED WITH YOUR OWN LOGO OR ADVERTISING 

MESSAGE

All models in the bag line can easily be printed with one to 

four colours. Full-colour quality is also available by means of a 

digital transfer print. The bags have a large printing area and 

can be printed on both sides.

✓ Most extensive collection in various colours and sizes
✓ OEKO-TEX® certified with a label in the bag for  
 recognition
✓ Various grammages from 135 to 280 g/m²
✓ Large printing areas
✓ Fast production times with silkscreen printing of  
 approximately 6 working days (also large numbers  
 delivered quickly)
✓ Produced with materials according to ‘standard 100’  
 from OEKO-TEX®
✓ Certified according to ‘class 2’: direct contact with  
 the skin
✓ Cross stitching attachment of the handles for  
 extra strength

WHY CHOOSE FOR OUR OEKO-TEX® BAGS?
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91322

95152

95108

NEW91499

Backside

This handy foldable bag can be used for all sorts of purposes but 
with its stretchable mesh fabric, it is highly suitable for fruits and 
vegetables. After use it can be pushed back into its own pocket and 
conveniently stored. Size: 370x250mm.

91499  FOLDABLE MESH BAG OEKO-TEX® CERTIFIED

Shoulder bag made of jute with canvas handles. A sustainable 
business gift. Very appropriate for example for shopping or to take to 
the beach. Size: 380x100x380mm.

95108  SHOULDER BAG JUTE
Shopping bag made out of jute material with cotton rope handles. 
Size: 385x125x320mm.

91322  SHOPPING BAG JUTE

Large beach bag made of jute and canvas. The thick ropes used as 
shoulder strap add to the natural characeristics. With laminated 
backing, the bag can also be used to carry groceries. 
Size: 500x130x400mm.

95152  BEACH BAG JUTE/JUCO/CANVAS
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95208 95210

95206

95209 95211

95207

NEW

NEW NEW

Reusable veggie bags should make the task of shopping 

for fresh fruits and vegetables easy and hassle-free. 

Stocking up on fruits, veggies, and other produce 

usually means tearing off a few plastic bags. By using 

reusable bags of OEKO-TEX® certified cotton you 

reduce plastic waste and help the environment.

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 300x400mm.

95208  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
30X40CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This cotton bag with mesh is highly suitable for fruits 
and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and when dirty, simply 
wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). Size: 250x300mm.

95207  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
25X30CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 250x350mm.

95206  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
25X30CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This cotton bag with mesh is highly suitable for fruits 
and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and when dirty, simply 
wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). Size: 400x450mm.

95211  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
40X45CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 400x450mm.

95210  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
40X45CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This cotton bag with mesh is highly suitable for fruits 
and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and when dirty, simply 
wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). Size: 300x400mm.

95209  RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
30X40CM
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9519795195

95182

95196

95180 95181

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95180  CARRIER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²
Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
full gusset makes this bag extra spacious. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95196  SHOULDER BAG R-PET 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95195  SHOULDER BAG RPET 100G/M²
Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
extra wide gusset makes this bag extra spacious. 
Size: 400x150x300mm.

95182  SHOULDER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x100x420mm.

95181  SHOULDER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²
Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
extra wide gusset makes this bag extra spacious. 
Size: 400x150x300mm.

95197  SCHOULDER BAG R-PET 100G/M²
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91717 9171891716

REDUCE 
REUSE 
RECYCLE

91478

Large sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or 
a bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 300x120x400mm.

91718  KRAFT BAG LARGE

Middle sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or 
a bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 240x100x300mm.

91717  KRAFT BAG MEDIUM

Small sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or 
a bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 180x80x240mm.

91716  KRAFT BAG SMALL

Rugged big bag made of 80% recycled PET material. Large print 
area. Different dimensions available with orders from 3.000 pieces. 
Size: 450x150x330mm.

91478  SHOULDER BAG PET

The R-PET bags from TopEarth are made of 100% recycled PET bottles and are 
an excellent eco-friendly alternative to plastic bags. Help reduce plastic waste 
by giving used bottles a second lease of life. Four plastic bottles are reused to 
make the eco-friendly material for one bag.

The R-PET bags can go anywhere you go and help reduce the mountain 
of plastic waste and plastic soup. They’re also a great way to share your 
sustainable message at, for example, events and, of course, are the perfect 
reusable grocery bag. The long straps make the shoppers easy to wear over 
the shoulder.

• Made of 100% recycled PET bottles
• Soft and supple synthetic material
• Lightweight, foldable and reusable
• Can also be worn over the shoulder
• Available in several models and colours
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95214

9521395212 NEWNEW

NEW

Spacious and ingenious travel bag made of R-PET. The bag is 
especially suitable as hand luggage. Its compact design also fits 
within the limits of budget airlines. Each side of the bag can be 
closed to store belonging safely. One side has a mesh pocket and 
can be accessed by only slightly opening the main zipper so you 
always have your travel documents within reach. 
Size: 400x200x250mm. Content: 23L.

95214  TRAVEL BAG EXECUTIVE R-PET 23L
Stylish and sturdy laptop/shoulder bag made of R-PET. The main 
compartment contains a padded pocket for a laptop (up to 15,6) and 
a sleeve for a tablet (up to 11”). The optional shoulder strap is 
adjustable and extra wide for additional comfort. The padded back 
panel also features a luggage strap to connect it to a trolley suitcase. 
Size: 420x120x280mm.

95213  LAPTOP BAG 15,6” R-PET

Sophisticated anti-theft tech backpack made of R-PET. The spacious 
main compartment contains a padded pocket for a laptop (up to 
15.6”) and a sleeve for a tablet (11”). On the sides zipper pockets can 
be found for small items. The comfortably padded back panel also 
features a luggage strap to connect it to a trolley suitcase. 
Size: 290x150x400mm. Content: 18L.

95212  TECH BAG EUGENE R-PET 18L
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Reusable TopEarth hot-but-cool cup that is the sustainable alternative 
to the disposable cup. The cups are produced in Germany and 95% 
of sugar cane, unbreakable, stack-able, meet the strictest 
requirements, 100% recyclable and are completely taste and smell 
neutral. Due to the smart design, the outer side remains cool. 
Size: Ø85x90mm. Content: 240ml.

98706  HOT-BUT-COOL COFFEE CUP 240ML
Reusable TopEarth coffee cup that is the sustainable alternative to 
the disposable cup. The cups are produced in Germany and 95% of 
sugar cane, unbreakable, stack-able, meet the strictest requirements, 
100% recyclable and are completely taste and smell neutral. Due to 
the smart design, the outer edge remains cool. Size: Ø84x107mm. 
Content: 240ml.

98707  HOT-BUT-COOL COFFEE CUP WITH LID 240ML

Reusable cups are the environmentally friendly alternative to the 
disposable cups. Can be used at festivals and sporting events for 
example. These strong cups are made of 94% sugar cane, stackable, 
100% recyclable and produced in Germany. The cups are also 
completely taste and odor neutral. Size: Ø73x100mm. 
Content: 250ml.

98700  ECO CUP BIOBASED 250ML
Reusable cups are the environmentally friendly alternative to the 
disposable cups. Can be used at festivals and sporting events for 
example. These strong cups are made of 94% sugar cane, stackable, 
100% recyclable and produced in Germany. The cups are also 
completely taste and odor neutral. Size: Ø83x166mm. 
Content: 500ml.

98701  ECO CUP BIOBASED 500ML
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This reusable bamboo fiber coffee mug is developed to reduce the 
waste of one-time use coffee cups. Every year, hundreds of millions 
of cups end up in the garbage. This cup is BPA free and made of 
50% bamboo fiber, giving it a fantastic ECO look. Size: Ø92x115mm. 
Content: 360ml.

98752  BAMBOO FIBER CUP 360ML
This bamboo fiber mug is suitable for drinking all kinds of beverages. 
Because of the mixed fibers it is an ecological product to help the 
environment and enjoying your perfect cup of drink at the same time. 
Size: Ø80x88mm. Content: 350ml.

98754  BAMBOO FIBER MUG 350ML

Water bottle, made in Europe from 95% organic plastic made of sugar 
cane. The bottle complies with the strictest food safety regulations 
and is completely taste and smell neutral, leak-proof and 100% 
recyclable. Size: Ø73x248mm. Content: 750ml.

98860  SPORTS BOTTLE BIO 750ML
Reduce the plastic soup with throw away cutlery and use your own 
cutlery. Made of natural bamboo and suitable to use for multiple 
times. The set comes in a FSC certified paper gift box. 
Size: 114x18x226mm.

94542  BAMBOO CUTLERY SET
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94527

9452694525

This tapas set is made to serve small dishes with a dip or sauce. The 
ceramic bowls are perfect for sauces and on the slate, any kind of 
appetizers can be sliced. Perfect for a party or gathering. 
Size: 245x245x40mm.

94525  TAPAS SET ROUND
This cheese set consists of a bamboo and slate cheese board with 
two different stainless steel cheese cutlery. It's large enough to 
present a variety of tapas, snacks or cheese. Size: 250x170x22mm.

94526  CHEESE SET BAMBOO

For all the sushi lovers out there, this sushi serving set is meant to 
share sushi. The slate is large enough to serve multiple pieces of 
sushi and the bowls are suitable for the sides like soy sauce, wasabi 
and ginger. Size: 290x245x30mm.

94527  BAMBOO SUSHI SERVING SET
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Colouring book for children with a set of six coloured pencils 
included. The book has twenty blank pages to let the creativity of 
children run free. This compact format makes it possible to use it at 
home or on-the-go. This is a fun and way of entertaining children and 
all of their artworks are collected in one booklet. Size: 140x210x10mm.

92518  KIDS DRAWING KIT

Notebook in A5 size, with elastic strap and 80 creamed coloured 
lined 70g/m² pages. Size: 210x140x14mm.

90837  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A5
Notebook with cardboard cover in A6 size with elastic strap and 80 
creamed coloured lined 70g/m² pages. Including cardboard stylus 
pen. Size: 140x90x14mm.

90839  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A6 + PEN LT87949

The sheets of this notebook have been made from rocks. The result 
is a strong, smooth sheet of paper with a remarkably cool touch. The 
sheets are perforated on the side making it easy to take them out of 
the notebook. Size: 155x15x215mm.

92520  ROCK PAPER NOTEBOOK A5

The ultimate stationery set with everything you need for your desk. 
Ranging from a wooden ruler, pencils, a sharpener, an eraser, a 
flexible ruler to a notepad, adhesive notes, index tabs and obviously 
a pen. Size: 155x25x210mm.

92519  STATIONERY SET
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Fancy bullet journal style notebook with a natural look. The cover is 
made of recycled leather and is durable against wear and tear. The 
notebook contains 160 cream coloured pages and a ribbon. It can be 
closed by a elastic strap. Size: 135x10x209mm.

92521  RECYCLED LEATHER BULLET JOURNAL A5
A rustic ruler made of ceder wood, which is 30cm long and metric 
units. Due to the natural material, slight colour differences are 
possible, this is not a defect but simply a proof of nature. 
Size: 310x33x3mm.

91927  RULER WOOD 30CM

A Rustic ruler made of ceder wood, which is 20cm long and metric 
units. Due to the natural material, slight colour differences are 
possible, this is not a defect but simply a proof of nature. 
Size: 209x33x3mm.

91926  RULER WOOD 20CM
Stylish hardcover notebook with a natural look. The cover is made of 
recycled leather and is durable against wear and tear. The notebook 
contains 160 cream coloured pages and a ribbon. It can be closed by 
a elastic strap and has a loop for a pen. Size: 135x12x210mm.

92522  RECYCLED LEATHER A5 HARDCOVER
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A frosted, biodegradable and environmentally friendly ball pen, 
standard: blue writing ink. From orders of 15.000 pieces, possible to 
choose your own colour combination. Other writing colours are also 
available. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87540  BALL PEN VEGETAL CLEAR
Modern Stilolinea ball pen made from 100% recycled plastic. A 
promotional item with high environmental awareness. Equipped with 
a X20 refill which has a very good quality. Size: Ø10x138mm.

87551  S45 RECYCLED

A hardcolour, biodegradable and environmentally friendly ball pen, 
standard: blue writing ink. From orders of 15.000 pieces, possible to 
choose your own colour combination. Other writing colours are also 
available. With X20 refill. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87541  BALL PEN VEGETAL HARDCOLOUR
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EUEU8775087279 87629 87999

Toppoint ball pen Speedy with coloured tip and clip, equipped with a 
turning mechanism. This ball pen is made of 60% wheat straw and 
40% ABS plastic. Available in various colours. Blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø11x143mm.

87279  BALPEN SPEEDY BIO
Slim TopEarth ball pen with bow clip. The plastic parts are made of 
PLA plastics. This material is biodegradable and 70% made of natural 
origin such as sugar cane. This ballpoint is produced in Germany. 
Equipped with X20 refill. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87629  COSMO BIO

Elegant Toppoint design ball pen made of 60% wheat straw and 40% 
ABS plastic. Available in various colours. With a sturdy clip for 
optimum printing. Equipped with blue writing ink Jumbo refill. 
Size: Ø11x147mm.

87750  BALLPEN PUNTO BIO
TopEarth ball pen, produced in Germany. The plastic parts are made 
of PLA. This material is biodegradable and 70% made of materials of 
natural origin such as sugar cane. Equipped with jumbo refill with 
4.5km of writing pleasure. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87999  CUBE BALLPEN BIO
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87288872928728787552

Toppoint design bamboo ball pen with coloured metal clip and plastic 
parts Size: Ø13x142mm.

87552  BIO PEN WOODY
Ball pen made from a bamboo material with a metal clip, metalized 
pusher and tip. The standard writing colour is blue. Size: Ø11x138mm.

87292  BALL PEN BAMBOO

A ball pen made from a bamboo material with a metallised pusher, tip 
and metal clip, standard: black writing ink. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87287  BALL PEN ANTARTICA STYLUS BAMBOO
Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and metallised tip, 
standard: black writing ink. Size: Ø11x140mm.

87288  ALICANTE BAMBOO
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A stylus pen made from recycled paper. Blue writing ink refill. 
Size: Ø10x112mm.

87949  BALL PEN STYLUS PAPER
Ecological bamboo ball pen with clip in the shape of a leaf. Coloured 
pusher and underpart, X20 refill with black writing ink. Printing on the 
clip possible. Size: Ø11x141mm.

87518  BAMBOO PEN WITH PLASTIC LEAFCLIP

Bio-paper ball pen with coloured parts, X20 refill with blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø9x138mm.

87294  PAPER PEN

Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and metallised tip, 
standard: black writing ink. Size: Ø11x134mm.

87289  BALL PEN BAMBOO

Ecological wooden ball pen with metal parts. The writing colour of 
the pen is blue. Size: Ø10x141mm.

87290  ECO BALL PEN WOOD
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8710687553 NEW NEW

Toppoint design ball pen made of recycled ABS, made in Germany. 
This pen has a Jumbo refill and is made in hardcolour options. With a 
blue writing ink refill. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87106  BALL PEN APOLLO RECYCLED
This transparent ball pen is made out of recycled PET bottles. A 
sustainable choice, available in a lot of bright colours. Blue writing 
colour. Size: Ø12x143mm.

87553  R-PET BALL PEN

Every minute, a forest the size 
of approximately 36 football 
fields dissapears worldwide. 

For this reason Toppoint 
selects pencils from 100% FSC 

wood. This is an international 
orginasation which stimulates 

responsible management of 
the worlds forests. The FSC 

sets global standards, coupled 
with the FSC label. The FSC 
makes sure that our forests, 

tropical and non tropical, 
are managed properly.

NO LIFE!
NO FOREST
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94514

9450994549

Wooden insect hotel that provide shelter to several insects like bees, 
wasps and butterflies. A warm and sheltered place in winter. Packed 
in a gift box. Size: 200x77x246mm.

94514  INSECT HOME
Turn your garden in a bird paradise with this freshly coloured nesting 
box. With the 30mm opening it is suitable for small garden birds 
including Great Tits and Tree Sparrows. 15mm board for insulation 
and slotted base for drainage. The wood used for this item is certified 
and comes from sustainable resources. Size: 190x125x245mm.

94509  NESTING BOX

Turn your garden in a bird paradise with this rustic nesting box. With 
the 30mm opening it is suitable for small garden birds including 
Great Tits and Tree Sparrows. 15mm board for insulation and slotted 
base for drainage. The wood used for this item is certified and comes 
from sustainable resources. Size: 120x145x225mm.

94549  NESTING BOX RUSTIC

ALL LIFE IS 
IMPORTANT 
NO MATTER  
HOW SMALL.
Create an eco-friendly garden in no time 
with a nesting box or insect hotel made of  
natural FSC-certified wood. Whether you have 
a small urban garden, eco roof or large country 
garden, the animal-friendly houses from 
TopEarth can be used in any setting.

A nesting bo or insect hotel invites life into 
your garden. These accessories ensure that 
the smallest living beings on our planet feel 
welcome in your outdoor paradise. Spoil the 
birds and bees with a luxurious shelter in  
your own garden, while doing your part to  
help maintain the ecosystem.
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9509590882

8671590490

Biodegradable poncho made of PE material. Needless to say that 
plastics should be discarded in the designated recycling bins. But it is 
still good to know that this poncho degrades naturally within twelve 
months. Poncho size: 127x100cm Size: 110x160x5mm.

90490  BIODEGRADABLE PONCHO
Sunglasses Earth containing 60% natural wheat straw fibres that give 
the frames a very natural look. The lenses have a UV400 filter. These 
sunglasses come in a FSC certified paper gift box. 
Size: 145x145x50mm.

86715  SUNGLASSES WHEAT STRAW EARTH UV400

Lanyard of GOTS certified organic cotton. Size: 450x20mm.

90882  LANYARD ORGANIC COTTON
With the wireless charger and phone stand in one, irritations about 
tangled cables are a thing of the past. Place the wireless chargeable 
phone onto the charger and the phone will charge. Ideal for the desk. 
Size: 185x115x14mm.

95095  BAMBOO WIRELESS CHARGER 5W

BIODEGRADABLE
TopEarth items are carefully 

selected for such aspects  

as waste reduction and 

environmental friendliness. 

The biodegradable poncho, 

for instance, is the eco-friendly 

alternative when caught in a 

sudden downpour. This 

disposable poncho is 100% 

biodegradable and 100% 

compostable. Permanent  

waste is now a thing  

of the past!
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Portable blender to prepare the perfect 
smoothie or juice at home, on-the-go or in the 
office. Packed in a gift box. Size: Ø90x262mm. 
Content: 450ml.

93237  BLENDER PORTABLE 450ML
Thermo mug suitable for keeping drinks hot 
and cold. With transparent cap with drinking 
gap. The entire design is made to keep the 
liquid at temperature. Size: Ø100x200mm. 
Content: 850ml.

98817  THERMO MUG 850ML

Stackable porcelain cup and saucer. Strong 
and solid. Slim model. Size: Ø63x68mm. 
Content: 130ml.

98611  CUP AND SAUCER MADRID 130ML
White cup and saucer made from porcelain. 
Ideal size for an espresso. Size: Ø61x53mm. 
Content: 90ml.

50161  CUP AND SAUCER GARDA 90ML
White cup and saucer made from porcelain. 
Ideal size for a cappuccino. Size: Ø92x66mm. 
Content: 200ml.

50171  CUP AND SAUCER MAGGIORE 200ML

Mug from the 'Satellite' series made of high 
quality porselain. The mug has a special model 
and runs out upwards. Made in Europe. 
Size: Ø82x101mm. Content: 250ml.

51511  MUG SATELLITE 250ML

Toppoint designed bag made out of heavy 
duty material. One front pocket and one main 
compartment with laptop or tablet pocket. The 
second main compartment is extendable and 
contains five inner pockets for ultimate 
organization. Including adjustable shoulder 
strap. Size: 430x180x330mm.

95123  LAPTOP BAG HEATHROW

Toppoint design backpack in sturdy 300D 
polyester with artificial leather details. Stylish 
design and with one closable compartment. 
The closures are easy to adjust. 
Size: 280x130x440mm.

95126  BACKPACK WILLIAMSBURG 
POLYESTER 300D Toppoint design business rucksack made out 

of heavy duty polyester. One front pocket, one 
main compartment with laptop (up to 19") or 
tablet pocket. The second main compartment 
is extandable and contains five innerpockets 
for ultimate organization. 
Size: 300x150x500mm.

95127  BACKPACK HEATHROW
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This handy wireless music receiver turns all 
headphones and earbuds into an instant music 
accessory wirelessly. Connect easily with your 
smartphone and has a beautiful flat print area. 
This product is delivered with a charging cable 
for the music receiver. Size: 50x30x5mm.

93202  WIRELESS MUSIC RECEIVER 
90MAH

Polyester rucksack. The main compartment 
features two inside pockets. In addition the 
bag has different pockets including a side 
pocket and front pocket that can be zipped 
closed. On the side there is an extra open side 
pocket. Size: 290x200x390mm.

95112  BACKPACK MATTHEW
Polyester sports bag with zipper puller. The 
main compartment features an inside pocket. 
In addition, the bag has a side pocket suitable 
for (sports) shoes and a front pocket. With 
adjustable shoulder strap and handles. 
Size: 540x300x320mm.

95113  SPORTS BAG MATTHEW

Retractable earplugs. With this retractable 
function your earplugs will always be re-wound 
properly. Doming sticker possible on one side 
only. Size: Ø30x10mm.

90494  RETRACTABLE EARBUDS

This handy set includes a wireless music 
receiver, earbuds and charging cable. Turns 
headphones and earbuds into a wireless 
music accessory in no time. The wireless 
receiver connects easily with a phone. This 
product is delivered with a charging cable to 
charge the music receiver. Size: 70x70x20mm.

93223  EARBUDS & WIRELESS MUSIC 
RECEIVER

Sports bag made of high quality canvas. 
Including front pocket and the main 
compartment can be closed by a zipper. 
Size: 400x240x240mm.

95132  BOWLING BAG CANVAS

Polyester weekend bag with zipper puller. A 
main compartment, two side pockets and a 
front pocket which can be closed. Adjustable 
shoulder strap and padded velcro handles, 
with a reinforced base. Size: 550x340x330mm.

95114  WEEKEND BAG MATTHEW

Always be well organised on holiday or 
business trip with these transparent and 
splashproof travel organisers. Set of three 
pieces which fit into each other (small 
120x160mm, medium 150x210mm, large 
220x280mm). Suitable for example clothes, 
toiletries, electronics and travel documents. 
Size: 280x220mm.

95115  TRAVEL ORGANIZERS (SET OF 3PC)
Water resistant PVC pouch for your tablet. Also 
suitable for safely carrying your personal 
documents, passport or other electronic 
devices. Suitable for almost all tablets. 
Size: 280x210mm.

91663  WATERPROOF TABLET BAG
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Powerbank 2200mAh with quality speaker. 
Connect directly to a smartphone you can also 
use the powerbank as a phone standard. 
Multiple colours available. Will be deliverd 
including a cable to charge your powerbank 
and an AUX-cable to connect your phone with 
the speaker to play music. Each packed in a 
gift box. Size: Ø30x135mm.

91062  POWERBANK 
WITH SPEAKER 2200MAH

Don't loose charging cables anymore with this 
useful powerbank Slide 'N Charge (2200mAh) 
with an integrated storage compartment for 
cables. Comes in a gift box. 
Size: 114x35x30mm.

91243  POWERBANK SLIDE 'N CHARGE 
2200MAH

Small but powerful wireless speaker. This 
speaker plays music with high quality sound 
thanks to three built-in speakers. The speaker 
can also take a knock because of its strong 
casing. Size: 55x145x30mm.

91264  ALUMINUM  
SPEAKER 3W

Handy wireless speaker with a unique light 
function. The speaker part will lighten with 
rainbow colours and is provided with a mode 
that responds to the music playing. 
Size: 40x140x50mm.

91122  SPEAKER RAINBOW 
WIRELESS 3WStereo speaker is a speaker pop with two 

foldable silicone amplifiers. The stereo pop will 
be delivered in a gift box including USB 
charging cable and a connection cable to plug 
into the smart phone or tablet. 
Size: 180x78x40mm.

91026  SPEAKER STEREO POP 3W

Foldable speaker in unique design. The 
speaker can easily be folded in and out even 
when it is in use. The speaker has a large print 
area. Size: 107x60x26mm.

91278  SPEAKER  
TRANSFORMER WIRELESS 3W

Powerbank 2600mAh with power indicator 
that shows the percentage of the remaining 
capacity in the powerbank. The powerbank will 
be delivered including cable and individualy 
packed in a gift box. Size: 103x24x23mm.

91134  POWERBANK  
POWER INDICATOR 2600MAH

Powerbank round 2000mAh which is ideal for 
charging a smart phone, tablet or other 
electronic devices. This item will be delivered 
in a hite gift box with USB/micro-USB cable. 
Size: Ø22x97mm.

90968  POWERBANK 
ROUND SHAPE 2000MAH

TopRide design 1200mAh keychain 
powerbank. Will be delivered including cables 
to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a 
gift box. Size: 72x59x9mm.

91990  POWERBANK 
KEYCHAIN 1200MAH
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A compact and lightweight controller which 
you can connect wirelessly to a mobile. This 
way you can easily control a mobile via the 
controller without touching the screen. 
Size: 15x32x75mm.

91185  BLUETOOTH  
CONTROLLER SMALL

A compact and lightweight controller which 
you can connect wirelessly to a mobile. This 
way you can easily control a mobile via the 
controller without touching the screen. 
Size: 47x35x125mm.

91186  BLUETOOTH 
CONTROLLER SMART

Set with three powerbanks (2200mAh) that 
can be charged in one docking station. The 
whole family can charge at the same time. A 
great item if you use multiple powerbanks on 
your journey. Powerbanks can also be charged 
individually. Size: Ø68x113mm.

91131  POWERBANK SET 
2200MAH (3PCS)

Water resistant powerbank 2200mAh. Very 
suitable for use during water sports or work 
with or near water. The powerbank is delivered 
including cable and gift box. Size: Ø29x109mm.

91133  POWERBANK 
WATER RESISTANT 2200MAH

Powerbank 2000mAh in a compact size to 
charge electronic devices. The compact size 
makes this powerbank easy to carry. This item 
will be delivered in a white gift box including 
USB/micro-USB cable. Size: 90x56x7mm.

90975  POWERBANK 
COMPACT 2000MAH

Wireless speaker ball that can easily be hung 
by the string on a bag, for example. 
Size: Ø65x70mm.

91160  SPEAKER BALL 
WIRELESS 2W

Rectangular wireless speaker. Due to the 
wireless technology you can conect a device 
and play music. A clean and classic design 
with an excellent sound quality. 
Size: 78x60x90mm.

91145  WIRELESS SPEAKER 
CLASSIC 3W

Powerbank (2000mAh) and speaker with 
suction cups to attach the powerbank to the 
backside of a smartphone. The powerbank will 
be delivered including cable and packed in a 
gift box. Suitable for digital printing. 
Size: 110x61x23mm.

91135  POWERBANK 
2000MAH & SPEAKER 3W

The speaker Intense is compact but powerful. 
This wireless speaker has two speakers and 
plays music easily. Size: 68x60x164mm.

91124  SPEAKER INTENSE  
WIRELESS 1.8W
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USB connector with flashlight. From USB to 
micro-USB or MFI certified Apple lightning 
cable all in one card. Including flashlight on the 
side. Very suitable for digital imprint and each 
piece is delivered in a gift box. 
Size: 96x63x11mm.

91073  USB CONNECTOR 3-IN-1 FLASH-
LIGHT (APPLE CERTIFIED)With the USB connector with 4 inputs, there is 

no shortage of USB inputs. Multiple devices 
can be charged simultaneously. 
Size: Ø75x20mm.

91183  LIGHT HUB WITH 4 USB PORTS

Charge a mobile device with the Toppoint 
design Like Connect. The cable is designed as 
the well-known ‘like’ thumb and contains a 
USB-, micro-USB- and Type-C cable. 
Size: 50x48x8mm.

91128  USB MULTI CABLE LIKE CONNECT
Switch electrical devices on and off with this 
smart socket. Connected to Wi-Fi and 
operated with a smartphone. Thanks to the 
timer function, you can turn on/off appliances 
such as a style bar or coffee machine 
automatically. Set a weekly schedule to turn on 
and turn off the lights to keep the burglars 
away. Size: 110x60x73mm.

95030  WALL SOCKET SMART

A Toppoint design USB 2.0 flash drive with 
aluminum twist cap and a retractable cord to 
attach to a bag. Including doming stick with 
full-colour printing. Available from stock in 
black with silver cap. Size: 84x35x11mm.

26702  USB FLASH DRIVE RETRACTABLE 4GB
Powerbank-/USB-cable with multiple 
connectors. Micro-USB and connectors for 
Apple devices (30-pin and lightning). 
Size: 300x25mm.

91126  POWERBANK USB CABLE 3-IN-1
A shortage of USB ports in the car is history. 
With this hub car charger there are enough 
ports for multiple devices. 2.4A output per port, 
6A max. Size: 20x22x110mm.

91287  HUB CAR CHARGER 2.4A

USB card with flashlight. From USB to 
micro-USB and lightning cable in one card. 
Including flashlight on the side. Very suitable 
for digital imprint and each piece is delivered 
in a gift box. Size: 91x58x6mm.

91140  USB CONNECTOR 3-IN-1 FLASH-
LIGHT

Full HD camera with 1080p resolution with a 
360° lens. The camera also operates with an 
app on a mobile phone via wifi signal. The 
video material can be converted into virtual 
reality movies. The camera also contains 
regular film and photo functions. 
Size: 55x70x75mm.

91176  360° ACTION CAM
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Smartphone lampshade in the form of a retro 
lamp that can be attached to the flashlight of a 
smartphone. Size: Ø50x62mm.

95031  SMARTPHONE LAMPSHADE

Lamp with silicone cord and different light 
functions. Delivered including batteries and 
packed in a gift box. Size: Ø65x83mm.

93301  EGG LIGHT

Booklight with LED that can be attached via a 
clip. Handy for traveling when reading a book 
or magazine in the dark. Big imprint space. 
Two batteries included. Size: 86x55x6mm.

91104  BOOKLIGHT LED
Flashlight in the shape of a light bulb. 
Size: Ø50x110mm.

91247  FLASHLIGHT EDISON

Tablet organizer for in the car that is suitable 
for most tablets. Including extra pockets. The 
organizer is foldable making it easy to carry 
the tablet outside the car. Packed in a gift box. 
Size: 455x284x10mm.

90916  TABLET SLEEVE CAR
Selfie stick. Can be connected to a 
smartphone with the speaker jack control wire 
and activated with the integrated push button. 
Very useful for taking a selfie or making a 
video with a smartphone. The handle has a big 
imprint space. Size: 860x31mm.

91112  SELFIE STICK
Silicone card holder that can be attached to 
the back of a smartphone. Suitable for multiple 
cards and can be closed with a push button. 
The card holder has a big imprint space. 
Size: 95x55x5mm.

95305  CARDHOLDER SMARTPHONE BUTTON

Lens to attach to the camera of your 
smartphone. Capture VR images yourself 
without the need of an app or complicated 
software. Size: 39x69x30mm.

91301  VR MAKER
The most complete VR experience that 
Toppoint has this in their assortment. With 
integrated images and sound. Stream videos 
to your device and enjoy an intense VR 
feeling. Size: 115x175x95mm.

91158  VR GLASSES EXCLUSIVE
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Hobby knife in an elegant design with a safety 
stop. Size: 137x15x9mm.

90729  HOBBY KNIFE CURVE
All the necessary barbecue tools within one 
handy tool. Brush the meat, prick the steak, flip 
the burger and open a bottle of wine. All this is 
possible with just one unique tool. 
Size: 225x85x18mm.

91199  BARBECUE SET 3-IN-1

Toppoint design hardcolour ice scraper with 
sponge and wiper. A useful promotional 
product with a large imprint area. 
Size: 229x135x56mm.

90557  ICE SCRAPER-SPONGE-WIPER

Kitchen apron with front pocket. Quality 35% 
cotton and 65% polyester. Size: 700x900mm.

91683  APRON HIGH QUALITY ADJUSTABLE
Italian set with four accessories for preparing 
Italian food, packed in a pizzabox style 
packaging. The set includes a cheese grater, 
spaghetti measure, pasta tongs and a pizza 
cutter. Size: 280x315x40mm.

91688  KITCHEN GIFTSET ITALIAN
Set of four cheese knives with beech wood 
handles, suitable for different types of cheese. 
The knives are packed in ecological 
packaging in the style of a book. On the inside 
of the cover you will find an infographic with 
interesting facts about different types of 
cheese. Size: 255x167x28mm.

91689  BOOKSTYLE CHEESE SET

Toppoint design cap made from reflective 
material. No more difficult straps to attach to 
your arms or legs just a cap for your head. This 
way you will be seen during your night jog or 
evening walk. Size: 290x180x115mm.

91208  SAFETY CAP

Solid snow shovel. The perfect gift during 
winter. A suitable promotional item, due to the 
imprint space on the handle of the shovel. This 
item can easily be put together. 
Size: 1135x254x10mm.

90731  SNOW SHOVEL
USB booklight with four USB connectors to 
connect four devices to one USB input. Can be 
used with a computer, laptop or tablet. 
Available in different trendy colours. Each 
booklight is delivered in a gift box. 
Size: 145x45x16mm.

91139  USB BOOKLIGHT
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A ball pen with metal tip and clip. Made in 
Germany & designed by Toppoint. Jumbo refill 
for long term writing pleasure. 
Size: Ø12x146mm.

80538  UNIVERSE METAL TIP BALL PEN
Metal stylus ball pen with metal clip at the 
shell. European metal giant refill. Available in 
multiple fancy colours. Standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø10x149mm.

81105  METAL BALL PEN STYLUS

Toppoint design pen with silicone loop to hang 
this pen onto a bag. Including flashlight. 
Size: Ø11x120mm.

87766  LOOP PEN

Metal ball pen with a bow clip and superiour 
twist mechanism. Including European metal ink 
refill (standard: blue ink). Size: Ø12x140mm.

87867  BALL PEN SEATTLE METAL

2-in-1 ball pen with matt metalic body, rubber 
grip and a metal clip. The tip of the grip can be 
used as a touchscreen pen. Standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø11x141mm.

80434  BALL PEN STYLUS METALLIC

Styluspen California with metalised tip. The 
barrel is white, the clip and stylus are available 
in multiple modern colours. Robust pen with 
twist mechanism. The clip is suitable for digital 
imprint. Size: Ø11x146mm.

87566  CALIFORNIA BALL PEN 
TWIST/TOUCH

Canvas A6 notebook with 80 white lined 
pages, elastic pen loop and a bookmark. The 
cover that stands out to give this notebook a 
unique twist. On the inside of the back cover is 
a useful box where important notes can be 
kept. Size: 145x106x15mm.

91809  NOTEBOOK CANVAS A6
Canvas A5 notebook with 80 white lined 
pages, elastic pen loop and a bookmark. The 
cover that stands out to give this notebook a 
unique twist. On the inside of the back cover is 
a useful box where important notes can be 
kept. Size: 220x161x15mm.

91808  NOTEBOOK CANVAS A5
PU A4 portfolio with metal part which is 
suitable for laser engraving. Inside pocket for 
your tablet and storage of papers. A4 notepad 
included (50 sheets) and pen loop. Gift box 
included. Size: 15x260x314mm.

90917  PORTFOLIO HEAVY BUCKLE A4
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TopPoint design ball pen with solid clip. Ball 
pen has a large imprint space on the clip or the 
barrel and comes with a jumbo ink cartridge in 
blue. Size: Ø12x143mm.

87764  CLICK-SHADOW ABS
A TopPoint design ball pen in trendy metallic 
colours. This pen has a solid clip and a Jumbo 
refill with blue writing ink. Size: Ø13x143mm.

87763  CLICK-SHADOW METALLIC

Toppoint design ball pen with a solid clip with a 
special emphasis on the coloured rings at the 
bottom of the pen. The pen has blue writing 
ink. Size: Ø12x145mm.

87026  BALL PEN OFFSET

A unique Toppoint ball pen with a ribbed top 
and rubber grip. In plastic holder with metal 
clip. Fully assemble your own colour 
combinations from transparent colour or hard 
parts. With X20 plastic filling in four writing 
colours to choose from: blue, red, black and 
green. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87649  MERCURIUS BALL PEN WITH 
GRIP COMBI

A unique Toppoint ball pen with a ribbed top. A 
plastic holder with a metal clip. Fully assemble 
your own colour combinations with transparent 
colour or hard parts. With X20 plastic refill in 
four writing colours to choose from: blue, red, 
black and green. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87647  MERCURIUS BALL PEN WITHOUT 
GRIP COMBI

TopPoint design Slash ball pen features a matt 
silk touch finish and is a tough looking 
giveaway. It features a twist mechanism and a 
firm clip. This pen is available in trendy colours 
with a Jumbo blue ink cartridge. 
Size: Ø12x145mm.

87265  BALL PEN SLASH SILK TOUCH

TopPoint design ball pen is a very elegant pen 
due to the silk-touch finish. This pen has a 
solid clip and a Jumbo blue ink cartridge. 
Size: Ø12x143mm.

87032  BALL PEN CLICK-SHADOW 
SILK-TOUCH

A TopPoint design ball pen, this is very elegant 
due to the soft-touch finish. This pen has a 
solid clip and a Jumbo filling with blue writing 
ink. Size: Ø12x143mm.

87025  BALL PEN CLICK-SHADOW 
RUBBERISED

A ball pen with metal tip and clip. Made in 
Germany & designed by Toppoint. Jumbo refill 
for long term writing pleasure. A choice of 
different writing colours to choose from (blue, 
red, black and green). Size: Ø12x146mm.

80541  UNIVERSE METAL TIP COMBI 
BALL PEN
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Toppoint ball pen with plastic bow clip. With 
X20 plastic refill. Hardcolour. Blue refill. Made 
in Germany. Size: Ø10x146mm.

87658  COVAAL BASIC TRANSPARENT
Toppoint ball pen with plastic bow clip. With 
X20 plastic refill. Hardcolour. Blue refill. Made 
in Germany. Size: Ø10x146mm.

87657  COVAAL BASIC HARDCOLOUR
A Toppoint ball pen with plastic bow clip and 
rubber grip. Choose your own hardcolour and 
transparent parts. With X20 plastic refill in four 
writing colours to choose from: blue, red, black 
and green. Made in Germany. 
Size: Ø10x146mm.

87664  COVAAL BASIC GRIP COMBI

Toppoint ball pen with plastic bow clip and 
rubber grip. With X20 plastic refill. Transparent. 
Blue refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x146mm.

87663  COVAAL BASIC GRIP TRANSPARENT
Toppoint ball pen with plastic bow clip and 
rubbergrip. With X20 plastic refill. Hardcolour. 
Blue refill. Made in Germany. Size: Ø10x146mm.

87662  COVAAL BASIC GRIP HARDCOLOUR
A Toppoint Ball pen with a plastic bow clip. 
Choose your own hardcolour and transparent 
parts. With X20 plastic filling in four writing 
colours to choose from: blue, red, black and 
green. Size: Ø10x146mm.

87661  COVAAL BASIC COMBI

TopPoint design ball pen with triangle barrel. 
Very elegant due to the soft-touch finish. This 
pen has a solid clip and a Jumbo refill with 
blue writing ink. Size: Ø12x145mm.

87773  BALL PEN TRIAGO SILK TOUCH
A TopPoint design ball pen with triangle barrel. 
Very elegant due to the soft-touch finish. This 
pen has a solid clip and a Jumbo refill with 
blue writing ink. Size: Ø12x145mm.

87765  BALL PEN TRIAGO
TopPoint design ball pen California with 
metalised tip. The barrel is rubberised and 
available in various modern colours. Robust 
pen with twist mechanism. The transparent clip 
is suitable for digital imprint. Size: Ø11x146mm.

87554  CALIFORNIA BALL PEN TWIST/METAL TIP
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LT92702 220

LT92704 219

LT92705 219

LT92708 203

LT92715 203

LT92716 203

LT92717 220

LT92718 220

LT92719 212

LT92720 212

LT92721 203

LT92722 212

LT92723 205

LT92724 219

LT93090 253

LT93094 244

LT93200 275

LT93201 275

LT93202 317

LT93204 199

LT93207 68

LT93211 84

LT93214 107

LT93215 69

LT93218 114

LT93221 103

LT93223 317

LT93234 224

LT93236 224

LT93237 316

LT93240 244

LT93241 223

LT93242 224

LT93244 224

LT93300 114

LT93301 321

LT93302 113

LT93303 108

LT93304 116

LT93305 108

LT93307 112

LT93309 115

LT93310 113

LT93311 116

LT93312 110

LT93313 109

LT93314 108

LT93315 115

LT93400 260

LT93401 259

LT93402 259

LT93403 260

LT93404 260

LT93405 259

LT93406 261

LT93407 219

LT93950 216

LT93951 215

LT93952 216

LT93953 216

LT93954 215

LT93955 215

LT93956 214

LT93958 217

LT93961 217

LT93962 218

LT93963 218

LT93964 217

LT94500 250

LT94501 250

LT94502 246

LT94503 248

LT94504 247

LT94505 249

LT94506 250

LT94507 251

LT94508 251

LT94509 313

LT94510 253

LT94511 252

LT94513 249

LT94514 313

LT94515 254

LT94516 254

LT94518 252

LT94519 245

LT94520 255

LT94521 255

LT94522 255

LT94523 255

LT94524 254

LT94525 248

LT94526 248

LT94527 248

LT94528 251

LT94529 251

LT94530 251

LT94531 250

LT94532 247

LT94533 246

LT94534 246

LT94536 246

LT94537 252

LT94538 248

LT94540 249

LT94542 244

LT94546 252

LT94549 313

LT95012 37

LT95015 100

LT95016 100

LT95027 102

LT95028 101

LT95030 320

LT95031 321

LT95032 97

LT95033 97

LT95034 97

LT95035 98

LT95036 289

LT95037 222

LT95038 222

LT95039 222

LT95040 222

LT95041 222

LT95042 222

LT95044 97

LT95059 68

LT95062 68

LT95065 73

LT95070 79

LT95071 79

LT95072 79

LT95073 67

LT95074 98

LT95075 67

LT95076 72

LT95077 73

LT95078 72

LT95079 74

LT95080 83

LT95081 86

LT95082 84

LT95083 73

LT95084 73

LT95086 87

LT95088 87

LT95090 74

LT95091 74

LT95092 72

LT95093 72

LT95094 85

LT95095 74

LT95101 43

LT95103 37

LT95104 49

LT95105 49

LT95106 45

LT95108 36

LT95109 36

LT95110 50

LT95111 50

LT95112 317

LT95113 317

LT95114 317

LT95115 317

LT95123 316

LT95124 60

LT95126 316

LT95127 316

LT95129 58

LT95130 56

LT95131 37

LT95132 317

LT95133 49

LT95135 47

LT95136 47

LT95137 44

LT95138 44

LT95139 43

LT95140 43

LT95141 64

LT95142 64

LT95143 64

LT95144 55

LT95145 44

LT95146 57

LT95147 52

LT95148 58

LT95149 53

LT95151 56

LT95152 36

LT95154 52

LT95155 30

LT95156 30

LT95157 30

LT95158 30

LT95159 30

LT95160 30

LT95161 31

LT95162 31

LT95163 31

LT95164 31

LT95165 54

LT95166 63

LT95167 63

LT95168 63

LT95169 63

LT95170 60

LT95171 60

LT95174 44

LT95175 53

LT95176 47

LT95177 47

LT95180 38

LT95181 38

LT95182 38

LT95185 56

LT95186 55

LT95187 56

LT95188 60

LT95189 57

LT95190 57

LT95191 52

LT95192 48

LT95193 49

LT95194 47

LT95195 38

LT95196 38

LT95197 38

LT95198 32

LT95199 32

LT95200 285

LT95201 61

LT95202 61

LT95203 61

LT95204 34

LT95205 34

LT95206 35

LT95207 35

LT95208 35

LT95209 35

LT95210 35

LT95211 35

LT95212 59

LT95213 59

LT95214 59

LT95215 34

LT95304 268

LT95305 321

LT95307 96

LT95308 96

LT95309 96

LT95422 247

LT95423 247

LT97000 189

LT97100 232

LT97101 233

LT97102 231

LT97104 232

LT97105 231

LT97106 232

LT97107 233

LT97108 231

LT97109 232

LT97110 231

LT97111 233

LT98001 24

LT98011 25

LT98061 23

LT98091 25

LT98181 23

LT98261 25

LT98321 22

LT98601 22

LT98611 316

LT98700 21

LT98701 21

LT98702 20

LT98703 20

LT98704 20

LT98705 20

LT98706 13

LT98707 13

LT98749 15

LT98752 13

LT98753 16

LT98754 13

LT98756 14

LT98757 14

LT98758 16

LT98759 12

LT98763 12

LT98764 16

LT98765 10

LT98766 15

LT98767 15

LT98768 7

LT98772 7

LT98773 15

LT98775 4

LT98776 5

LT98777 4

LT98778 5

LT98779 6

LT98780 4

LT98781 5

LT98782 4

LT98783 6

LT98784 5

LT98787 17

LT98788 17

LT98793 6

LT98795 19

LT98796 19

LT98797 19

LT98798 19

LT98799 18

LT98803 8

LT98804 8

LT98805 9

LT98807 9

LT98810 9

LT98811 10

LT98813 14

LT98814 14

LT98815 7

LT98817 316

LT98818 7

LT98820 256

LT98830 13

LT98831 10

LT98840 9

LT98841 9

LT98843 6

LT98850 18

LT98860 18

LT99609 276

LT99610 272

LT99618 272

LT99652 272

LT99662 272

LT99663 273

LT99681 272

LT99693 272

LT99703 273

LT99709 274

LT99710 274

LT99713 273

LT99714 273

LT99735 271

LT99737 271

LT99739 271

LT99742 270

LT99743 270

LT99744 271

LT99757 275

LT99791 274

LT99894 270

LT99896 270
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INDEX  PRODUCT INDEX
Label-en_us paginas

Acacia 246-251

Action camera 91, 320

Actioncam 91, 320

Adapter 94-96

Adhesive 184-187, 286, 306

Adhesive notes 184-187

Air refresher 283

Alarm 103, 275

Antibacterial 143, 156, 158, 162, 202-205, 213-220

Apron 254, 322

Backpack 34, 49, 53-59, 63, 296, 302, 316, 317

Bag 30-39, 42-45, 48-60, 63, 68, 238, 294-299, 301, 302, 316, 317

Baguette 250

Ball point case 172-175

Ballpen 78, 102, 119-178, 188, 192, 205, 213, 286, 306, 308-312, 323-325

Balm 206

Bamboo 13, 74, 152-154, 244, 248, 304, 305, 310, 311, 314

Bank card 198-200, 321

Barbecue 245, 254-282, 322

Battery 70, 78, 79, 81-87, 95, 103, 110, 144, 262, 318, 319

Beer 253, 256, 274

Belgium 291, 292

Beverages 4-7, 9, 10, 12-17, 20-26, 48, 70, 252, 253, 256, 290, 304, 316

Bicycle 15, 17, 66, 82, 91, 100-112, 226, 234

Bicycle bell 234

Bicycle lamp 82, 108, 111, 112, 234

Bio 13, 18, 20, 21, 123, 141, 153, 171, 288, 303, 304, 309, 311, 314

Birthday 250, 285

Black ink 120, 122, 123, 125-128, 130, 132, 134, 135, 150, 152, 153, 157, 159, 160, 161, 167, 

178, 308, 310, 311, 324, 325

Blender 316

Blocker 219, 225, 289

Bluetooth 16, 66-71, 82, 111, 275, 317-319

Bottle 4-7, 9, 10, 14-19, 38, 70, 223, 249, 253, 261, 274, 280, 300, 304

Bottle opener 244, 249, 252, 253, 255, 258-261, 268, 274, 280, 322

Bowclip 122, 123, 128, 129, 131, 325

Bowl 248, 249, 251

Bpa free 13, 16-19, 304

Bracelet 92, 100, 112, 239, 259, 268, 289

Bread 242, 243, 250

Business card 200, 269

Business trip 47, 57, 60, 63, 94, 95, 276, 277

Calorie counter 92

Camera 90, 91, 97, 98, 320, 321

Camping 114, 116

Candy 208-210, 249

Car 4-9, 12, 15-17, 74, 99, 100, 115, 235-237, 242, 261, 275, 283, 284, 316, 320-322

Car charger 60, 74, 318, 320

Car holder 7, 9, 74, 99, 100, 235, 321

Card 106, 199, 200, 235, 260, 269, 321

Card holder 198-200, 235, 321

Cardholder 96, 198-200, 235, 269, 321

Care 63, 102, 158, 162, 202-213

Case 91, 198, 199, 200, 225, 226, 238, 260, 275, 288, 321

Ceramics 22-26, 247, 248, 250, 305, 316

Championship 291, 292

Charging cable 60, 66, 69, 72-74, 78, 79, 81-86, 94-98, 110, 144, 262, 318-320

Charging station 70, 72-74, 78, 79, 81, 83-87, 94, 95, 144, 220, 262, 314, 318-320

Cheese 247-250, 305, 322

Children 238, 239, 284-286, 306

Chill 16, 17, 45, 48, 49, 97, 242, 252, 256, 289

Chopsticks 248, 305

Christmas 4-9, 14, 16, 37, 45, 47, 49, 53, 58, 60, 69-71, 79, 85, 87, 91, 92, 103, 246-254, 

258, 261, 262, 281, 316, 320, 322

Clapper 290

Cleaning 95, 97, 98, 101, 102, 162, 202, 203, 205, 211, 220, 226

Clock 92, 103, 245

Cob 79, 112, 114, 115, 260, 262

Coffee 4-13, 15, 22-26, 70, 304, 316

Cold beverages 4-7, 9-17, 20-26, 45, 48, 49, 70, 252, 256, 290, 304, 316

Coloring book 285, 286, 306

Compass 259

Congress 32, 269

Connect 16, 70, 97, 320, 322

Cook 245, 246, 251, 254

Cool 16, 45, 48, 49, 97, 242, 252, 256, 289

Cooling bag 45, 48, 49

Corkscrew 249, 253, 258, 322

Corona 102, 143, 156, 158, 162, 202-205, 213-220

Cosmetics 60, 63, 202, 206, 207, 292

Cotton 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 55, 268, 294, 295, 296, 298, 299, 314

Crayon 285, 286, 306

Credit card 106, 198-200, 260, 321

Cup 4-7, 12, 13, 15-17, 20-26, 243, 251, 290, 303, 304, 316

Cup and saucer 22, 316

Cup cake 

Custom made 26, 61, 90, 96, 101, 173, 217, 218, 222, 285

Cutting board 246, 250

Debit card 198-200, 321

Designed by toppoint 6, 7, 12, 17, 18, 22, 69, 78, 84, 137, 138, 141,  

143, 144, 168, 169, 179, 180, 316-319, 321

Desk light 69, 97, 113, 114, 116, 320-322

Dish 22, 316

Disinfection 102, 143, 156, 162, 202-205, 213, 219, 220

Dooropener 220

Double wall 4-10, 12, 13, 70

Drybag 61, 64, 317

Durable 13, 16, 18, 20, 21, 32, 34-39, 59, 122-124, 131, 141, 154, 159, 187, 189, 190, 192, 

229, 268, 288, 296, 298-304, 308, 309, 312, 314

Dutch 210, 290-292

Ear buds 66-68, 98, 317

Earphones 66-68, 98, 238, 317

Eating 242-251, 254, 255, 304, 305, 316, 322

Eco 13, 18, 20, 21, 32, 34-36, 38, 39, 59, 122-124, 131, 141, 152-154, 159, 187, 189, 

190, 192, 229, 244, 268, 288, 296, 298-304, 306, 308-312, 314

Ecological 13, 18, 20, 21, 32, 34-36, 38, 39, 59, 122-124, 131, 141, 153, 154, 159,  

187, 189, 190, 192, 229, 268, 288, 296, 298-304, 308-312, 314

Ecru 32, 33

Environmentally friendly 13, 18, 20, 21, 38, 123, 141, 159, 229, 268, 288, 300, 

303, 304, 308, 309, 314

Ergonomically 18, 19, 231, 232

European championship 161, 290-292

Event 52, 225, 269, 285, 288-292

Face mask 214-220

Feast 71, 228, 250, 285, 289, 291

Festival 20, 21, 45, 48, 52, 56, 83, 85, 87, 100, 101, 108, 225, 226, 228, 238, 269, 

277, 285, 288-291, 314, 318, 319, 321

Fire 254, 259, 278-283

Fitness 16, 18, 19, 92, 211, 222-224, 304

Flag 291

Flash drive 78, 104-107, 144, 320

Flashlight 78, 79, 82, 85, 108-113, 115, 116, 258, 260, 262, 320, 321

Flip flop 277

Flow 4-6, 17

Fluor 100, 179-182, 239

Food 242-251, 254, 255, 304, 305, 316

Football 161, 290-292

France 235, 291, 292

Frisbee 225

Frosty 21, 122, 128, 129, 158, 160, 172, 228, 229, 236, 269, 280, 303

Funnel 235

Gel 162, 202-205

Germany 119-126, 127, 134, 136, 137, 142, 242, 291, 292, 309, 312, 323-325

Groceries 30-39, 42-45, 48- 50, 52, 55, 274, 294-296, 298, 299

Gum 170, 171, 211, 286, 306

Handgel 162, 202-205

Headlamp 116

Headphone 66, 68

Heart 92, 209

Highlighter 178, 179, 180, 181, 182

Hobby knife 259, 263, 322

Holidays 47, 58, 70, 71, 85, 94, 198, 237, 276, 277, 317, 318, 321, 322

Hygrometer 103

Ice scraper 235-237, 322

Insect hotel 313

Ipad 146, 317, 321, 323

Jumbo 119-123, 128, 135-137, 140-143, 154, 158, 165, 242, 309, 312, 323-325

Key ring 96, 101, 108-110, 207, 263, 264, 269, 272-275, 288, 318

Keyfinder 275

Knife 244, 246-250, 258, 259, 263, 322

Lamp 69, 78, 79, 82, 86, 97, 108-116, 149, 150, 234, 260, 262, 289, 320-322

Lanyard 96, 268, 269, 314

Laptop 34, 52, 53, 58, 59, 96, 97, 113, 302, 320, 322

Leakproof 4-9, 16-19

Led lighting 69, 74, 78, 79, 85, 97, 108-110, 112-116, 260, 262, 289, 320-322

Lens cloth 101, 102, 226

Light 69, 78, 79, 85, 86, 97, 108-116, 149, 150, 260, 262, 289, 320-322

Lighter 278-283

Lighting 69, 74, 78, 79, 85, 97, 108-110, 112-116, 260, 262, 289, 320-322

Light-up 83, 108, 149

Lined 191, 194

Lip balm 206

Load 66, 70, 72-74, 78, 79, 81-87, 94-96, 99, 110, 144, 220, 262, 314, 318-320

Long writing refill 143, 145, 150, 156, 157, 163, 166, 167, 169, 213

Lotion 207

Loudspeaker 10, 16, 68-71, 79, 82, 85, 111, 262, 318, 319

Luggage 47, 276, 277
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SYMBOLS

EU

Toppoint has awarded the Ecovadis Silver medal for  
responsible conduct in the environment, labor practices,  
ethics and sustainable procurement.

Luggage tag 276, 277

Lunch 17, 242, 243, 244, 247

Lunchbox 242, 243

Made in europe 18, 19, 25, 119, 122, 124-127, 134, 136, 137, 142, 210, 304, 312, 

316, 323-325

Magnet 99, 110, 115, 196, 260, 270

Magnifier 112, 114

Makeup 63, 206, 292

Marker 179-182, 206, 285

Measuring tape 264-266

Meat 254, 255, 322

Metal keychain 109, 110, 272, 274, 275

Microfibre 98, 101, 102, 226

Mint 208-210

Mirror 211

Mobile phone 16, 68, 70, 73, 74, 78, 81-87, 90, 91, 96-102, 105, 110, 144, 164, 

200, 220, 234, 275, 314, 317-321

Money-box 284

Mouth mask 214-220

Mug 4-7, 9, 12, 13, 16, 17, 21-26, 243, 303, 304, 316

Multitool 79, 85, 244, 258-262

Netherlands 210, 290, 291, 292

Night light 78, 79, 97, 108-116, 260, 262, 289, 320-322

Non woven 39, 42-44, 48, 50, 52

Note 184-195, 286, 306, 307, 323

Notebook 187, 191-194, 286, 306, 307

Notes 184-190, 196, 286, 306

Oekoetex 30, 31, 34, 35, 215-217, 294-296, 299

Outdoor 61, 64, 82, 83, 85, 86, 91, 111, 112, 116, 211, 22-234, 239, 258-260, 322

Oven mitts 254, 322

Padlock 47, 276

Paper 51, 152, 153, 188-194, 286, 301, 306, 307, 311, 323

Parking 235

Parking ticket 235, 269

Patches 211

Peeler 244

Pen 78, 102, 119-169, 172, 173, 17-178, 192, 205, 213, 286, 306, 308-312, 323, 324, 325

Pen case 172, 173

Pencil 170, 171, 175, 263, 285, 286, 306

Peppermint 208-210

Phone charger 60, 66, 70, 72-74, 78, 79, 81-87, 94-96, 110, 144, 220, 262, 

314, 318-320

Phone cover 200, 321

Phone standard 70, 73, 74, 85, 98-100, 102, 162, 200, 234, 318

Pizza cutter 247, 322

Plane 47, 276, 277

Pliers 252, 255, 258, 322

Plug 94, 95, 320

Pocket knife 85, 258, 259, 263, 322

Pocket mirror 211

Poncho 288, 314

Poncho 288, 314

Porcelain 22-26, 316

Pottery 22-26, 316

Powerbank 70, 78-87, 110, 111, 144, 258, 262, 318, 319

Protection 162, 203, 205, 215-220

Puzzle 284

Reading lamp 69, 78, 79, 97, 109, 112-116, 262, 320-322

Recycled 13, 18, 20, 21, 32, 38, 39, 59, 122, 124, 152, 154, 159,  

192, 193, 288, 296, 300-304, 307, 308, 311, 312, 314

Reflective 54-56, 60, 100, 239, 288, 322

Rfid 198-200

Rollerball 165, 166, 172, 173, 175-177

R-pet 38, 300

Rubberised 69, 73, 84, 107, 137, 147, 163, 165, 168, 175, 324, 325

Ruler 264

Ruler 164, 197, 264, 286, 306

Run 66, 67, 100, 111, 112, 239, 322

Saddle 234

Safety 54, 58, 87, 97, 100-112, 198, 211, 219, 238, 239, 260, 320, 322

Sanitiser 202-204

Scale 276

School 17, 197, 242

Screen cloth 98, 101, 102, 162, 226

Shoe 211, 317

Shopping bag 30-37, 39, 42-45, 48-50, 52, 55, 60, 294-296, 298, 299

Shopping cart 220, 235, 274

Sieve 14, 44

Skewer 254

Skipping-rope 224

Slate 248, 305

Smell 283

Snow 207, 235, 236, 237, 322

Snow shovel 237, 322

Soft touch 69, 84, 107, 119, 121, 125, 136, 137, 142, 147, 165, 168, 169, 175, 325

Softdrink 6, 9, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 48, 252, 253, 256, 274, 290

Solar cell 71

Solar energy 71

Sound 10, 16, 66-72, 79, 82, 91, 97, 111, 113, 238, 262, 290, 317-319

Spatula 322

Speaker 10, 16, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 79, 82, 85, 111, 113, 262, 318, 319

Sport 10, 14-19, 55, 56, 60, 66, 67, 70, 100, 112, 211-226, 239, 291, 292, 304, 317, 

322

Sports bottle 15-19, 70, 304

Stationary 78, 94, 102, 103, 119-150, 154-157, 160-172, 175-177, 180-182, 187-194, 205, 

263, 284, 285, 312, 323-325

Step counter 92

Sterilisation 220

Storage box 26, 172, 224, 242, 243

Storm 231-233

Stylus 78, 98, 144-150, 152, 164, 165, 192, 306, 310, 311, 323

Sublimation 23, 24, 26, 316

Sugar free 208, 209

Suitcase 47, 70, 85, 210, 276, 277

Summer 47, 71, 103, 207, 217, 222, 225, 226, 228, 229, 252, 255, 256, 277, 289, 314

Sun 103, 206, 207, 222, 225, 226, 228, 229, 289

Sunburn 206, 207, 289

Sunglasses 226, 228, 229, 277, 314

Sunprotection 207

Sunshade 225, 289

Sushi 248, 305

Swim 222, 225

Tablet 53, 58, 78-85, 87, 94-102, 110, 113, 146, 195, 316, 318, 321-323

Tea 4-13, 15, 22-26, 70, 304, 316

Tea glass 12, 22, 23, 316

Temperature 10, 103

Thermal flask 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 70, 303, 316

Thermo 4-13, 70, 316

Thermo flask 4-7, 9-13, 70, 316

Thermo mug 4-7, 9-13, 70, 316

Thermometer 6, 9, 10, 12, 103, 245, 254, 316

Time 92, 103, 245

Toiletries 60, 63

Tokai 278, 280

Tools 79, 164, 258, 259, 260-263, 322

Torch 79, 115, 262

Touch screen 78, 98, 102, 144, 146, 148, 150, 164, 165, 323

Toys 284, 285, 319

Train 224

Travel 4-7, 9, 10, 12, 15-17, 47, 60, 63, 66, 68, 70, 79, 83-85, 94, 95, 223, 242, 262, 

276, 277, 289, 316-319, 321

Traveling bag 47, 52, 53, 57, 60, 63, 276, 277, 317

Truck 99, 209, 284

Type c 96, 320

Umbrella 231-233

Usb 47, 78, 82-84, 94, 95-98, 104-107, 113, 144, 318-320, 322

Usb cable 60, 78, 81, 83, 85, 95-98, 144, 318, 320

Usb flash drive 78, 104-107, 144, 320

Uv-c 220

Vacuum cleaner 95

Valentine 283

Video 91, 107, 320, 321

Virtual 90, 321

Vr 90, 91, 321

Walk 112, 226, 239

Wallet 198-200, 260, 284, 321

Watch 92

Water bottle 6, 8-10, 14-19, 38, 70, 289, 300, 304

Waterproof 58, 61, 63, 64, 91, 92, 100, 114, 231-233, 239, 317, 319, 320

Weather station 103

Webcam cover 97

Wheat straw 13, 138, 141, 229, 304, 309, 314

Whisky 252

Wind proof 231-233, 278

Wine 249, 251-253, 322

Winter 103, 207, 235-237, 322

Wireless 16, 66-74, 83-86, 113, 220, 275, 314, 317, 319

Wireless charging 67, 72-74, 83-86, 220, 314

Writing pad 163, 184-195, 306, 323

Writing set 175, 193, 285, 286, 306

X20 124-135, 146, 148, 155, 159, 160, 308, 309, 324, 325

Yoga 223

Yoyo 285

Zebra 194

All logos on the products have been  

exhibited for the purpose of display and 

they are not for sale. We reserve the right  

to deliver articles that may differ in 

execution and/or colours from the 

products illustrated in the catalogue. 

Compositor’s misprints reserved.

Designed and patented by Toppoint

Biodegradable

Choose your own colours of the parts  
of the pen

New product

Made in Europe

Watt

Capacity

Batteries included

Thermo

In giftpackaging

Number of sheets

Content

BPA free




